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Abstract

Reliable and highly available storage is a fundamental part for modern
distributed systems. Distributed read/write storage presents a cheap
and scalable alternative to enterprise storage solutions. To support more
complex operations such as conditional writes, distributed storage can be
implemented as a replicated state machine. However, to retain their fault
tolerance over a long system lifetime, these systems need to be frequently
reconfigured, replacing or upgrading failed components. Additionally, to
retain their advantage of increased scalability and flexibility, compared
to enterprise storage, these systems need to be reconfigured, e.g. adding
new resources at both existing and new locations or freeing such resources,
when they are no longer needed.

In this thesis we investigate reconfiguration methods for distributed
storage and replicated state machines that run in an asynchronous system,
i.e. a system that does not rely on any timing assumptions. Especially,
such reconfigurations do not rely on consensus, which requires synchrony
assumptions to hold.

This thesis makes contributions both to reconfiguration of distributed,
atomic read/write storage and to the reconfiguration of a replicated state
machine. In the context on a replicated state machine, we show that
both a single consensus instance and a replicated state machine can be
reconfigured in an asynchronous system without relying on eventual timing
guarantees. This differs from all existing reconfiguration methods which
rely on consensus to choose a new configuration. It is well known that
consensus cannot be solved in an asynchronous system. Thus, also a
replicated state machine, which relies on consensus, cannot be guaranteed
to make progress in an asynchronous system. However, since a reconfigu-
ration to a new set of machines or even a different data center can serve
to restore synchrony between replicas, asynchronous reconfiguration can
serve to increase the availability of a replicated state machine.

Further, we specialize reconfigurations for failure handling in a replicated
state machine. This means we restrict reconfigurations to the replacement
of slow or faulty replicas with new ones. Reconfiguration without consensus
allows to do such replacements decentralized, without relying on the
leader typically used to solve consensus. Further, we show that different
replacements can be performed independently from each other. This
reduces reconfiguration latencies especially for cases involving several
concurrent replacements. Finally, we show that in a local area network our
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replacements only cause a small overhead to normal operation of the state
machine. In a wide area network replacement adds virtually no overhead.

Another contribution of this thesis is to study novel semantics for
reconfigurations that can be implemented without relying on consensus.
We observe that the state of the art approach for reconfiguration in an
asynchronous environment has several disadvantages compared to the
classical consensus-based approach, which requires eventual synchrony.
For example, an unfortunate combination of remove operations may lead
to a configuration with too few or even no processes.

We present SmartMerge, a novel approach that provides most of the
benefits of consensus-based reconfiguration, yet can be implemented in a
fully asynchronous system. SmartMerge utilizes a merge function to aptly
combine concurrently issued changes to both the set of processes and the
quorum system of the storage. The approach is general and can use any
suitable function.

We use SmartMerge to implement a reconfigurable atomic storage. In
addition to the expressive reconfiguration policies enabled by SmartMerge,
our atomic storage also has improved efficiency: Every reconfiguration
imposes only a constant overhead on concurrent read and write operations.

We perform an experimental evaluation of several algorithms for recon-
figurable atomic storage. We compare our atomic storage algorithm using
SmartMerge with DynaStore and another novel algorithm, that both avoid
consensus. We also compare with the consensus-based Rambo algorithm

Compared with other algorithms that avoid consensus, our algorithm
offers a significant improvement in terms of latency and overhead. Our
evaluation also shows that reconfiguration without consensus, can obtain
similar results to that of consensus-based reconfiguration, which relies on
a stable leader. Moreover, our algorithm also substantially reduces the
overhead compared to consensus-based reconfiguration without a leader.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Reliable storage is a fundamental part of modern compute infrastructure.
Modern applications create ever increasing amounts of both user and
meta data that need to be stored reliably, and be easily available to users
or application instances spread throughout the world. Further, reliable
and strongly consistent storage can be used to store configuration data,
and thus bootstrap consistency and reliability properties of large scale
systems and modern computing infrastructure. For example the Orleans
platform uses reliable storage to ensure a consistent evolution of its cluster
membership [14]. Similarly, the Hadoop framework relies on ZooKeeper [52]
to reliably and consistently store and manage configurations of its HBase
database [114].

Many enterprises currently use monolithic disk arrays, built from cus-
tomized hardware to provide reliable storage. These systems are designed
to tolerate even extreme and unlikely failure scenarios. However, the I/O
ports and controllers of such storage racks may easily become bottlenecks.
Further, extensibility of such solutions is often limited, not only by the high
cost of such systems, but also because manufacturers maintain different
product lines for different sized enterprises.

Distributed storage, built using many cheap and unreliable servers or
storage devices, provides a reasonable alternative to enterprise storage.
In distributed storage, reliability is achieved through replication. If such
storage systems are distributed among different locations, e.g. located
in different racks or even different data center, stored files can remain
available, even in case of network or power failures, disconnecting entire
racks or data centers.

Thanks to modern cloud computing infrastructure, compute and stor-
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age resources are easily available in a wide variety of specifications and
located at data centers, distributed across the globe. Thus it is easy to
distribute replicas among a variety of locations to increase fault tolerance
and availability. Further, if different replicas are located near different
clients, this can significantly reduce response time.

The use of several replicas, possibly distributed at different locations,
introduces a new challenge, namely to ensure consistency between these
replicas. Distributed storage achieves consistency between different replicas
using a distributed protocol that ensures that sufficiently many processes
(usually a majority) are updated upon writes and that reads return up-to-
date values. For simple read and write accesses, strong (atomic) consistency
can be achieved in an asynchronous system [5]. Thus, replicas can be
implemented in a wide variety of environments without the requirement
to enforce timing constraints or carefully adjust timeouts.

However, many modern applications require more complex operations
than simple read and write access, including conditional reads and writes
or compare and swap operations. This is often the case when configuration
data should be stored and maintained with strong consistency, for example
in managing the cluster membership in project Orleans, mentioned above.

State machine replication [108, 75] is a commonly used method that
allows to store, access and update state allowing an arbitrary set of
deterministic operations. Similar to distributed storage, a replicated state
machine (RSM) stores copies of its state on several replicas. To ensure that
replicas remain consistent after multiple updates, the order of updates must
be synchronized across different replicas. Typically this is accomplished
using a consensus protocol, such as Paxos [76, 73]. If every update is
chosen by consensus, before it is applied, no two replicas can apply updates
in a different order. Implementations of an RSM using Paxos include
Google’s Chubby service [21], Microsoft’s Autopilot service [54] (used by
Bing).

Fault tolerant consensus cannot be solved in an asynchronous system [38].
Since an RSM needs to solve consensus to process new requests, this
impossibility also holds for the RSM. However, using the Paxos algorithm,
an RSM can run in an asynchronous system and, if eventually the system
behaves synchronous enough for the processes to agree on a single correct
leader, new requests can be chosen and executed.

Both an RSM and a distributed storage system are typically long
lived systems. To retain their advantage over expensive and monolithic
solutions, such as enterprise storage, these systems should be able to adapt
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Chapter 1. Introduction

the number, location and composition of their replicas to changing load
and access patterns. Finally, both an RSM and a distributed storage
system must be able to react to failures, e.g. replacing faulty replicas,
to ensure availability and prevent that failures can accumulate. This
requirement, to dynamically change the composition of replicas, forms the
motivation for this thesis, as we explain in detail, in the next section.

1.1 Motivation

Modern applications and service offerings, with many users around the
world pose increasing demands on the underlying storage and coordination
services, requiring fast response times under ever increasing load. To meet
these demands, modern services are typically composed of many compute
and storage resources distributed across different machines, data centers,
or even continents. This enables services to distribute load among several
storage resources. Furthermore, if some resources are located near clients,
this can significantly improve response time.

Additionally, distributed storage services are replicated on different
machines and data centers to allow single machines or even entire data
centers to fail, without interrupting the service.

The cloud computing paradigm not only simplifies the setup of these
systems, but also significantly simplifies adding new compute or storage
resources to existing systems, since new virtual resources can easily be
purchased and hosted in a large variety of data centers, and with different
specifications, circumventing the time and cost, necessary to purchase
and install new hardware. In [4] the authors show how the dynamic
relocation of storage can significantly increase overall utility. The cloud
computing business model even allows tenants of such systems to save
costs by temporarily suspending compute resources that are currently
unused.

However, even fault tolerant systems with replicated compute resources
can tolerate only a certain number of failures. Therefore, even these
systems need to react to failures, e.g. replacing faulty replicas with new
ones, to avoid that failures can accumulate. For example, systems running
in an asynchronous environment can tolerate at most a minority failing [5].
Thus, a three-way replicated system tolerates one failure. If a second
replica of the three fails, the service is forced to stop making progress
indefinitely. This situation typically requires manual repair and may cause
loss of data.
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1.1. Motivation

Thus, it is typical for the administrators of the data center to update
both the composition of machines in the data center and the composi-
tion of replicas running a service, performing upgrades, replacing failed
components and accommodating for changes in the service load. Such
reconfiguration operations are rather frequent in practice. For example
traces of a Google data center indicate that on average, machines become
unavailable 9.7 times during a year [105]. This number does not include
software failures or task eviction due to over-commitment of a machine.

Reconfigurations to the composition of replicas have to be managed
carefully to avoid inconsistencies. For example both distributed storage
systems and replicated state machines usually require a majority of the
replicas to have an up-to-date state. To maintain this invariant when new
replicas are added requires state transfer. Further, following the state
transfer, new state updates must be performed also at the new replicas.
Thus, reconfigurations and especially the state transfer that is part of a
reconfiguration must be synchronized with concurrent operations reading
or updating this state.

However, the main challenges in supporting reconfiguration is to ensure
consistency when multiple users or independent system components, submit
concurrent reconfiguration requests. A monitoring component can be
tracking software and hardware failures [49, 106], load of queries and
updates, and even control whether SLAs of single clients are met [4]. Acting
upon this information, the component may be issuing reconfiguration
requests autonomously, without human intervention. It is envisioned that
many such components may be deployed in a large-scale data center at the
same time, which may result in multiple concurrent uncoordinated and even
conflicting requests for reconfiguration. The ability to support multiple
independent monitoring components, can be very useful. For example it
allows more efficient failure handling in wide area networks, since a replica
failure can be detected and a replacement can be initialized locally [3].
If monitoring agents do not need to synchronize their reconfiguration
requests, these requests can be issued more efficiently. Further, without
synchronization, we can easily handle multiple instances of a monitoring
agent. Therefore, agents can be lightweight components that only include
soft state and can simply be re-instantiated upon failure.

If multiple reconfiguration requests are issued, we have to decide,
whether all reconfigurations should be applied and in what order, or
how reconfigurations can be combined. If different processes apply differ-
ent reconfigurations they may no longer agree on the number, organization
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Chapter 1. Introduction

or identity of the replicas. This may render processes unable to cooperate.
Different reconfigurations may even result in a split of the system into
separate sets of replicas, which may perform conflicting state updates.

The traditional approach to address this problem is to use consensus to
choose one of the proposed reconfigurations, see e.g. [44, 84, 77]. This way,
no two processes will apply inconsistent reconfigurations. The main disad-
vantage of this consensus-based approach is that its liveness is impossible
to guarantee in asynchronous systems, characteristic of both large-scale
data centers and especially wide-area networks. Furthermore, consensus is
usually implemented using a single leader [73]. This introduces additional
latencies when reconfiguration requests must be forwarded to the leader.
This leader may easily become a bottleneck, and in case of leader failure,
the election of a new leader causes additional latencies or even temporary
unavailability.

In this thesis we investigate methods for reconfiguration that avoid con-
sensus and work in a fully asynchronous environment. In an asynchronous
environment, processes cannot rely on timeouts to trigger at the same
time or even during a certain interval. Since our reconfiguration algo-
rithms do not rely on such assumptions, they can be deployed in different
environments, without the need to carefully adjust timeouts. In [102]
the authors show that wrongly configured timeouts can prolong leader
election by a factor of as much as 300. During this time, consensus-based
reconfiguration is disabled. Using our algorithms, system administrators
can further avoid costs of GPS and atomic clocks, used to synchronizing
processes. For example in [31] a replica synchronizes every 30 seconds with
several time-masters equipped with GPS or atomic clocks and located in
the same data center as the replica. This ensures that clocks between
replicas differ at most by a few milliseconds.

Our algorithms are decentralized and avoid the leader traditionally used
for consensus. Thus our reconfigurations can avoid leader bottlenecks,
and increased latencies, due to leader failure, leader election or simply
the forwarding of requests to the leader. Further, if reconfigurations are
designed for a fully asynchronous environment, the system can react to
failures and adapt to sudden changes in service load, even in the presence
of unexpected network or processing delays. We believe this to be highly
relevant, since failures or a sudden increase in service load can easily cause
such delays.
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1.2. Research Problems

1.2 Research Problems

The research done in this thesis can be summarized as addressing four
research problems, which are described in detail below. First we consider
the possibility to reconfigure an RSM in an asynchronous system (Prob-
lem 1). Second, we investigate how such reconfiguration can be applied for
decentralized failure handling in an RSM (Problem 2). We also investigate
new semantics for reconfiguration without consensus (Problem 3) and how
such reconfigurations can be made efficient (Problem 4). Problems 3 and 4
are applicable to both reconfiguration of an RSM and reconfiguration of
distributed storage, and this thesis includes contributions in both contexts.

Problem 1:
Possibility to Reconfigure an RSM
in an Asynchronous System

In [1] it was shown that a distributed atomic storage service can be
reconfigured in an asynchronous system without relying on consensus.
We investigate whether also an RSM can be reconfigured without relying
on consensus. To the best of our knowledge here, this differs from all
existing methods which rely on consensus to choose a new configuration.
As mentioned in the ingress of this chapter, state machine replication is a
more general scheme than simple read/write storage and is widely used
in modern production systems, e.g. [52, 21, 31]. Whether an RSM can
be reconfigured without consensus is an important question, since such
reconfiguration can be implemented in an asynchronous system without
relying on eventual synchrony or eventual perfect leader election, necessary
to solve consensus.

As mentioned in the ingress to this chapter, fault tolerant consensus is
impossible in an asynchronous system [38]. This impossibility also applies
to an RSM, that relies on consensus to choose new updates. However,
using the Paxos consensus algorithm, it is possible to implement an RSM
that runs in an asynchronous system, but relies on eventual synchrony,
or eventual leader detection to ensure progress. If this RSM can be
reconfigured without relying on consensus, it is possible to reconfigure
the RSM also in absence of such properties. Since a reconfiguration to a
new set of machines or even a different data center can serve to restore
synchrony between replicas, asynchronous reconfiguration can also serve
to increase the availability of an RSM.

An RSM performs a sequence of consensus instances. Classical methods
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Chapter 1. Introduction

to reconfigure an RSM only reconfigure future instances, but not running
consensus instances. Thus the actual consensus algorithm is not recon-
figured. Since running consensus instances cannot be completed in an
asynchronous system, reconfiguration without consensus needs to actually
reconfigure the consensus algorithm.

To prove that a consensus algorithm like Paxos can be reconfigured
in an asynchronous system, without relying on eventual synchrony or
leader election, we need to define what it means for a reconfiguration
to be live. Further, this condition should not depend on liveness of the
consensus algorithm, which is impossible to ensure in an asynchronous
system. Thus, if reconfiguration is live in an asynchronous system there
exists an execution, where reconfigurations are live but the consensus
algorithm is not. On the other hand, to reconfigure a consensus algorithm
is meaningless unless it allows consensus to be solved. Thus, while liveness
of reconfigurations should not require consensus to be live, it should require
the possibility that consensus may be live.

Further, if a reconfiguration can propose conflicting changes, we cannot
guarantee that all these changes are realized. For example, if two reconfig-
urations propose to both increase and decrease the number of replicas, we
cannot guarantee that both changes are realized. Instead we define that
a reconfiguration is live, if following this reconfiguration, consensus can
(but need not) be solved, even if all removed or replaced processes remain
unresponsive.

Finally, the fact that asynchronous reconfiguration has to reconfigure
the consensus algorithm, not just the RSM makes it more complex to
prove such reconfigurations correct. That is because correctness proofs for
the consensus algorithm have to be repeated, accounting for the possibility
of reconfiguration.

In Chapter 5 we present our ARec algorithm, a reconfiguration algo-
rithm for an RSM that does not rely on consensus. We show that the
above liveness of reconfigurations holds for ARec. This shows, that re-
configuration of an RSM in an asynchronous system is possible, without
relying on eventual synchrony or leader election.

Problem 2:
Reconfiguration Without Consensus
Specialized for Decentralized Failure Handling in an RSM

One of the main motivations for reconfiguration is to be able to handle
failures, e.g. replacing faulty replicas with new ones. The replacement of
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1.2. Research Problems

faulty replicas poses special requirements for reconfigurations. That is,
when handling failures it is especially important that reconfigurations are
fast and efficient, because following a failure, the tolerance to additional
failures is reduced until the failed replica has been replaced by a new one.
A failure handling method should minimize this window of vulnerability.

Further, it is clearly important that all detected failures are handled.
This can be difficult to achieve using traditional semantics for consensus-
based reconfiguration, where only one of several concurrently proposed
reconfiguration requests is chosen by consensus and then executed.

Failures can be detected faster, and with better accuracy, if monitoring
agents are located near the replicas they monitor. Further, if replacements
are initialized near the failed processes, we can avoid major changes
in the topology or geographical distribution of replicas. Previous work
on failure handling in an RSM has shown, that local or decentralized
failure handling can significantly reduce the window of vulnerability [3,
92]. Reconfiguration without consensus does not rely on a leader, typically
used to solve consensus and is thus well suited for decentralized failure
handling.

Finally, in an asynchronous system it is difficult to distinguish a faulty
replica from a replica that is merely slow or is detected as faulty due to
an intermittent network outage. A failure handling method must be able
to handle such false detections and e.g. replacing both slow and faulty
replicas. While we have to assume a bound on the number of concurrent
failures, to ensure liveness of our system, we cannot assume a bound on
the number of failures that are (falsely) detected.

In Chapter 6 we present our Replacement algorithm, a specialized
reconfiguration algorithm for handling failures in an RSM. Replacement
does not rely on consensus, or a single leader, but is fully decentralized.
This allows failed replicas to be replaced quickly, avoiding the bottleneck
of a single leader. Instead of handling failures in the order proposed by a
leader, Replacement can handle different failures concurrently and is thus
especially efficient in the case of concurrent failures.

Problem 3:
Lack of Suitable Semantics
for Reconfiguration Without Consensus

Theoretical works on reconfiguration often limit reconfigurations to a
simple interface, allowing to add and remove processes [1, 12, 65]. In case
of commutative concurrent requests, these systems directly combines the
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changes instead of choosing just one of them. Furthermore, since changes
commute, they do not need to be ordered. This allows the approach to be
implemented without relying on consensus. We refer to this conceptual
approach as DirectCombine.

In DirectCombine, the fact that all proposed changes are applied can lead
to problems, resulting in a configuration with too many or too few replicas.
If two proposed reconfigurations are trying to remove a different replica
each, both replicas will be removed. Such removals may incidentally result
in a configuration with only a few replicas and thus, low fault tolerance.
In the extreme case, a combination of several removals may result in an
empty configuration, in which no further operations can be performed.

It might be preferable for a system to abort the reconfiguration process
than to switch to such a configuration. In general, configurations with
too few or too many processes, or with an unfavorable distribution of
processes across data centers can be unacceptable in practice, because of
low fault tolerance, high network latencies, or administrative restrictions.

Another disadvantage of the automatic combination of different reconfig-
uration requests in DirectCombine is the need to autonomously recompute
the quorum system on the fly. While such dynamic computation is simple
for majority quorums, it may not be feasible in the general case or in
real-world situations. In heterogeneous systems spanning over multiple
data centers and a complex network topology, quorum systems may have
topology-induced structure. Furthermore, adjusting weights and the bal-
ance between read- and write-quorums can be the key to meeting service
level agreements under dynamic load patterns. It is therefore undesirable
to limit these systems to majority quorums.

Different from DirectCombine, in consensus-based reconfiguration [44]
a reconfiguration usually proposes a complete new composition of the
system, called a configuration. Such a configuration determines not only
the processes participating in a service, but also the quorum system on
these processes. In this approach, if multiple configurations are proposed
concurrently, one of them is chosen by consensus.

Thus, the service can only be reconfigured to a new configuration if
this configuration was explicitly proposed by some process. It is thus
easy to avoid unacceptable configurations. Further, this approach makes
it easy to use complex quorum systems, since the quorum system used
for a configuration can be carefully tailored, before this configuration is
proposed.

In Chapter 5 we address the question whether reconfiguration without
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consensus can provide similar semantics for reconfigurations as the one used
in the consensus-based approach. We present a novel approach, called
Timestamped Configurations, that allows reconfigurations to propose
complete configurations while avoiding the use of consensus. Instead of
consensus our approach relies on timestamps assigned to configurations to
choose one out of several, concurrently proposed configurations.

However, the semantics of the consensus-based approach, and times-
tamped configurations is missing an important advantage of DirectCom-
bine, namely the possibility to combine concurrent reconfigurations and
thus realize all concurrently proposed changes. Using Timestamped Con-
figurations only one of the concurrently proposed configurations will be
used by the system. For example if Timestamped Configurations are used
for failure handling, as explained above, two failures detected by different
processes cannot be handled concurrently. Further, processes would have
to carefully track proposed reconfigurations, and re-propose them, if they
are canceled by another concurrent proposal with higher timestamp. We
note that similar restrictions also apply to the consensus-based approach,
where only one new configuration is chosen by consensus. This poses the
question, whether the advantages of DirectCombine and consensus-based
reconfiguration can be combined.

In Chapter 6 we therefore present novel semantics specialized for replace-
ments that ensure that all detected failures are handled. In Replacement,
instead of specifying a new complete composition of replicas that the
service should use, a reconfiguration simply specifies a replica that should
be replaced. If two replacements for the same replica are requested, only
one replacement will be completed, but replacements for different replicas
are all executed.

Finally, in Chapter 7 we propose a novel approach that we call Smart-
Merge. At the core of the approach lies a merge function that intelligently
combines different, concurrently issued reconfiguration requests.

This approach allows SmartMerge to provide a generalized interface
for reconfiguration operations. Instead of adding and removing specific
processes, reconfigurations can specify rules and policies, that are used to
determine the composition of processes that should run the service. This
includes not only changes to the set of processes, but also the quorum
system on these processes. Finally, unacceptable combinations of reconfig-
urations can be avoided. For example, different from previous approaches,
SmartMerge can avoid that a combination of concurrent reconfigurations
remove too many or even all of the processes running the service.
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Thus SmartMerge combines the advantages of DirectCombine, with
those of Timestamped Configurations and the consensus-based approach.

Problem 4:
Making Reconfiguration Without Consensus Efficient

Reconfiguration without consensus does not require eventual synchrony or
leader election. Thus, there exist situations where reconfiguration without
consensus will succeed, while consensus-based reconfiguration may never
complete. However, it lies in the nature of the above eventual properties,
that it is impossible to predict whether these properties will hold, and
thus decide if configuration with or without consensus should be used.

An obvious solution to obtain the benefit of reconfiguration without
consensus is to always use this variant, even while the system behaves syn-
chronously and consensus could be used. However, for this solution to be
practical, reconfiguration without consensus should not impose a significant
reduction in performance compared to consensus-based reconfiguration.

A previous study [111] has found that reconfigurations performed with-
out consensus exhibit a similar latency to reconfigurations relying on
consensus. However, this study also found that reconfigurations with-
out consensus may cause a significant overhead to concurrent operations,
especially if multiple reconfigurations are handled concurrently.

For our Replacement algorithm, presented in Chapter 6 and our Smart-
Merge approach (Chapter 7), we introduce several novel techniques specif-
ically targeting the efficiency of concurrent reconfigurations.

We perform an experimental comparison of our Replacement algorithm
with classical consensus-based reconfiguration of an RSM. Our evaluation
shows that Replacement only causes a small overhead to concurrent client
requests, compared to classical reconfiguration. We find that the duration
for handling a single failure is similar in Replacement and classical recon-
figuration. However, Replacement is significantly faster when handling
multiple failures concurrently. Interestingly, our evaluation shows that
using classical reconfiguration there exists a significant delay before a new
replica can actually participate in Paxos, even after the activation of this
new replica has been acknowledged. Replacement significantly reduces
this delay by collecting acknowledgements at the new replica, rather than
at a leader. We show that this delay may have significant impact on client
request processing, since it forces the RSM to use sub-optimal quorums.

For our reconfigurable storage implementing the SmartMerge approach,
we show that every reconfiguration causes at most a constant overhead to
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concurrent operations. We perform experiments to compare the perfor-
mance of our distributed storage based on SmartMerge, to other algorithms
for reconfigurable storage, both with and without relying on consensus.
Our evaluation shows that reconfiguration without consensus achieves
similar latencies and causes a similar overhead to consensus-based reconfig-
uration, when orchestrated by a stable leader, but reduces reconfiguration
latencies and overhead of concurrent reconfigurations significantly, if no
stable leader is available.

1.3 Technical Contributions

In this thesis, we present three new algorithms, ARec, Replacement and
our storage algorithm using SmartMerge. Each of our algorithms uses
novel semantics for reconfigurations and thus contributes to addressing
Problem 3. Further, ARec solves Problem 1 showing that an RSM can
be reconfigured in an asynchronous system. Replacement is a special-
ized reconfiguration algorithm for failure handling and thus addresses
Problem 2. Replacement also reduces the overhead caused by reconfigura-
tions, compared to consensus-based methods and thus contributes towards
solving Problem 4. Finally, our SmartMerge approach enables novel se-
mantics, addressing Problem 3. Our algorithm for reconfigurable storage
using SmartMerge reduces the overhead that reconfigurations cause to
concurrent operations and thus also contributes to solving Problem 4.
Additionally we perform an experimental evaluation of different reconfig-
uration algorithms for atomic storage, including SmartMerge and other
approaches. This evaluation highlights different techniques to improve
efficiency of reconfiguration without consensus in practice and thus con-
tributes to solving Problem 4. We now give a brief overview of the new
techniques and methods we introduce to address the problems described
in Section 1.2.

1.3.1 Asynchronous Reconfiguration for an RSM

In Chapter 5 we present our ARec algorithm [27]. ARec is the first
reconfiguration algorithm for an RSM that does not rely on consensus.
As mentioned previously, a major problem in reconfiguration is how to
handle concurrent reconfigurations. If conflicting changes are proposed
concurrently, e.g. when two new configurations are proposed, we have
to prevent that both proposed configurations start running the RSM
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independently and thus diverge. Instead, we want the RSM to eventually
run using only a single configuration.

In ARec, we use a novel approach called Timestamped Configurations
to achieve this. In this approach a reconfiguration proposes a new con-
figuration and every configuration is assigned a unique timestamp. The
service is only reconfigured from configurations with smaller timestamps
to configurations with larger timestamps. Thus, once the replicas are
aware of all proposed configurations they will agree which configuration
should be used to run the RSM. To ensure that no two configurations
diverge, we need to ensure that before a new configuration is started, all
configurations with smaller timestamps have been stopped and that the
state from these smaller configurations has been transferred to the new
configuration. We ensure that this state transfer includes information
about any value that the consensus algorithm may have chosen in these
previous configurations.

This technique is similar to a technique used in consensus-based re-
configuration, where the configurations chosen by consensus are assigned
continuous sequence numbers, e.g. [79, 11]. In this approach, a new config-
uration can determine the total number of previous configurations based
on its sequence number alone. This is not possible using our Timestamped
Configurations, since some intermediate timestamps might not be assigned
to any configuration. To the best of our knowledge, in the context of
reconfiguration of an RSM, we are the first to propose a scheme that allows
such gaps between the timestamps assigned to configurations. This feature
is key to enable reconfiguration without consensus. If configurations need
to form a continuous sequence, consensus is required to decide which
configuration should be assigned the next sequence number.

Our ARec algorithm not only solves Problem 1 posed in Section 1.2,
showing that an RSM can be reconfigured in an asynchronous system,
it also contributes to addressing Problem 3: Using Timestamped Con-
figurations allows ARec to support semantics similar to consensus-based
reconfigurations. In Section 3 we provide several examples, explaining the
differences between the reconfiguration semantics used in this thesis and
related works.

We prove correctness for our ARec algorithm using a novel proof tech-
nique: We define a relation on protocol steps that are performed collectively
by a majority of the processes in a configuration. configurations. We
show that any two such protocol steps stand in relation, even if they
are preformed by processes from different configurations. We can then
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repeat proofs from [73] to show that no two different values can be chosen.
Formulated for a static system, these proofs rely on the fact that for any
two steps, performed collectively by a majority of the processes from the
same configuration, some process participated in both steps. To repeat
these proofs in a reconfigurable system, we therefore rely on the fact that
such steps stand in relation, even if they are not performed in the same
configuration.

1.3.2 Independent Replacements

In Chapter 6 we present our Replacement algorithm [56, 58, 57] to address
Problem 2. Replacement is a specialized reconfiguration algorithm for
handling failures in an RSM. Replacement does not provide a general
interface for reconfigurations, but only allows reconfigurations to request
replacements, e.g. new replicas replacing faulty or slow ones.

Instead of installing a complete new configuration as in general reconfig-
uration, in replacement processes only need to stop communicating with
the old replica, and instead include the new replica in the RSM. Thus,
if two replacements are requested for different replicas, we can perform
these replacements concurrently. In particular, if less than half of the
replicas are replaced concurrently, these replacements can be performed
independently without any form of synchronization.

Since replacements can be performed independently, Replacement not
only avoids consensus and the leader bottleneck, it also avoids the com-
plexity of combining different reconfiguration requests, Section 1.3.3) as
done in other algorithms for reconfiguration without consensus, e.g. [1, 40,
59] and our algorithm presented in Chapter 7.

Further, since the remaining replicas do not synchronize on the inclusion
of a replacement replica, they can continue to process requests proposed to
the state machine. We present Version Paxos, which includes only minor
changes from the Paxos algorithm and is meant to be used together with
Replacement. If only a minority of the processes is replaced concurrently,
using Version Paxos, the remaining replicas can continue to process updates
to the RSM independent of the concurrent reconfigurations. Thus, using
Replacement and Version Paxos, failure handling only causes a small
overhead to concurrent request processing. This contributes to solving
Problem 4 posed in Section 1.2.

We prove that using Version Paxos ensures that no two different values
can be chosen in one consensus instance. To prove this, we use the same
technique we already applied for ARec, defining a relation between protocol
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steps and adapting proofs from [73]. This shows that our proof technique
is general enough to be applied to different algorithms.

We also prove that Replacement is live in an asynchronous system,
even if all replicas currently running the service are replaced concurrently.
This is important, since in an asynchronous system we have to resort to
unreliable failure detectors [26], which may falsely suspect correct processes
to have crashed. It is therefore difficult to ensure a bound on the number
of concurrently detected failures. Finally, Version Paxos is live, if the
replicas can eventually agree on a leader.

We evaluated Replacement against classical reconfiguration, a standard
consensus-based method to reconfigure an RSM. Our evaluation shows
that Replacement only causes a small overhead to concurrent client re-
quests, compared to classical reconfiguration. We find that the window of
vulnerability of a single failure is similar in Replacement and classical re-
configuration. However, Replacement is significantly faster when handling
multiple concurrent failures. Interestingly, our evaluation shows that there
exists a significant delay before a new replica can actually participate in
Paxos, even after the activation of this new replica has been acknowledged
by the other replicas. Replacement significantly reduces this delay by
collecting acknowledgements at the new replica, rather than at a leader.
We show that this delay may have significant impact on client request
processing, since it forces Paxos to use sub-optimal quorums.

1.3.3 SmartMerge

In Chapter 7 we present a novel approach to handle concurrent reconfig-
urations that we call SmartMerge [59]. This approach allows to define
novel semantics for reconfigurations, where concurrent reconfigurations are
combined using a merge function. It thus contributes to solving Problem 3
as presented in Section 1.2. In Chapter 3 we introduce the novel semantics
of SmartMerge and compare them with existing approaches.

We use the SmartMerge approach to implement reconfigurable dis-
tributed (atomic) storage. The key idea behind our implementation is as
follows: Under the assumption that the merge function is commutative,
associative, and idempotent, it induces a lattice of all possible reconfig-
uration requests. If finitely many concurrent requests are proposed, we
ensure that eventually every process will adopt the merge (i.e., a lattice
join) of all these competing requests as its configuration.

The lattice defines a partial order on its elements. This also holds for the
sub-lattice containing the proposed reconfiguration requests and the join of
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any subsets from these requests. With respect to this order, the merge of
all proposed requests is the maximum element of this sub-lattice. Similar
to Timestamped Configurations, we can thus restrict reconfigurations to
move from smaller to greater elements according to this order.

Lattice agreement. As was the case for Timestamped Configurations,
we want to stop or notify all previous or smaller configurations before a new
configuration can start. However in SmartMerge, the sub-lattice containing
r reconfiguration requests and the join of any subsets of these requests,
contains 2r elements. Each of these lattice elements may correspond to a
different intermediate configuration, used before reaching the merge of all
proposed requests.

To avoid notifying processes in all these intermediate configurations
during reconfiguration operations, we submit proposed requests to lattice
agreement, which returns elements from a totally ordered subset of the
lattice, including the greatest element. We use only elements that were re-
turned by lattice agreement as intermediate configurations. The number of
different configurations returned by lattice agreement during an execution,
is at most the number of changes proposed during this execution, making
it feasible to notify all intermediate configurations. Additionally, if a
reconfiguration to one of these intermediate configurations was completed,
we no longer need to notify elements smaller than this configuration.

In Chapter 7 we present two variants of our reconfigurable atomic
storage, using SmartMerge. The first uses an external service to solve
lattice agreement. The second implements this lattice agreement service
using the same replicas that are currently running the distributed storage.
Thus, a reconfiguration of the distributed storage also needs to reconfigure
the lattice agreement service. To the best of our knowledge, we thus
implement the first reconfigurable variant of lattice agreement.

We show that using lattice agreement, the communication complexity
of reconfigurations is linear in the number of concurrent reconfigurations.

Read and write operations. To implement wait-free reads and writes,
these operations cannot wait until a reconfiguration has completed. One
solution to this problem, that was previously applied in the consensus-
based approach [44] is to read from or write to the old, the new, and all
possible intermediate configurations, while reconfigurations are ongoing.
Since only lattice elements returned from lattice agreement are used as
intermediate configurations, read and write operations only have to contact
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these configurations.
To read a value from the register while changes are being applied to

the configuration, we read the register values stored in all configurations
returned by lattice agreement and return the most recent one. Similarly,
to write a value, we write to all these configurations. Read and write
operations do not participate in lattice agreement, but only contact pro-
cesses in configurations returned by lattice agreement. We show that in
an execution where at most r changes are proposed, all read and write
operations cumulatively contact processes in at most r ` 1 different con-
figurations. A single read or write operation contacts the processes in any
configuration at most twice. This gives a bound on the latency of read
and write operations that is the same as for the consensus-based approach
in [44], but a significant improvement compared to DynaStore [1]. Thus,
by using lattice agreement, SmartMerge reduces the overhead caused by
reconfiguration requests to concurrent read or write operations. This
contributes to solving Problem 4 from Section 1.2.

1.3.4 Evaluating Reconfiguration Without Consensus
for Atomic Storage

In Chapter 8 we present an extensive experimental evaluation of different
algorithms for reconfigurable atomic storage. We include both our Smart-
Merge algorithm, presented in Chapter 7 and another novel algorithm for
reconfigurable atomic storage, that relies on a Speculating-Snapshot [40].
We call this algorithm SpSn-Store. Both these algorithms reduce the
worst case communication complexity of reconfigurations and read and
write operations concurrent with reconfigurations. We compare the new
algorithms to both the DynaStore [1] algorithm and to the Rambo [44]
algorithm. The latter was the first and most prominent example address-
ing reconfiguration of atomic storage and uses consensus to decide on
reconfigurations.

We implemented the algorithms in the data-centric model, in which
processes are strictly separated into client and server roles, prohibiting
servers from initiating communication. This model is considered to favor
scalable implementation. Further, this choice makes our evaluation compa-
rable to a previous study [111]. This is important, since we want to show
that the new algorithms using SmartMerge and Speculating-Snapshot do
not experience the high overhead reported for DynaStore in [111]. In
Chapter 8 we give a detailed description of the data-centric model and
the motivations for choosing this model.
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In our experiments, DynaStore does not exhibit the exponential overhead
that characterizes its worst case complexity. To be precise, the number
of configurations created in DynaStore during our experiments is always
equal to the number of reconfiguration requests. However, in a local area
network, the new algorithms perform significantly better than DynaStore.
That is because in these algorithms, concurrently issued reconfiguration
requests are batched during lattice agreement or the Speculating-Snapshot,
respectively. Thus several concurrent reconfigurations usually result in
the creation of only a single new configuration. Due to this batching, the
new algorithms also have lower overhead than Rambo, if run without a
stable leader, and similar overhead to leader-based Rambo.

Our evaluation indicates that treating read and write operations sep-
arate from reconfigurations is an important design principle. Different
from SmartMerge and Rambo, the SpSn-Store and DynaStore algorithms
force read and write operations to help [23] in completing concurrent
reconfigurations. Our evaluation indicates that this increases the overhead
that reconfigurations imposes on read and write operations.

We also extract an optimization, that we call thrifty-mode, from the
Rambo algorithm. In thrifty-mode clients avoid contacting a server several
times as part of different configurations. We implemented thrifty-mode
for SmartMerge and Rambo and show that it can significantly reduce the
overhead to read operations for both algorithms.

We also evaluated the algorithms for the case where clients and servers
reside in different data centers across the globe. Our evaluation shows
that batching reconfigurations has a much smaller effect in this scenario,
and that in some cases DynaStore actually performs better than the new
algorithms.

1.4 Roadmap

The remainder of this thesis is organized into eight chapters. In Chapter 2
we provide background for our contributions. We give a detailed system
model, and define the problems of atomic storage and state machine repli-
cation. We then provide some fundamental definitions for reconfigurations
and review related work.

In Chapter 3 we present an overview of the novel reconfiguration se-
mantics introduced in this thesis and compare them with semantics from
previous work. We use several examples to highlight advantages and
disadvantages of the different approaches.
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In Chapter 4 we give an overview on how to specify and implement
a reconfigurable service in an asynchronous system and how to prove
its correctness. This chapter presents common problems and existing
solutions.

We present our contribution in Chapters 5 to 8. Where possible, we try
to keep these chapters self-contained, to allow readers with special interest
to skip ahead.

Chapter 5 presents the ARec algorithm which shows that reconfiguration
of a replicated state machine is possible in an asynchronous system.

In Chapter 6 we present the Replacement algorithm, a decentralized
reconfiguration algorithm for a replicated state machine, specialized for
replacing a slow or faulty replica with a new one.

In Chapter 7 we present our SmartMerge approach that allows to
propose a broad range of different reconfigurations and aptly combines
concurrent reconfigurations using a merge function. We also present our
algorithm, which utilizes SmartMerge to provide reconfigurable atomic
storage.

In Chapter 8 we perform a detailed comparison and experimental evalu-
ation of different reconfiguration approaches for atomic storage, including
SmartMerge.

Finally, in Chapter 9 we provide possible future directions for this work.

In the following, we point readers with special interests, e.g. the recon-
figuration of a replicated state machine, or the semantics for asynchronous
reconfiguration to the relevant chapters.

Asynchronous reconfiguration for an RSM: The concept of a repli-
cated state machine is introduced in Section 2.4. Our contributions to
the reconfiguration of an RSM are in Chapters 5 and 6. Chapter 4 also
holds relevant information, e.g. an informal example for proving safety of
reconfigurable Paxos.

Asynchronous reconfiguration for Atomic Storage: The problem
of atomic storage and emulation of an atomic register is introduced in
Section 2.3. Our contribution to the reconfiguration of atomic storage is
presented in Chapters 7 and 8.

Semantics for asynchronous reconfiguration: A detailed example
for the different semantics considered in this thesis is given in Chapter 3.
We define our general SmartMerge approach in Chapter 7, which also
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includes several examples how to instantiate this approach. Chapters 5
and 6 also introduce different semantics, but these are also revisited in
Chapter 7.

Experimental comparison of reconfiguration with and without
consensus: We perform an experimental evaluation for the reconfig-
uration of a replicated state machine in Chapter 6, where we compare
our Replacement protocol to the consensus-based classical reconfiguration.
Chapter 8 contains a detailed evaluation of different reconfiguration algo-
rithms for atomic storage, including our algorithm from Chapter 7 and
the consensus-based Rambo algorithm.
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Background

In this chapter we provide background information for the contributions of
this thesis. We give a detailed system model in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2
we give a simple example, highlighting the main difficulties and common
techniques for designing a fault tolerant algorithm in an asynchronous
system. We then present specifications and solutions for static or non-
reconfigurable atomic storage and state machine replication in Sections 2.3
and 2.4. Finally, we present some fundamental definitions and obstacles
for reconfiguration in an asynchronous system in Section 2.5 and existing
approaches to reconfiguration in Section 2.6.

2.1 The Asynchronous System Model

We assume an asynchronous system where processes communicate via fair
links and are subject to crash failures. Below, we give a detailed description
of this model. Similar models can be found in standard textbooks on
distributed computing, e.g. [22, 9]. Readers well versed in the asynchronous
system model may skip this section.

A distributed system is a set Π “ tp1,p2, . . .u of processes. Each
process pi has a unique identifier pi.id. For every pair of processes ppi,pjq
there exists a communication channel chi,j that processes pi and pj use
to exchange messages.

The set Π not only holds the processes running the service, e.g. an
RSM, or distributed storage, but all (possibly infinitely many) processes
that may be added to the service by a reconfiguration. We use P to denote
the set of processes actually running a service.

We assume an asynchronous system. Therefore, our processes do not
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have access to a common clock or a sense of global time.

When executing a distributed algorithm every process performs a (pos-
sibly empty) sequence of steps. At the beginning of an execution, every
process is in a default state. A process can perform internal steps, changing
its local state. Further, process can perform sendi and receivei steps, that
model communication with other processes. Additionally, we distinguish
invocation and return steps. We now give some details to the single steps.

If process pj performs a sendipmq step, it sends a message m on the
channel chj,i to pi. Similarly, if process pj performs a receiveipmq step,
pj receives a message m on the channel chj,i. This message is added to
a local buffer. An internal step models an internal state transition or
computational step. We assume that one such step corresponds to one line
in our pseudo code. An internal step may change a process’ local state
and enable additional steps, e.g. the next line in the pseudo code. We
also consider two special internal steps. An invocation models a call from
an application layer and a return step returns a value to the application.
A return step does not change the internal state of a process.

An execution is a sequence of steps σ “ si0, s
j
1, . . ., where sjl is a step

performed at process pj . We omit the superscripts naming the processes
if they are not necessary. An execution σ is an execution of algorithm A,
if every step in the execution is enabled according to algorithm A. Unless
noted differently, invocations are always enabled. Other internal steps,
and sendi steps are enabled when the respective line in the pseudo code
of algorithm A can be executed. A receiveipmq step is enabled at process
pj for a message m from process pi, if σ includes a sendipmq step, where
pi sends m to pj , and this sendipmq is ordered before the receiveipmq in σ.
Requiring that all receive steps are enabled ensures that our channels do
not create or alter messages.

We allow processes to fail by stopping to take further steps. We model
this by a fail step. This step is always enabled, but after a process has
taken this step, no further steps are enabled at this process. We say that
a process is correct in an execution, if the process does not fail.

We say that an execution is valid if strong fairness (e.g. [74]) holds for
sendi steps and for all internal steps, except invocations. Thus in a valid
execution, if a step is enabled infinitely often at one process, this process
will perform the step infinitely often. We require strong fairness of internal
steps, to ensure that all received messages are eventually processed, as we
explain below.

We do not require strong fairness for receivei steps, allowing messages
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to be lost. Instead we require that, if for some message m and processes
pi and pj a valid execution holds infinitely many steps sendipmq executed
at pj , and pi does not fail, then this execution should also hold infinitely
many receivejpmq steps executed at pi. Such channels are usually referred
to as fair channels [22].

Unless noted otherwise, we assume that all executions are valid ex-
ecutions of some algorithm. If unambiguous we omit the name of the
algorithm.

In some cases we assume that communication between correct processes
is reliable. Here reliability implies, that if a process pi sends a message to
process pj and neither pi nor pj fail, this message is eventually received.
Such reliable channels can be implemented using our fair channels, e.g. [22].
For a message to be sent reliably, it simply has to be sent repeatedly
forever, or until the delivery has been acknowledged. This approach can
be problematic in the presence of failures. Since a failed process will never
acknowledge that the message was received, the sender has to re-send this
message infinitely often. Since messages can be lost, the sender cannot
distinguish whether the recipient of a message has failed, or the message
was lost. However in our algorithms, a sender can usually stop sending
messages to processes that have been removed through a reconfiguration,
even if this message was never acknowledged.

In Chapter 7 we also assume a reliable broadcast primitive that can
be used to send a message to a finite set of processes, such that, if one
correct process receives the message, all correct processes will eventually
receive it. Such a reliable broadcast can be implemented using reliable
channels (see for example [22]). For example, on receiving such a message,
processes can echo this message back to all processes within the set.

Finally, we introduce a convention for our pseudo code. Instead of
explicitly including the receivei steps in our pseudo code, we assume that
these steps simply add the message to a buffer internal to the process. We
write On xMsgy for an internal step that removes a message m “ xMsgy
from the buffer. Thus, this step is only enabled after a message m “ xMsgy
was received. We assume that the code block following an On xMsgy
statement is executed atomically. Strong fairness of internal steps ensures
that if a message m “ xMsgy is received and a OnxMsgy block exists,
the message is eventually processed. This prevents processes that receive
messages of different types, e.g. heartbeats and protocol messages, from
processing only messages of one type.
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2.2 Fault Tolerance in an Asynchronous System

The main problem when designing fault tolerant algorithms for an asyn-
chronous system model is that processes cannot distinguish between faulty
processes and slow processes. We highlight this difficulty in the following
example.

Example 2.1. Assume we want to use processes pa, pb, and pc to reliably
store a file. We can simply send the file to these processes, but without
acknowledgment we do not know whether this message was lost or not.
Assume now that processes pa and pb have acknowledged receiving the
file. In this situation it does not make sense to wait for another acknowl-
edgement from pc, since pc might have failed, in which case, it will never
answer.

Thus, when we want to retrieve our file, we cannot assume that every
correct process knows the most recent version of the file. However, we can
request the file from all three processes and wait for two responses. At
least one of the two responses should include the correct file. Note that
if a file was overwritten, e.g. with a new version, the two responses may
return different versions of the file and we have to determine the correct
one. N

This example already holds the main principles necessary to provide
fault tolerant atomic storage in an asynchronous system, for example, that
the sets of processes replying to a read or write operation should intersect
in at least one process. We discuss these requirements in detail in the next
section, where we introduce and discuss atomic storage.

2.3 Atomic Storage in an Asynchronous System

In this section we present the problem and a solution emulating a dis-
tributed, multi-reader and multi-writer, atomic register. Such a register
allows processes to store, retrieve and overwrite a single value, e.g. a
single file. Obviously storage and retrieval of a single file is a fundamental
problem to providing atomic storage. Multiple files can be easily stored in
a collection of registers. We therefore use the terms atomic storage and
atomic register interchangeably.

Specification. We now give a short specification of an atomic register.
We assume a finite set P Ă Π of processes that run the register. A
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higher level application may interact with the register via operations. An
operation is composed of an invocation and a return step occurring at the
same process pi P P. We assume that operation calls are synchronous.
Thus after a process pi takes an invocation step, further invocations are
disabled, until pi takes a return step. We can thus map all returns in
an execution to their last preceding invocations. An execution may also
contain an invocation without a matching return, e.g. if the process
performing the invocation fails before he can perform the return. We say
that an operation is complete if its invocation has a matching return. Note
that, while the invocation and return of an operation are local to one
process, the execution of an operation usually includes several processes
communicating among each other.

Let V be the set of possible register values. Thus V can be viewed
as the ”type” of the value stored in our register. Our register has two
operations read and write that may be called by any of the participating
processes. writepvq takes an argument v P V and returns when this value
was written to the register. readpq takes no argument and returns a value
v1 P V. A read operation may also return a special symbol, K R V. This
symbol is used to signal that the register does not contain any value.

For any execution σ of a register, let σop be the set of all operations
(invocation and return steps) in σ and let σop be the set of all operations
that completed in σ. For two operations op1 and op2 in σop, we say that
op1 precedes op2 and write op1 ă op2, if the return step of op1 lies before
the invocation of op2. Thus ă defines a partial order on σop. We say that
an execution is sequential if the precedes relation (ă) defines a total order
on operations.

In a sequential execution of a register we require that every read
returns the value written by the last preceding write operation. If no
such operation exists, the read should return K. Thus, a read returns
the last value written to the register. A register is atomic [72] if for every
execution σ, there exists a sequential execution π of a safe register, such
that σop Ă πop Ă σop holds and that the total order ă on πop extends the
partial order on σop. This property is also called linearizable [51].

Algorithm. We now present an algorithm for a multi-reader, multi-
writer (MRMW) atomic register [5, 85]. We first introduce two concepts
needed for our algorithm, timestamps and quorum systems.

As Example 2.1 has shown we need to be able to distinguish newer from
older values. To do this we assign to every value a unique tag:
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Definition 2.1. A unique tag ptgq is a tuple ptg.sq, tg.idq that consists of
a sequence number sq and a process identifier id. We write tg1 ď tg2 if
tg1.sq ă tg2.sg holds or if tg1.sg “ tg2.sq and tg1.id ď tg2.id holds. N

When a process writes a new value v to the register, it creates a new
unique tag tg and writes the tuple pv, tgq to the register. We call a pair of
the form pv, tgq a register state. Here v is a register value v P V Y tKu and
tg is a unique tag. To obtain a new tag, a process increases the sequence
number of its last known tag it knows and appends its own identifier. We
can distinguish older from newer register states based on the sequence
number in their tags. However register states written concurrently can have
the same sequence number. Atomicity requires us to define a total order
on all operations, including concurrent write operations. We therefore
order states with the same sequence number according to the included
process identifier. Since no process assigns the same sequence number to
different states, this scheme ensures that the tags are unique.

Example 2.1 also shows that we should not require the algorithm to
write to and read from all processes. Instead, each step should only require
replies from a subset of processes. However the sets that reply to a read
and write should intersect. This requirement is captured in the definition
of read- and write-quorums.

Definition 2.2. A read-write quorum system on a finite set of processes
P contains two collections RQ and WQ of non-empty subsets of P (@Q P
RQYWQ : Q Ă P^Q ‰ H), such that for any two elements R P RQ and
W PWQ, RXW ‰ H holds. The elements of RQ are called read-quorums,
while the elements of WQ are called write-quorums. N

In our algorithm, every process pi P P stores a register state pi.S.
Our algorithm uses two primitives, writeS and readS to disseminate and
collect register states. We include pseudo code for these primitives in
Algorithm 2.1.

writeSpsq sends a message xwriteS, sy, including a register state s to
all processes in P and waits for a write-quorum to acknowledge receiving
this message. Before sending this acknowledgment, a process pi check if
the tag in s (s.tg) is larger than the tag of the state stored locally pi.S.tg.
If this is the case pi assigns the new register state s to its local variable
pi.S before returning the acknowledgement.

The readSpq function sends a xreadSy message to all processes in P.
A processes pi replies to this message by sending its local state pi.S.
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Algorithm 2.1 readS and writeS at process pi
1: State at process pi :
2: pi.mcÐ 0 {message counter}
3: pi.id {this process’ identifier}
4: pi.S Ð pK, p0, idqq {register state: S “ pS.v, S.tgq}
5: pi.RepliesÐH {set of replies}
6: readSpq
7: pi.mcÐ pi.mc` 1
8: pi.RepliesÐH

9: repeat
10: send xreadS,pi.mcy to all p in P
11: until DQ P RQ : Q Ă pi.Replies
12: return pi.S

13: On xreadS,mcny from pj
14: send xState,pi.S,pi.id,mcny to pj

15: On xstate, Sj , idj ,mcny from pj
16: if mcn “ pi.mc then
17: pi.RepliesÐ pi.RepliesY idj
18: if Sj .tg ą pi.S.tg then
19: pi.S Ð Sj

20: writeSps1q {s1 “ ps1.v, s1.tgq}
21: pi.mcÐ pi.mc` 1
22: pi.RepliesÐH

23: repeat
24: send xwriteS,pi.mc, s

1
y to all p P P

25: until DQ PWQ : Q Ă pi.Replies
26: return

27: On xwriteS,mcn, s1y from pj
28: if s1.tg ą pi.S.tg then
29: pi.S Ð s1

30: send xAck,pi.id,mcny to pj

31: On xack, idj ,mcny from pj
32: if mcn “ pi.mc then
33: pi.RepliesÐ pi.RepliesY idj

The readS function collects the local states from all processes in a read-
quorum and then returns the one state that has the highest timestamp.
Additionally, Algorithm 2.1 uses a counter mc included in messages, to
separate replies to a current readS from replies to the previous one.

The read and write operations are very similar, as shown in Algo-
rithm 2.2. A read operation first calls readS to receive an up-to-date
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register state s. Before returning the value from this state, it calls writeSpsq,
to ensure that future read operations will also read the same value.

Similarly, a write operation starts by invoking readS, to collect an
up-to-date register state pv1, tg1q. The reason for this is mainly to receive
the tag tg1 “ ptg1.sq, tg1.idq. The process executing the write operation
then creates a new tag, by increasing the sequence number tg1.sq and
appending his own identifier (see Line 7). It then calls writeS with a new
register state, that contains the new timestamp and the value v passed to
write as argument.

Algorithm 2.2 Atomic Register
1: readpq
2: sÐ readSpq
3: writeSpsq
4: return s.v

5: writepvq {at process pi}
6: pv1, tg1q Ð readSpq
7: tg Ð ptg1.sq ` 1,pi.idq
8: sÐ pv, tgq
9: writeSpsq

In [72] it was shown that a process reading from an atomic register also
has to write. In Algorithm 2.2 a process performing a read operation also
calls writeS on Line 3. If this call is omitted, the algorithm implements a
regular register [109].

The possibility to emulate an atomic register in an asynchronous system
was first discovered by Attiya, Bar-Noy and Dolev in [5]. While their
algorithm is similar to the one described here, they only described a
single-writer version. The multi-writer version presented here is a vari-
ant of the Rambo algorithm [44]. Our presentation here is significantly
simplified, since it assumes a static setting, omitting the possibility for
reconfiguration.

2.4 State Machine Replication and Consensus

State machine replication [108, 75] is a common approach for building
fault tolerant services. In this approach, the service is implemented as
a deterministic state machine and replicated on several processes, called
replicas. Thus if the replicas execute the same requests they maintain
the same, replicated state. To ensure that replicas remain consistent after
multiple updates, the order of requests has to be synchronized across
replicas. Typically this is accomplished using a consensus protocol, which
is an essential component in a Replicated State Machine (RSM).

Consensus is one of the fundamental problems of distributed computing
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and has been studied intensively for several decades. In this section we only
briefly recap the consensus problem. We then present the Paxos consensus
algorithm [76, 73] and how it can be used to implement a replicated state
machine.

2.4.1 Consensus

Consensus is the problem where several processes try to decide on one
value. We assume a set P of processes, such that each process proposes
some value. We allow processes to decide on values, requiring the following
properties:

• Only proposed values can be decided.

• No two different values can be decided.

• Eventually every correct process decides on a value.

In practice, usually not every process proposes a value, when the system
is started. Instead, processes may receive requests and then propose these
to the consensus algorithm. Thus in practice we only require a value to
be learned if a correct process proposes a value. However, notice that it is
easy to forward a proposed value from one correct process to another. We
therefore assume that, if one correct process proposes a value, all correct
processes will eventually propose a value. Similarly, if one correct process
has decided on a value, it is easy to forward this value to other correct
processes. We therefore assume that if one correct process decides on a
value, every other correct process will eventually decide on a value too.

As was shown in [38], it is impossible to solve consensus in an asyn-
chronous system if at least one process may fail. Paxos therefore assumes
an additional leader election module to ensure liveness. Thus, Paxos
ensures that no two different values can be decided. Further, if eventually
exactly one of the correct processes believes himself to be the leader,
Paxos also ensures liveness. Note that we only require a single correct
leader eventually. Thus Paxos tolerates intermediate periods, where no or
multiple processes believe themselves to be the leader.

The leader election module, required for Paxos to be live is usually
denoted by Ω. Clearly the impossibility of consensus [38] implies that Ω
cannot be implemented in a fully asynchronous system. However it can be
implemented in an eventually synchronous system [26], that is a system
where processing speed and message delay are bound by an unknown
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constant, or a system where at least some processes are guaranteed to
reply in a timely manner [88]. The idea behind relying on eventual
synchrony is that processing and communication delays can be reasonably
estimated most of the time and for most processes. The large number of
Paxos implementations and its use in production systems substantiates
this argument.

2.4.2 Paxos

Paxos is a consensus algorithm designed for an asynchronous system.
Originally described in [76, 73]. Paxos inspired many works for example [64,
115, 24, 93], and [19], that consider how to implement or better understand
Paxos. Many variants of Paxos have been proposed, such as FastPaxos [71],
Stoppable Paxos [78], Vertical Paxos [79], NetPaxos [32], Ring Paxos [89],
and Egalitarian Paxos [95], to name a few. Several production system
explicitly state that they implement Paxos, or a variant thereof [31, 21,
54].

Paxos is used by several processes (our replicas) to decide on exactly one
value (our request). To get chosen, a value has to be proposed by a leader
and accepted by a majority of the replicas. As mentioned above, Paxos
assumes an asynchronous system, but relies on eventually perfect leader
election to guarantee progress. Since an initial leader might fail and a
single leader is only chosen eventually, multiple leaders can try concurrently
to get their values decided. To coordinate concurrent proposals, the Paxos
algorithm advances in rounds.1 Each round has two phases. In the first
phase, a leader tries to become the owner of a round. The phase goes as
follows:

Prepare (1a) The leader sends a Prepare message to all replicas, in-
cluding a new round number.

Promise (1b) Replicas return a Promise not to vote in lower rounds,
and include their last vote.

Own The leader waits for Promises from a majority of the replicas in P .

If several leaders send Prepare messages in the same round, replicas
reply only to the first Prepare they receive with a Promise. Thus at

1In the Paxos literature, rounds and round numbers are also called ballots and ballot
numbers.
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most one leader can receive Promise messages from a majority of the
replicas. We say that this leader owns the round.

If a leader becomes the owner of a round, it can proceed to the second
phase:

Accept (2a) Using the information of previous votes contained in the
promise messages, the leader determines a safe value and proposes
it to all replicas in an Accept message.

Learn (2b) Replicas vote for the proposal, by sending the value and
round number in a Learn message to all other replicas, if no higher
round was started in the meantime.

Decide Receiving Learns for the same value and round from a majority
of the replicas in P, a replica decides on that value.

We say that a value v is chosen in round r if a quorum of Learn
messages with value v and round r was sent. The Decide step above
ensures that only chosen values get learned. Since a round is only owned
by a single leader, at most one value can be proposed or chosen in one
round. However, if the leader of a round fails before sending all Accept
messages, no value will be chosen. It can therefore be necessary for another
leader to start a new round. The key to ensure that no different values are
chosen in different rounds is that the owner of a round uses the reported
votes in the Promise messages, to determine, which values are safe to
propose and only proposes these values.

Definition 2.3. A set Q of Promise messages sent in round r shows that
a value v is safe, if

(i) none of the messages in Q reports a vote

(ii) some message in Q reports a vote in round r1 ă r for value v and no
message reports a vote in a round higher than r1.

If the messages in Q were received by the leader in round r, we also say
that v is safe in round r. N

If Condition (i) from Definition 2.3 holds, any value is safe. Thus the
owner/leader can propose a new value, e.g. a request that it received from
a client. If Condition (ii) holds, the Promise messages only permit a
single value that may be proposed. This value was already proposed by
the owner of a previous round and may already have been chosen.
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Quorums. In Steps Own and Decide in the above description, pro-
cesses wait for a reply from a majority of the replicas. This is very similar
to Algorithm 2.1, where processes wait for a reply from all processes in a
read- or write-quorum. Consequently, in the context of Paxos we call any
subset of P, that contains a majority of the processes a quorum. In the
terminology of Definition 2.2, we write WQ “ RQ “ tQ Ă P : |Q| ą |P|

2 u.
We call these quorums a majority quorum system. Note that in a majority
quorum system, every quorum is both a read- and write-quorum and
therefore any two quorums intersect.

We call a set of Learn or Promise messages, sent in the same round
by the processes in a quorum, a quorum of messages.

Starting a new round. Paxos is also depicted as Algorithm 2.3. We
assume that whenever a replica becomes the leader, or believes itself to have
become the leader, it starts a new round. However, if the round started
by a new leader is too low, it will not receive any Promise messages. In
Algorithm 2.3, we therefore included a Nack message. If replicas receive
a Prepare or Accept message with a too low round, they reply with a
Nack message including their current round. Receiving a Nack messages,
a process will check if it still believes itself to be the leader. If this is
the case it will start a new round with higher round number. We note
that a real system should include some mechanism e.g. an exponentially
increasing timeout, to prevent two leaders from racing each other for the
highest round.

We also note, that Algorithm 2.3 does not take the possibility of message
loss into account. We assume that Prepare and Accept messages are
sent repeatedly, to account for message loss, until the sender receives either
a Nack or a quorum of Promise or Learn messages, respectively.

2.4.3 The Paxos State Machine

A state machine is an application that, given a state and a request,
deterministically computes a new state and possibly a reply to the request.
When this state machine is replicated for fault tolerance, it is important
that the replicas execute the same requests to maintain a consistent state
among themselves. Since several requests might interfere with each other,
it is also important that replicas execute requests in the same order.

The replicas in a Paxos State Machine achieve this by using Paxos to
choose requests. For every new request, a new Paxos instance is started.
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Algorithm 2.3 Paxos

1: State at process pi :
2: pi.id {this process’ identifier}
3: rndÐ 0 {round number}
4: vvalÐ K {possibly decided value}
5: vrndÐ 0 {round number from vval}
6: PromsÐH {received Promises}
7: LearnsÐH {received Learns}

8: On new round {on pi believing itself to be the leader}
9: rndÐ rnd` 1 {increment rnd}

10: PromsÐH

11: broadcast xPrepare, rndy

12: On xPrepare, ry from pj
13: if r ą rnd then
14: rndÐ r
15: send xPromise, rnd, vrnd, vval,pi.idy to pj
16: else
17: send xNack,rnd y to pj

18: On xPromise, r, vr, vv, idy with r “ rnd
19: PromsÐ PromsY txpvr, vvq, idyu
20: if DQ Ă Proms : Q PWQ then {assume WQ “ RQ}
21: vvalÐ safeValuepQq {choose a safe value, according to Definition 2.3}
22: vrndÐ rnd
23: broadcast xAccept, rnd, vvaly

24: On xAccept, r, valy from pj
25: if r ě rnd then
26: rnd, vrnd, vvalÐ r, r, val
27: broadcast xLearn, rnd, vval,pi.idy
28: else
29: send xNack,rnd y to pj

30: On xLearn, r, val, idy
31: LearnsÐ LearnsY txr, idyu
32: if DQ Ă Learns : p@xrn, iy P Q : rn “ rq ^Q PWQ then {assume WQ “ RQ}
33: decidepvalq

34: On xNack, ry with r ą rnd
35: rndÐ r
36: if I am the leader then
37: start new round
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Its messages are tagged with a request number i, saying that this instance
is choosing the ith request. A replica only executes the ith request, if
it has executed request i´ 1 and has learned the request chosen for the
ith instance via the Paxos protocol. Thus, as long as Paxos is live, new
request can be processed. These will eventually be learned and executed
by all correct replicas.

Though execution has to be done in the correct order, the Paxos
instances can be performed concurrently. Thus it is possible to propose
and choose a request in instance i` 1, without waiting for the ith request
to be learned.

Note that, if concurrent Paxos instance have the same leader, round
change can be common for all instances. Thus, Prepare and Promise
messages for concurrent Paxos instances can be sent in the same message.
[73] explains how this is done, even for all future instances.

2.5 The Configuration Abstraction

A reconfiguration may apply a broad range of changes to a service. For
example it could be either adding, removing, or replacing processes. Fur-
ther, in the two algorithms presented above, a reconfiguration changing
the set of processes (P) running an algorithm should also change the
quorum system. For example, an added process can only contribute to the
system, if the process is also part of some quorum. Additionally in some
situations, a reconfiguration may want to only change the quorum system.
For example using larger write-quorums usually allows read-quorums to
be smaller. This might help to adjust a system to read-heavy workloads.

Instead of handling the different cases of reconfiguration separately, we
now introduce configurations and simply define a reconfiguration as an
operation that changes the configuration.

Definition 2.4. A configuration c is a triple pPc,RQc,WQcq consisting
of a finite set of processes Pc and a read-write quorum system on Pc, as
defined in Definition 2.2. N

Configurations as defined in Definition 2.4 where first introduced in [85].

Convention 2.5. In the context of state machine replication (Chapters 5
and 6), we assume for any configuration c “ pPc,RQc,WQcq that RQc “
WQc holds and that every quorum contains a majority of the processes in
Pc. Under these assumptions, the set Pc fully determines the configuration
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c. We use capital C to denote a set of processes, such as Pc. We also refer
to C as a configuration, implicitly denoting a majority quorum system.

Similarly, in the context of state machine replication, we refer to the
processes in a configuration as replicas. N

Viewing a reconfiguration as replacing one configuration with another,
rather than adding or removing processes, is a useful abstraction that
helps to design general algorithms, suitable for any form of reconfiguration.
However the use of this abstraction can also prevent possible optimizations
and solutions, that are only applicable to specific reconfigurations. For
example if we only replace processes, but do not change the number of
processes in a configuration, the size of majority quorums does not change.
Thus, a quorum in the old configuration remains a quorum in the new
configuration, unless it contains a replaced process. This allows several
optimization as we show in Chapter 6.

2.6 Related Work

In this section we review related work. There exist numerous works on
both theory and practice of state machine replication and distributed
storage. In the following, we focus on contributions especially addressing
the reconfiguration or dynamic aspects of such systems.

We first review existing solutions for the reconfiguration of an RSM
and distributed storage. We then present impossibility results that af-
fect reconfiguration without consensus and discuss how we circumvent
them. Finally, we briefly discuss two related approaches, namely group
communication systems and dynamic voting.

2.6.1 Reconfiguration of an RSM

As mentioned in the introduction, the classical method to reconfigure an
RSM was already explained in [108] and [76, 73]. The key idea behind
this method, is to make the configuration part of the state, replicated by
the RSM. Thus, a request to the RSM may also change the configuration.
Since the RSM chooses a sequence of requests, this also results in a
sequence of configurations. This method was refined and implemented
in [84]. This implementation shows that classical reconfiguration can cause
spike latencies to concurrent request processing. This is due to the fact
that the request pipeline must be emptied upon reconfiguration. Our
evaluation in Section 6.10 also shows these spike latencies.
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In classical reconfiguration, if a request for a new configuration is
chosen as the ith request to the RSM, the new configuration will only be
responsible for choosing the i`αth and subsequent requests. Here α is the
number of requests for which consensus may be solved concurrently. In [77]
the authors show that a variation of classical reconfiguration allows the
new configuration to already choose the i` 1th request. No experimental
evaluation of this variant exists.

In [82], the authors present a reconfiguration method for viewstamped
replication [100], an alternative protocol for implementing an RSM. The
reconfiguration method is similar to the variant of classical reconfiguration
presented in [77], and likewise empties the request pipeline.

In [20] the authors propose to speculatively send requests to the new
configuration, even before the reconfiguration command has been chosen.
Thus they avoid to empty the pipeline of Accept and Learn messages
to reduce spike latencies. Unfortunately, we could not find more detailed
results of their evaluation.

In [110] the authors present a reconfiguration method for the ZooKeeper
system [52]. ZooKeeper is a replicated configuration service that does not
use Paxos, but an alternative protocol called Zab [62]. In Zab, replicas
are more tightly coupled to the leader than in Paxos, e.g. a replica only
decides on a request, after the leader has decided. Different from Paxos,
in Zab no requests are decided out of order. This tight coupling allows the
reconfiguration to avoid emptying the request pipeline and thus avoid spike
latencies due to reconfiguration [110]. To achieve this, requests following
the reconfiguration request must be committed by both the old, and the
new configuration. However it is not clear if these results also apply to
Paxos. Finally, [110] only includes a high level evaluation, thus it is not
possible to asses how this variant affects the reconfiguration latency. Zab
requires an additional round trip for leader takeover. This might result in
larger reconfiguration latencies after leader failure.

Raft [102] is an alternative consensus protocol that was designed to
be easier to understand and implement than Paxos. The authors also
propose a reconfiguration method that is similar to the one proposed
for Zab [110] and avoids emptying the request pipeline. Similar to Zab
discussed above, replicas in Raft are tightly coupled to a leader and no
requests can be committed out of order. Interestingly, [102] includes
measurements showing that wrongly configured timeouts can significantly
delay leader election and thus delay reconfigurations after a leader failure.
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Vertical Paxos. In classical reconfiguration, the new configuration only
solves consensus instances that have not been started by the previous
configuration. Instances that were started in the previous configuration
either have to be completed by that configuration, as is the case in [76, 73],
or have to be discarded, whether they have been completed or not [77].

A different approach to reconfigure an RSM was presented in Vertical
Paxos [80, 79], refined in [17] and implemented in [11]. In Vertical Paxos a
running consensus instance can be moved from one configuration to another.
To achieve this in Vertical Paxos, the leader in a new configuration starts a
new round, and contacts the replicas in the old configuration, during Paxos’
first phase, to deduce if any value was chosen in the old configuration.
Vertical Paxos also shows that reconfiguration is possible, even if fewer
than half of the processes in this configuration are responsive. However, to
ensure that multiple reconfigurations cannot split the system into several
configurations, operating independently, new configurations in Vertical
Paxos must be chosen by a configuration manager. This configuration
manager either constitutes a single point of failure, or is itself implemented
as an RSM. In the latter case, a reconfiguration needs to solve consensus
among the replicas of the configuration manager. Thus eventual synchrony
is required among these replicas.

Failure handling in an RSM. In [3] the authors investigate failure
handling in an RSM, where replicas are distributed in a wide area network.
They show that using classical reconfiguration to handle these failures
may result in a large window of vulnerability (several seconds), during
which the fault tolerance of the RSM is reduced. The authors propose
Zorfu, a specific system design that employs three replicas at every site,
one of which is not replicating application state or executing requests, but
only participates in the consensus protocol. Using this design, one failure
can be handled locally without any wide area communication. If more
than one of the replicas at a location fail, Zorfu either resorts to classical
reconfiguration, or relies on an external configuration manager.

In [95] the authors sketch a method to replace faulty replicas in EPaxos.
However, using this method at most a minority of the replicas can be
replaced concurrently. Since it is difficult to reliably detect failures in an
asynchronous system, a bound on the number of concurrently detected
failures or concurrently proposed reconfigurations is difficult to ensure.

Both in [82] and [66], the authors describe methods to recover a replica
after failure, e.g. after reboot, without relying on stable storage. While
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this problem is definitely related to the replacement of faulty replicas, it
is significantly simpler. The reason is that [82] and [66] assume that a
recovering replica knows that it has failed, and no two different replicas
will try to recover the same failed replica. Therefore, these methods cannot
be used to replace a replica that is only suspected to be faulty, or that is
merely slow.

2.6.2 Distributed Storage

There exists a significant body of work and different approaches for re-
configuration of distributed storage. For example, distributed storage
can be easily implemented by an RSM and reconfigured using classical
reconfiguration. However, different from an RSM, atomic storage can
also be implemented in an asynchronous system [5] without relying on
consensus. In the following we focus on works that build on [5] and do
not rely on consensus to implement read and write operations. For an
extended summary on this topic, we also recommend [97].

Early work [86, 36] assumed reconfigurations were issued by a single
process. This avoids the problem of concurrent reconfigurations. However,
the failure of this process prevents further reconfigurations.

Rambo [85, 45, 44] was, to the best of our knowledge, the first work that
used consensus to choose new configurations, but ensured liveness of read
and write operation in an asynchronous system. Many other works build on
Rambo, for example optimizing the message patterns and message sizes [29,
96, 42, 48], or tuning Rambo to certain practical scenarios [67, 13, 41].
See [44] for an overview of these extensions to Rambo. Notably, Fab [107]
has been used in production and partially builds on the Rambo algorithm.
Others have extended the problem to cope with byzantine failures [106, 90].
All these systems establish a sequence of configurations, using consensus
to choose the next configuration. Since consensus is impossible in the face
of asynchrony [38], these systems require additional assumptions, such as a
failure detector or eventual synchrony. To guarantee liveness, they assume
that an old configuration remains available until a newer configuration
has started.

The GeoQuorums algorithm [34] implements atomic storage in a mobile
ad hoc network. The algorithm uses a configuration of RSMs, each imple-
mented by many mobile agents. This configuration can be reconfigured
using a variant of the reconfiguration from Rambo, that does not rely
on consensus. However, in GeoQuorums, reconfiguration only allows to
change back and forth among a finite, predefined set of configurations.
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The DynaStore system [1] was the first reconfigurable storage system
that does not rely on consensus and works in an asynchronous system. Dy-
naStore was adjusted to the data-centric model and implemented in [111].
In DynaStore reconfigurations propose to add and remove processes from
the system. All concurrent proposals are combined. We refer to this
approach as DirectCombine. To ensure liveness, DynaStore assumes that
only a minority of the processes are removed concurrently.

In [40] the authors present a novel task, Speculating-Snapshot, that can
be used to improve the efficiency of DynaStore. The Speculating-Snapshot
was also presented in the data-centric model.

Other works have considered reconfigurable storage in a partially syn-
chronous system, assuming an unknown upper bound on message delays [12,
6]. These systems assume that the fraction of the processes leaving or
joining the system during a certain time interval is fixed [12] or bounded [6].
Similarly [65] implements distributed storage in a synchronous system
with a known bound on message delays. Interestingly, in [65] the authors
actually specify how the system should behave or recover from situations
where too many, or even all processes leave the system concurrently. These
systems do not rely on consensus to choose configurations. They have
reconfiguration semantics similar to that of DirectCombine. However they
restrict the interface for adding processes to processes adding themselves
(joining).

In [39], the authors present two abstractions, namely dynamic quorums
and persistent reliable broadcast. The authors use these abstractions to
implement atomic storage in an dynamic system. Different from [39],
our work and works such as DynaStore and Rambo present low-level
mechanisms, necessary to ensure safety and liveness of reconfigurable
systems. Further [39] does not explicitly model reconfigurations. Instead,
the restrictions in changes to the system, necessary to ensure liveness
and safety, are only specified in terms of read and write operations. This
restricts the amount of change the system can undergo between two
successive operations. E.g. it is not possible for all processes to be
replaced during an interval where no operations are performed.

2.6.3 Impossibility Results

In [25], the authors show that it is impossible to decide on group mem-
bership in an asynchronous system. To be precise, they show that in an
asynchronous system, the processes in one configuration cannot decide on
a single next configuration. This is not surprising given the impossibility
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to solve consensus in an asynchronous system [38].

This result is not in contradiction to the possibility, to reconfigure
distributed storage [1], or an RSM in an asynchronous system [27]. The
reason for this is that in [1], as well as in our algorithms we do not require
processes to consistently change from one configuration to another. Instead
we only ensure that they eventually agree on the same configuration.

In [12] the authors show that it is impossible to design a reconfigurable
register in an asynchronous system, if infinitely many processes may fail
during an execution. In [112] this impossibility is extended to the case,
where not necessarily infinitely many processes fail, but infinitely many
reconfigurations are proposed.

The intuition behind this result is the following: In an asynchronous
system, a reconfiguration must be able to complete without contacting all
processes. Thus a correct, but slow process pi might only be notified of a
reconfiguration after this reconfiguration was completed. If some operation,
e.g. a read, is invoked at pi, pi has to contact the new configuration to
complete this operation. However it is possible that, before pi manages
to contact this new configuration, another reconfiguration completes. If
infinitely many reconfigurations complete during an execution, pi might
never be able to contact the most recent configuration.

Systems like [12, 65, 6] circumvent this impossibility by assuming an
upper bound on message and processing delays and restrict reconfigurations
to change a certain fraction of the system per time unit. Different from
these systems, we assume that only a finite number of reconfigurations
are proposed during an execution. The same approach was used in [1, 40].
We believe that this is a reasonable assumption, since in practical settings
the number and rate of reconfigurations is limited, e.g. by the number of
available backup replicas.

Further, in practice all our algorithms can support an infinite number
of reconfigurations, if between batches of finitely many reconfigurations,
there exist long enough intervals without reconfigurations, such that all
processes can complete their operations in the most recent configuration.
Further, our algorithms impose no restrictions on how many and what
reconfigurations may be issued in one such batch. We believe this is an
important property if reconfigurations are issued autonomously by a set
of distributed monitoring agents. That is because in this setting, it is
difficult to guarantee that concurrent reconfigurations only change a small
fraction of the configuration.
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2.6.4 Group communication systems

Group communication systems provide a building block that can be used
to implement strongly consistent services in a dynamic system. Group
communication systems usually implement consensus to decide on a new
view (configuration), thus this approach is similar to consensus-based re-
configuration. In [103] a group communication system is used to implement
reconfigurable atomic storage.

As described in [77], a Dynamic RSM using classical reconfiguration is
very similar to view-synchronous [18] group communication systems that
provide totally ordered message delivery [28].

Recovery from failures has also been studied extensively in the context
of group communication. FT COBRA [101] is a standard for fault tolerant
group communication, including functionality to create new replicas and
monitor failures. Several frameworks [99, 68, 94, 92] draw inspiration
from this standard and have been implemented. When investigating
reconfiguration specialized for failure handling, we assume that such
functionality for failure detection and creation of new replicas is in place
and focus on how the new replica can be consistently included into the
system.

2.6.5 Dynamic Voting

Dynamic voting is a technique to dynamically adapt quorum systems,
adapting to failures, partitions and joined processes, though the emphasis
lies on the first two [50, 33]. These schemes pose complex restrictions on
how configurations may change in one step. Usually the new configuration
has to include a majority of the processes from the previous configuration.
Additional requirements may apply, e.g. in [33]. Some of the protocols
rely on locking e.g. [55] which impacts availability if a process fails while
holding the lock.
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Chapter 3

Reconfiguration Semantics

One of the main contributions of this thesis is that we develop novel
semantics for reconfiguration and show that they can be implemented
without relying on consensus. In this chapter, we give an overview of
different interfaces and semantics used for reconfiguration by means of
several examples. We compare the semantics introduced in this thesis
(Timestamped Configurations, Replacement, and SmartMerge) with that of
consensus-based reconfiguration [77, 44] and the DirectCombine approach
from DynaStore [1]. We highlight the advantages and disadvantages of the
different approaches using examples. Table 3.1 summarizes the advantages
of the different approaches.

We first introduce to the different semantics. We focus on two questions,
namely: (1) how are reconfigurations specified and (2) what is the result
of a reconfiguration? An answer to the first question tells us, what
different reconfigurations can be specified and what is necessary to specify
a reconfiguration. An answer to the second question tells us what the
guarantees for reconfigurations are. We are especially interested in the
result of multiple, concurrent reconfigurations, since these reveal the main
difference between the approaches.

Consensus-based reconfiguration. In consensus-based reconfigura-
tion, processes can propose a new configuration to an agreement service,
implemented in the previous configuration. The processes in the last con-
figuration will choose one of the proposed configurations and the service
will be reconfigured there.

By proposing a new configuration, processes can propose changes both
to the set of processes in the configuration (P) and to the quorum system.
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Chapter 3. Reconfiguration Semantics

If a single configuration is proposed, it will be chosen and the service will
be reconfigured there. However if several reconfigurations are proposed to
the same agreement service (consensus instance), only one of them will be
chosen. The main drawback of the consensus-based approach is that its
liveness cannot be guaranteed in an asynchronous system.

There exists many examples of the consensus-based approach. It is
usually presented together with state machine replication, [77, 108]. The
consensus-based approach was also used for the reconfiguration of atomic
storage in [44].

DirectCombine. The DirectCombine approach allows the users to re-
quest incremental additions or removal of processes. Thus instead of
proposing a new configuration, as in the consensus-based approach, a
reconfiguration in DirectCombine proposes a change to be applied to the
current configuration.

In case of concurrent requests, the system directly combines the changes
instead of choosing just one of them. Furthermore, since the changes
(adding and removing processes) commute, they do not need to be ordered.
This allows the approach to be implemented in a fully asynchronous system,
without relying on eventual synchrony or leader election to solve consensus.

The fact that concurrently proposed changes are combined can be an
advantage, compared to the consensus-based approach, since it allows
several changes to be proposed and handled concurrently. Example 3.1
below illustrates this situation.

However, the fact that all proposed changes are applied can also lead
to problems. That is because, concurrent reconfigurations can result in
configurations with too many, too few or even no processes or an unfavor-
able composition of processes. These configurations can be unacceptable
in practice, because of low fault tolerance, high network latencies, or
administrative restrictions. Examples 3.2 and 3.3 show examples of such
unacceptable combinations.

The DirectCombine approach has been used in [1, 40] to show that
reconfiguration of an atomic register is possible in an asynchronous sys-
tem. Several other algorithms use the DirectCombine approach to avoid
consensus, e.g. [12, 6].

None of the algorithms using DirectCombine allow a reconfiguration
to change the quorum system. Instead, majority quorums are usually
assumed and they are automatically adjusted to the number of processes
in the configuration.
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Timestamped Configurations. Using Timestamped Configurations
a process invoking a reconfiguration can propose a complete new config-
uration, similar to the consensus-based approach. Again, this allows for
reconfigurations to propose arbitrary changes to both the set of processes
and the quorum system. Different from the consensus-based approach, a
process proposing a new configuration has to assign a logical timestamp to
this configuration. For the reconfiguration to take effect, the timestamp
has to be higher than the timestamp of the last configuration. Our ARec
algorithm, presented in Chapter 5 uses Timestamped Configurations to
reconfigure an RSM.

In case of concurrent reconfigurations, the service is moved to the con-
figuration proposed together with the highest timestamp. Thus, it is
unnecessary to choose configurations using consensus, and the semantics
of Timestamped Configurations can therefore be implemented in an asyn-
chronous system. Note that, using Timestamped Configurations or the
consensus-based approach, reconfigurations can only result in an unac-
ceptable configuration, if such a configuration is explicitly proposed. It is
therefore easy to avoid such unacceptable configurations.

The semantics of Timestamped Configurations are very similar to those
of the consensus-based approach. The main contribution of this approach
lies in the fact that it can be implemented in an asynchronous system,
without relying on consensus, as we show in Chapter 5.

To the best of our knowledge, in the context of reconfiguration of an
RSM or atomic storage, we are the first to propose a scheme that relies
on logical timestamps, not sequence numbers, allowing arbitrary gaps
between the timestamps assigned to consecutive configurations.

In Chapter 5 we assume that no process belongs to two different con-
figurations that are proposed during an execution. This is a convenient
assumption that simplifies the presentation of our ARec algorithm. In
practice, it is sufficient if processes use different identifiers, when partic-
ipating in different configurations. We also assume in Chapter 5 that
all configurations use majority quorums. That is because in Chapter 5
we use Timestamped Configurations to reconfigure an RSM, where the
use of majority quorums is common, as was described in Section 2.4. If
Timestamped Configurations are used for the reconfiguration of atomic
storage, the quorum system could easily be changed from one configuration
to another.
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Chapter 3. Reconfiguration Semantics

Replacement. Replacement is a specialized approach for handling fail-
ures in a replicated system. Therefore the interface of Replacement only
allows to replace existing processes, e.g. failed or slow processes, with
new ones. Reconfigurations using Replacement do not allow to increase or
decrease the number of processes running the service. In Chapter 6 we
use Replacement to handle failures in an RSM.

The argument passed to a replacement is the new, replacing process,
together with an index and version number for this new process. In
Replacement, every process participating in the service has an index
and version. To replace a process pvi with index i and version v, a
reconfiguration proposes a new process pv

1

i , with index i and version
v1 ą v.

Replacements for different indices are combined. Thus, concurrently
proposed replacements for different processes will all be realized, as we
show in Example 3.1. However, if two concurrent reconfigurations propose
new processes with the same index, the one with the higher version will
start running the service. Thus, the service is moved to a configuration
that contains for every index the process with the highest version.

Using Replacement, every configuration contains the same number of
processes, Replacement avoids unacceptable configurations. Finally, also
Replacement can be implemented in an asynchronous system and yields
favorable performance, as we show in Chapter 6.

SmartMerge. Our novel SmartMerge approach aims to combine the
advantages of the other approaches. In SmartMerge a reconfiguration
can propose changes to a set of available processes A, declaring both new
processes as available and, if necessary declaring existing processes as no
longer available. Additionally SmartMerge relies on a policy to determine
which of the available processes should be part of the configuration and how
the configuration should be organized. For example the policy can specify
a desired size of the configuration, a desired quorum system or which
processes should be preferable or mandatory part of the configuration.
Reconfiguration can also change this policy.

All proposed changes to A are applied, similar to DirectCombine, but
changes to the policy are combined using a merge function. SmartMerge
allows the user to specify a customized set of policies and a merge function.

The details on how a merge function can be defined are given in Chap-
ter 7. In Chapter 7, we also show that both DirectCombine, Timestamped
Configurations, and Replacement can be implemented in SmartMerge,
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using an appropriate merge function. Further, in Example 7.3.2 we define
a more general merge function, that allows for reconfigurations to change
the desired size for the configuration and mark processes as mandatory
members of a configuration. In the remainder of this chapter, we assume
that this merge function is used.

3.1 Concurrent Replacements

In this section we give two examples that show how the different semantics
handle concurrent replacements.

In Example 3.1 two processes concurrently propose to replace different
processes. The main point illustrated by this example is that some seman-
tics ensure that both processes are replaced, while others only guarantee
that one of the replacements is carried through.

Example 3.2 on the other hand shows an example, where combination
is not necessary and where the combination of concurrent reconfigurations
in DirectCombine results in a configuration with more processes than
expected.

Example 3.1. Assume a service running on an initial configuration c0,
including the processes Pc0 “ tpa,pb,pc,pd,peu. We assume that both c0
and all other configurations resulting from reconfigurations use majority
quorums. Assume further, process pd suspects process pa to be faulty and
wants to replace it with a new process pα. Similarly, process pe decides
to replace pb with a new process pβ. This situation is also depicted in
Figure 3.1. Note that it is generally irrelevant which process initializes a
reconfiguration, as long as this process does not fail or is itself replaced.

pa

pb

pc pd

pe

replace
pb with pβ

replace
pa with pα

Pc0

Figure 3.1: Illustrating Example 3.1, two replacements for different processes.
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Consensus-based Using the consensus-based approach, process pd pro-
poses a new configuration c1 with Pc1 “ tpα,pb,pc,pd,peu. Sim-
ilarly, pe proposes a new configuration c2 including the processes
Pc2 “ tpa,pβ,pc,pd,peu. If the system behaves synchronously or
processes can agree on a single leader, one of these configurations will
be chosen by consensus in configuration c0, and the service moves
to that configuration.

For both process pa and pb to be replaced, another reconfiguration
has to be invoked, e.g. proposing a configuration c3 with processes
Pc3 “ tpα,pβ,pc,pd,peu.

Timestamped Configurations Using Timestamped Configurations, pd
proposes a new configuration c1 including the processes Pc1 “
tpα,p

1
b ,p

1
c ,p

1
d,p

1
eu. Similarly, pe proposes a new configuration

c2 with Pc2 “ tp2
a,pβ,p

2
c ,p

2
d,p

2
eu. Here processes p1

b ,p
1
c , ... and

p2
a,p

2
c , ... are renamed variants of the initial processes pa,pb, ....

Both pd and pe need to assign a timestamp to their configurations,
c1 and c2, respectively. These timestamps have to be larger than the
timestamp assigned to c0. Assume that pe picks a higher timestamp
for c2 than the one assigned to c1. These reconfigurations may have
two possible outcomes, depending on whether the reconfigurations
are executed concurrently, or one after the other. Either the service
moves to c1 first and then from c1 to c2, or the service moves directly
to c2 and the reconfiguration to c1 is ignored.

For both process pa and pb to be replaced, another reconfiguration
has to be invoked, e.g. proposing a configuration c3 with processes
Pc3 “ tpα,pβ,pc,pd,peu, or renamed versions of these processes.

Replacement Using Replacement, pd simply proposes pα as replace-
ment for pa, while pe proposes to replace pb with pβ. These two
replacements will both be realized, leading to configuration c3.

DirectCombine In DirectCombine, pd proposes to remove pa and add
pα, while pe proposes to remove pb and add pβ . Both replacements
will be realized.

SmartMerge In SmartMerge, pd proposes to mark pa as no longer
available and adds pα to the set of available processes. Similarly, pe
removes pb from the set of available processes and adds pβ. This
ensures that pa and pb will not be part of the resulting configuration.
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3.1. Concurrent Replacements

However, depending on the policy in place, other available processes
could be added to the configuration, instead of pα and pβ. To
ensure that pα and pβ are added, the above reconfigurations could
change the policy, marking pα and pβ as mandatory elements of the
configuration. N

Example 3.2. We assume again that our service is running in configu-
ration c0 with Pc0 “ tpa,pb,pc,pd,peu. Assume that processes pd and
pe both detect that pa has failed and want to replace it with pα and pα1 ,
respectively. This situation is also depicted in Figure 3.2.

pa

pb

pc pd

pe

replace
pa with pα1

replace
pa with pα

Pc0

Figure 3.2: Illustrating Example 3.2, two replacements for the same processes.

Consensus-based Similar to Example 3.1, each pd and pe propose a
new configuration where pa is replaced by pα or pα1 , respectively.
Only one of these configurations is chosen by consensus and adopted
by the service.

Timestamped Configurations Again, both pd and pe propose a new
configuration. The service will be move to the configuration that
was assigned the higher timestamp. Note that processes have to be
renamed, as done in Example 3.1.

Replacement Using Replacement, pd proposes to replace pa with pα.
For this, pd assigns pα a version number, higher than the version
number of pa. Similarly, pe assigns a version number to pα1 . Both
pα and pα1 will be assigned the same index as pa. If pα1 has a higher
version number than pα, pa will be replaced by pα1 . However it is
also possible, that pa is first replaced by pα, which is again replaced
by pα1 .
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DirectCombine In DirectCombine, pd proposes to remove pa and add
pα. pe also proposes to remove pa, but instead proposes to add pα1 .
These proposals are combined, thus pa is removed and both pα and
pα1 are added. This results in an unintended increase in the number
of processes in the configuration, which also impacts the number of
processes in a quorum. Of course, it is possible to remove either pα
or pα1 in a subsequent reconfiguration.

SmartMerge In SmartMerge, similar to DirectCombine, pd and pe will
propose to remove pa from the set of available processes and add pα
and pα1 as new available processes. However, if the policy requires
the configuration to keep a specified size, only one of these available
processes will be added to P instead of pa. N

3.2 Unacceptable Configurations

As mentioned before, in DirectCombine, the combination of concurrent
reconfigurations can result in an unacceptable configuration. Example 3.3
shows how in DirectCombine, two concurrent removals can result in a
configuration with only two processes, and how this is prevented in the
other approaches. A configuration with only two processes has no fault
tolerance, and thus a single failure could interrupt the service for an
indefinite period of time.

Example 3.3. Assume that the service initially uses a configuration
c with four processes P “ tpa,pb,pc,pdu. Using majority quorums, a
configuration with four processes tolerates one failure. However, write-
quorums contain three processes. A configuration with three processes
also tolerates one failure, but uses write-quorums containing only two
processes. This could be a good reason to exclude one of the processes.
We assume that process pc decides to remove process pa, while process
pd decides to remove pb.

Consensus-based As in Example 3.1, the processes pc and pd propose
new configurations, each containing three processes and one of them
is chosen. Thus either pa or pb will be removed. The service can
only be reconfigured to a configuration with two processes, if such a
configuration is proposed.

Timestamped Configurations Similar to Example 3.1, both pc and
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pa

pb pc

pd

remove pb

remove pa

Pc

Figure 3.3: Illustrating Example 3.3, two concurrent removals.

pd propose a new configuration. The service will move to the
configuration that was assigned the highest timestamp.

Replacement The interface for Replacement only allows the user to
replace processes. It is not possible to remove processes without
replacement. Thus it is not possible to specify the reconfigurations
for this example.

DirectCombine In DirectCombine, pc proposes to remove pa, and pd
proposes to remove pb. As a result, the service will be moved to a
configuration containing only the processes pc and pd.

SmartMerge In SmartMerge, it is possible to reduce the size of a
configuration without removing a specific process. The processes
pc and pd could both propose to change the policy in this way,
specifying that the configuration should only hold three processes.
The combination of these reconfigurations will remove one processes
from the configuration that is not marked as mandatory.

If all processes in configuration c are mandatory, the process pc could
change both the desired size of the configuration, specified in the
policy, and mark processes pa as optional (not mandatory). Assume
that pd does the same, marking pb optional. The combination of
these reconfigurations would result in a configuration with three
processes, including pc, pd and an additional process, which could
be either pa, pb or another available process. N

3.3 Expressive Reconfigurations

We now give another example, that highlights the expressive reconfigura-
tions enabled by SmartMerge. This example highlights how SmartMerge
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uses policies to specify the intention behind a change, e.g. adding either a
specific process or increasing the configurations size by adding any process.

Example 3.4. In this example we assume that the service initially uses
a configuration c with three processes Pc “ tpa,pb,pcu. We assume that
processes pa wants to add another process pd, and process pb wants to
add process pe.

pa

pb pc

add pd

add pe

Pc

Figure 3.4: Illustrating Example 3.4, two concurrent additions.

Consensus-based As in Example 3.1, the processes pa and pb propose
a configuration with four processes, including pd or pe, respectively.
One of these configurations will be chosen by consensus and the
service will move to this configuration. Thus, either pd or pe will
be added. For both pd and pe to be added this has to be proposed
specifically.

Timestamped Configurations Similar to Example 3.1, pa and pb pro-
pose new configurations, including pd or pe, respectively. The service
will move to the configuration that was assigned the highest times-
tamp. To include both pd and pe, a configuration including both
processes has to be proposed specifically.

Replacement The interface for Replacement only allows the user to
replace processes. It is not possible to add additional processes.

DirectCombine In DirectCombine, pa simply proposes to add pd and
pb proposes to add pe. As a result, both processes will be added.

SmartMerge For SmartMerge we differentiate between several cases
for this example, since in SmartMerge, processes can be added in
several ways.
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• If pd and pe are simply added to the set of available processes,
the configuration will not change. That is because the pol-
icy, which states that the configuration should contain three
processes, has not been changes.

• If one or both of the processes pa and pb change the policy,
to allow four processes, one new process will be added to the
configuration. This could be either pd, pe or another available
process.

• If pa changes the policy, specifying that pd should be a manda-
tory part of the configuration, pd will be added to the con-
figuration. The same holds for pe. If this were to result in a
configuration with more processes than specified in the policy,
processes that are not mandatory will be removed. N
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Chapter 4

Reconfiguration
in an Asynchronous System:
Specifications, Solution Techniques,

and Correctness Proofs

As already mentioned, our three algorithms, presented in Chapters 5, 6,
and 7 each use different semantics for reconfigurations. Further, while ARec
and Replacement from Chapters 5 and 6 are algorithms for a reconfigurable
RSM, Chapter 7 presents a reconfigurable atomic register. Therefore, each
of these three chapters contains its own problem specification, and each
algorithm is proven separately.

However the three problem specifications, the three algorithms, and even
the correctness proofs hold similar challenges, and to some extent similar
solutions. In this chapter survey some of the challenges of reconfiguration
without consensus and possible solutions. Most techniques presented here
have been already used in DynaStore [1], Rambo [44] and other works.
For a presentation focusing on novel methods we refer the reader to the
chapters explicitly presenting our new algorithms.

4.1 Specifying a Reconfigurable Service

It is relatively easy to specify safety conditions for a reconfigurable ser-
vice. For consensus and an RSM we just require that no two processes
decide on different values, including processes in different configurations.
Similarly, for atomic storage we require that read and write operations
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are linearizable.

The interesting aspect of specifying a reconfigurable service is to specify
a liveness condition that ensures that reconfigurations actually happen. Of
course, we can require that reconfiguration operations return. However, it
is not sufficient that a reconfiguration operation returns to ensure that the
reconfiguration actually happens. Further, in the presence of conflicting
reconfigurations, we cannot guarantee that all reconfigurations are realized.
For example, if one reconfiguration proposes to reduce the number of
processes running the service, while another reconfiguration proposes to
increase this number, we cannot realize both of these reconfigurations.

Instead we require that after a reconfiguration has been completed,
processes removed or replaced in this reconfiguration may fail without
impacting the liveness or fault tolerance of the service. This ensures that
such removals actually take place. To ensure that the service no longer
depends on these processes, we require that operations return, despite
such failures.

Similarly, after a reconfiguration has changed the quorum system, we
have to ensure that the fault tolerance of our service depends only on the
new quorum system. For example, after two or more processes have been
added to a service using majority quorums, the fault tolerance should have
increased. Thus we have to define a failure bound, that is strong enough
to allow an implementation, where operations can complete, but weak
enough to allow replaced processes to fail and thus force reconfigurations
to actually happen. The important guideline behind specifying such a
failure bound is to ensure that after all reconfigurations have returned,
the system only depends on a single configuration.

However, we do not require all operations to return. specifically, we do
not require operations invoked by failed processes or by processes that are
being, or have been removed to return or take effect. This assumption
allows us to actually turn off processes, after they have been removed.
Otherwise, to ensure that these operations return, we would have to keep
informing removed processes of new configurations indefinitely.

An alternative approach is to introduce a separate group of processes
(clients), which are the processes that invoke operations. However, also
these clients need to be able to learn about new configurations.

As detailed in Section 2.4, consensus has no operations and no one-to-
one correspondence between invocations and returns. Additionally, in an
asynchronous system, it is impossible to guarantee liveness of consensus. In
Paxos, for example a round may always be interrupted by another leader,
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starting a higher round. Therefore, we use a slightly weaker liveness
condition for reconfiguration of consensus and RSMs. Instead of requiring
that all operations return, we require that the system eventually reaches a
configuration, such that, if a single correct process from this configuration
believes itself to be the leader, proposes a value, and is not interrupted,
then some value will be learned.

The liveness specifications as described above is inspired by DynaS-
tore [1]. However DynaStore allows a process to stop, as soon as the
process’ removal was proposed. We, on the other hand, only allow a
process to stop after it was successfully removed. We also adjusted this
specification to the reconfiguration of consensus and an RSM. Another
contribution of the specifications of our three algorithm is to adjust liveness
properties to the specific semantic used by our algorithms.

4.2 Proving Safety of a Reconfigurable Service

We now give a short overview of how we ensure that our algorithms
maintain safety and how this can be proved.

We ensure safety of our reconfigurable services by transferring state
from old to new configurations. If a value was chosen by consensus
in the old configuration, this information has to be transfered to the
new configuration, to avoid that a different value is chosen in the new
configuration. Similarly, in atomic storage we have to transfer the most
up-to-date value, written in the old configuration to the new configuration.

Clearly state transfer requires to read a state from the old configuration
and then write it to the new configuration. Before this state transfer,
other operations can simply access the old configuration. After the state
transfer, other operations can access the new configuration.

The easiest way to ensure safety is to disable operations concurrent
with state transfer. To ensure that no other operations are performed
during state transfer, we can tell the processes in the old configuration
to ignore other operations, when or before we are reading the state from
this configuration. Similarly, we only allow the processes in the new
configuration to respond to other operations, after writing the transfered
state to this configuration.

Both Rambo, DynaStore and all three of our algorithms implement
state transfer. However most algorithms do no use the simple scheme
sketched here, disabling operations during state transfer. That is because
disabling operations may compromise liveness, if a state transfer is not
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Figure 4.1: Illustrating Example 4.1: intersecting quorums in one configuration and
state transfer between configurations.

completed, or if two reconfigurations, with respective state transfer can
deadlock each other. We discuss different approaches to solve this issue
and ensure liveness in the next section.

We now give a short example on how we can prove safety of our re-
configurable services. Clearly existing proofs can be applied to show that
read and write operations performed in one configuration are lineariz-
able, or that no two different values can get chosen in one configuration.
Interestingly, these proofs can also be adapted for operations performed in
different configurations or values chosen in different configurations. The
following example shows how an argument for the correctness of Paxos in
one configuration can be adapted to a reconfigurable service.

Example 4.1. In the following, we give an argument that is part of
a safety proof of Paxos, e.g. in [73]. We first present the argument
looking only at one configuration. We then present a variant of the same
argument including several configurations. This example is also depicted
in Figure 4.1. For the specifics of the Paxos algorithm, please refer to
Section 2.4.

Single configuration: Assume some process, e.g. pa decided on a value
v after receiving a quorum of Learn messages in round i. Assume
subsequently process pd collects a quorum of Promise messages for
round i` 1. If both quorums come from the same configuration, at
least one process is included in both quorums, e.g. pc. This process
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will report voting for value v in round i in its Promise message.
This situation is also depicted in Figure 4.1a.

Multiple configurations: If the quorum of Promises comes from a
different configuration than the quorum of Learns, for example
configurations C0 and C1 as shown in Figure 4.1b, no process is
part of both quorums. We therefore have to rely on the fact that a
reconfiguration has transferred information about the chosen value
to the new configuration. Figure 4.1b shows that, reading the state
from a quorum of processes in C0, at least one process (pc) will
report voting for value v in round i. Writing this information to a
quorum in the new configuration C1, at least one process (pg) will
report this information in the quorum of Promises.

Since normal operations are disabled during state transfer, the read
in C0 happens after the quorum of Learn messages is sent and the
write in C1 happens before the Promises.

Note that the state transfer from C0 to C1 was not necessarily
performed by a single reconfiguration and may include several recon-
figurations and intermediate configurations. Thus the main difficulty
in adapting the proofs is to show that for any two configurations, a
suitable chain of state transfers exists. N

Arguments similar to the multiple configuration argument in Example 4.1
are included in previous works, e.g. proving DynaStore in [1]. However
a novel contribution of this thesis is to show that, if we prove a lemma
saying that a state transfer, as depicted in Figure 4.1b exists for any two
configurations, we can easily adopt proofs written for static systems and
significantly reduce the amount of proofs that have to be re-written. We
use this technique in Chapters 5 and 6.

4.3 Ensuring Liveness
of a Reconfigurable Service

As mentioned in Section 4.2, a reconfiguration requires state transfer,
reading from the old configuration and writing to the new configuration.
In Section 4.2, we have assumed that normal operations, e.g. the two phases
of the Paxos algorithm, or read and write operations of atomic storage,
are disabled during state transfer. An interesting question is whether this
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C0 C1.
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(b) State transfer C0 C1 was started: need
to perform both C0 C2 and C1 C2.

Figure 4.2: Ordered configurations: C0 ă C1 ă C2 and state transfer: C0 C1 and
C0 C2.

should also hold for reconfigurations, e.g. should state transfer disable
concurrent reconfigurations.

Concurrent reconfigurations. Letting state transfer disables concur-
rent reconfiguration may compromise liveness. That is because, if two
or more reconfigurations can disable each other, this may deadlock the
system.

We solve this problem by imposing an ordering on configurations. For
example, assume that two configurations C1 and C2 are proposed con-
currently. If a configuration C2 is ordered after C1, we allow a state
transfer from C0 to C2 to disable state transfer from C0 to C1, as shown
in Figure 4.2a, but not vice versa.

If a state transfer from C0 to C1 has already been started, we require
that C2 must receive state from both C0 and C1, as shown in Figure 4.2b.
Thus the state transfer to C2 has to read from both C0 and C1 and disable
operations in both configurations. Since operations at C1 are disabled, we
do not care whether the state transfer from C0 to C1 is completed or not.

Other concurrent operations. Even without the possibility for mul-
tiple reconfigurations to deadlock the service, disabling operations during
state transfer can still endanger liveness if the process performing state
transfer fails and state transfer is thus never completed.

We use different approaches to either avoid this problem, or ensure
liveness despite this problem.

a) One solution is to let several processes perform the state transfer.
For example in Figure 4.2, all processes in C2 can be responsible
for state transfer from C0 and C1. Thus the state transfer will
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be completed despite the failure of individual processes. Normal
operations can then continue in the new configuration.

b) A different approach is to perform operations concurrently in several
configurations. For example in Figure 4.2b instead of updating the
state at a write-quorum in configuration C0, an operation would
update write-quorums in all configurations C0, C1 and C2. In this
approach an operation no longer happens in a single configuration,
but in several configurations. In our experience, this makes it signif-
icantly more complex to prove safety properties.

c) A third approach is to complete pending reconfigurations. For
example if a process pi detects that operations on configuration C0

are disabled, due to state transfer to a new configuration C2, pi will
complete this state transfer, reading from C0 and writing to C2. pi
can then perform its operation in C2. This approach ensures that
processes do not have to wait for failed or slow processes to complete
a state transfer. It also avoids the need to inform other processes,
when a reconfiguration is completed.

Using Approaches a) or c), several processes may perform state trans-
fer concurrently, leading to unnecessary network load. However if the
process performing state transfer fails before finishing this reconfigura-
tion, approach b) may require all future operations to contact multiple
configurations, leaving the system in an undesirable state.

All approaches have been used in previous work, for example [106] uses
Approach a), Rambo uses Approach b), and DynaStore uses Approach c).
We use Approach a) for our ARec algorithm in Chapter 5. In Chapter 7
we use Approach b) for read and write operations of reconfigurable stor-
age. This Algorithm also uses Approach c) for lattice agreement, that is
performed as part of reconfigurations. In our Replacement algorithm in
Chapter 6 we use Approach a). However, we only disable operations on
processes removed or added by reconfigurations. Thus, if reconfigurations
only change a minority of the processes in a configuration, normal opera-
tions can continue concurrently with these reconfigurations. Finally, our
evaluation in Chapter 8 suggests that Approach c) can cause significant
overhead to normal operations, concurrent with a reconfiguration.

Proving liveness. Proving that a reconfigurable system is live, is gen-
erally easier than to prove safety. Our liveness proofs hold the following
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challenges: First, we have to show that the system eventually reaches
a state where no operations are disabled. This is especially important
if Approach a) is used. We also have to show that, if operations are
only enabled in one configuration Cfinal, all correct processes in Cfinal

become aware of this configuration and use it to perform their operations.
This requires that, once a process is aware of configuration Cfinal, it can
stop waiting for replies from older configurations and instead contact the
processes in Cfinal.
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Chapter 5

Asynchronous Reconfiguration
for Paxos State Machines

An RSM using the Paxos consensus algorithm can continue to process
new requests, as long as more than half of the replicas remain operational
and the correct replicas can agree on a single leader. If half the replicas
have failed, the current RSM is forced to stop making progress indefinitely.
Therefore real systems need to be able to react to failures and include
new replicas, before this bound is exceeded. Additionally, in todays cloud
computing infrastructures, a fault tolerant, replicated service should be
able to add, or move replicas based on the system’s load and redistribute
the replicas to new physical locations. Therefore real systems should
include a reconfiguration method, ensuring a continuous correct service
while enabling the changes above.

Reconfiguration techniques for an RSM have been already presented
in the initial description of Paxos [76, 73] and implemented in both
prototypes [84] and production systems [110]. These works all rely on the
RSM to reconfigure itself by executing a special command, which specifies
the new configuration. To use this method however, the old configuration
(being changed) must be operational to complete the reconfiguration
command. Thus the old configuration needs to have a single leader and a
majority of correct servers, to use reconfiguration.

In this chapter, we target the synchrony assumption of traditional recon-
figuration. We present ARec, an asynchronous reconfiguration protocol,
showing that reconfiguration is possible in an asynchronous system. This
means that, agreeing on a single leader is not necessary to change to a
new set of replicas. Reconfiguring an RSM can therefore take place during
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a period of asynchrony, e.g. when clocks are not synchronized and the
network introduces unpredictable delays. This is an important result,
because it means that replicas could be moved to a set of machines or a
data center where synchrony assumptions hold.

5.1 Overview

A configuration is a set of replicas running on different machines. To change
the set of replicas, a reconfiguration simply proposes a new configuration.
We assume that any two configurations are disjoint. Thus every replica
belongs to exactly one configuration. However we do not require replicas of
different configurations to run on different machines. Thus reconfiguration
also enables operations like adding or removing one replica. For example,
to add a replica to the configuration tp1,p2,p3u, running on machines
m1,m2, and m3, one simply proposes a new configuration tp11,p

1
2,p

1
3,p4u

on machines m1,m2,m3, and m4. Thus our reconfiguration allows all
possible changes both in number and placement of replicas.

The main challenges in reconfiguration are to ensure that when stopping
the old configuration, exactly one new configuration starts and that all
requests that have been committed by the old, stay committed in the new
configuration. Assume for example two new configurations C1 and C2 are
proposed, while an initial configuration C0 is running the RSM. Classical
reconfiguration uses consensus in one configuration to choose the next
configuration. Thus replicas in C0 would choose whether to change to C1

or C2. The new configuration that is chosen can then simply copy the
state from C0.

Since consensus is impossible in an asynchronous system [38], ARec
uses eventual consistency to determine the next configuration. For this,
we assume that new configurations are issued together with a unique
timestamp. If several configurations are proposed concurrently, we let the
one with the highest timestamp be the next configuration. Thus, if the
replicas eventually become aware of all configurations, they will agree on
which configuration should take over.

However this complicates state transfer, since it is difficult to determine
which configuration can transfer a correct state to the new configuration.
Assume for example C1 and C2 have timestamps 1 and 2. In this case, we
can ignore C1, and C2 can receive the state from C0. However, if C2 is
only proposed after C1 received the state from C0 and started the RSM,
C2 has to copy its state from C1. This problem is solved in Section 5.3.
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Another problem in asynchronous reconfiguration is to find a correct
state for the new configuration to start. In classical reconfiguration, the
old configuration again uses consensus to decide on the last request. Any
replica can inform the new configuration of this decision, which can then
choose new requests. In an asynchronous system, the old configuration
cannot decide on a final request. Thus, some requests might be committed
in the old configuration, but remain unknown to some replicas. ARec
therefore collects the state of a majority of a configuration’s replicas, to
determine the new configuration’s state. Luckily, leader change in Paxos
already includes a mechanism to find any value, that might have been
committed. We reuse this mechanism in ARec.

5.2 Liveness Specification

In this section, we define the problem of asynchronous reconfiguration.
That is, we both define the interface used to issue reconfigurations and
specify the liveness conditions for a Dynamic RSM and ARec.

We assume there exists an initial configuration C0 that is running the
RSM. The replicas currently running the RSM can request the RSM to
be reconfigured to configuration Ci by invoking reconfpCi, iq. Here i is a
unique timestamp, assigned to Ci. For the reconfiguration to take effect,
the timestamp has to be larger than timestamps assigned to previous
configurations. To simplify notation we assume that the subscript of
a configuration is its timestamp. We call this reconfiguration interface
Timestamped Configurations.

We say a configuration is available, if a majority of the configuration’s
replicas are correct. A static Paxos state machine is guaranteed to process
incoming requests, if the initial configuration is available and eventually
a single leader is elected. In a dynamic system, this condition becomes
more complicated. While a reconfiguration might require several old
and new configurations to be available, a dynamic system should not
require an old configuration to remain available after a new configuration
has taken over and copied all relevant state. We say that a replica in
a new configuration is stateful, if it has copied a correct system state
from a previous configuration. Note that this system state might differ
from the individual states of single replicas in the old configuration. We
define a configuration to be stateful, when a majority of the replicas in this
configuration are stateful. At any point in an execution we let Cmax denote
the stateful configuration with the highest timestamp. If a configuration
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is stateful and available, there exists a correct and stateful replica that
can disseminate a correct system state to the other correct replicas.

A Dynamic RSM always needs at least one stateful configuration to
be available. Additionally, new configurations must stay available during
reconfiguration. We therefore define that a Dynamic RSM, at any time
in an execution, depends on Cmax, and all configurations with higher
timestamps. We can now define liveness of reconfiguration as the following:

Definition 5.1 (ARec Liveness). For any execution, if

(a) at all times the configurations that the system depends on are
available, and

(b) reconfpCi, iq was invoked at some stateful replica in configuration
Cl with l ă i,

then the system will eventually no longer depend on Cl. N

Note that ARec Liveness does not guarantee that the state machine
actually makes progress. That is because liveness of an RSM always
requires some assumption on synchrony or leader election. ARec Liveness
does not guarantee either, that reconfpCi, iq actually results in Ci running
Paxos. That makes sense, since in the case of concurrent reconfigurations,
we do not want several configurations to start. However, ARec Liveness
guarantees that Cl will stop running Paxos, and replicas in Cl need not
remain available. Clearly implementing ARec Liveness makes sense only if
also the state machine is live, under reasonable assumptions. We therefore
define the following:

Definition 5.2 (Dynamic RSM Liveness). For any execution, if
(a) at all times the configurations that the system depends on are available,
(b) only finitely many configurations are initialized, and
(c) eventually a single leader is elected in Cmax,
then requests submitted to this leader will be processed. N

Note that synchrony between processes in Cmax is needed to guarantee
(c). (b) says that eventually no more reconfigurations are issued. This
guarantees that eventually, one configuration will be Cmax forever. This
configuration can run Paxos without being interrupted by reconfigurations.
Since it is impossible to agree on group membership in an asynchronous
system [25], it can be theoretically challenging to guarantee condition (b).
For example, if reconfiguration is used to replace faulty replicas with new
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ones, false detections might cause infinitely many reconfigurations, even
with only finitely many crashes. This is because in an asynchronous system,
a failure detector might falsely detect a crash, causing a reconfiguration,
in which a correct replica is replaced by a new one. In practice however,
the number of reconfigurations are typically bounded because of their
cost. That is, reconfiguration usually requires new machines, possibly
transferring large amounts of state between replicas, and may also disrupt
service delivery.

5.3 ARec Algorithm

We now explain our reconfiguration protocol ARec and argue for its correct-
ness using examples. See Algorithm 5.1 on Page 68 for details. We assume
reliable communication but specify later how to reduce retransmissions.
Proof of correctness is given in the following sections. We first assume that
only a single instance of Paxos is reconfigured and later explain how this
can be extended to an RSM. ARec maintains safety of Paxos by ensuring
that at any time, at most one configuration is running Paxos, and that
this configuration copies the Paxos State from a previous configuration,
upon start-up. Since configurations are disjoint, and Paxos messages, such
as Accept and Learn are only sent within one configuration, our replicas
never receive such messages from processes in other configurations. We
write Ci for the configuration with timestamp i. We define a quorum of
messages from Cj as a set of messages from a majority of the replicas in
configuration Cj .

A Single Reconfiguration: We now explain how a single reconfigu-
ration from configuration Cl to Ci is performed in ARec. The message
pattern of this reconfiguration is depicted in Figure 5.2a, where we assume
that both configurations have three processes.

A reconfiguration is initialized by invoking reconfpCi, iq on some replica
p in configuration Cl, as specified before. The reconfiguration will only take
effect, if p is stateful and if the timestamp assigned to the new configuration
is larger than the timestamp assigned to Cl (i ą l). If this is the case, the
replica p sends a message xReconf, Ci, i, Cly to all processes in Cl, on
Line 12 of Algorithm 5.1. The message xReconf, Ci, i, Cly initializes the
processes in the new configuration Ci. The new replicas echo this message
to their configuration to make sure that all correct replicas in Ci receive it
(see Lines 13-16). A replica from Ci then informs the replicas in Cl about
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Algorithm 5.1 Asynchronous Reconfiguration

1: State:
2: MyC {this replica’s configuration}
3: MyC.ts {my configuration’s timestamp}
4: Older {older configurations}
5: Newer {newer configurations}
6: P ÐH {promises}
7: Φ Ð K {Paxos State: prnd, vrnd, vvalq}
8: statefulÐ False {stateful “ Trueô Φ ‰ K}
9: validÐ True {valid “ Trueô Newer “ H}

10: reconfpCi, iq {reconfigure to Ci with timestamp i}
11: if stateful^ i ąMyC.ts then
12: send xReconf, Ci, i,MyCy to Ci

13: On xReconf, Ci, i, Cly with l ă i and Cl stateful {on all replicas in Ci}
14: MyC Ð Ci {start this replica in Ci}
15: MyC.tsÐ i
16: send xReconf, Ci, i, Cly to MyC {make sure all received Reconf}
17: OlderÐ tClu
18: send xNewConf, Ciy to Cl

19: On xNewConf, Cjy with j ąMyC.ts {a newer configuration exists}
20: if valid and stateful then
21: stop Paxos
22: Φ Ð prnd, vrnd, vvalq {get state from Paxos}
23: validÐ False
24: NewerÐ NewerY tCju
25: send xCPromise,Φ,Newer,MyCy to Cj

26: On xCPromise,Φ1,Confs, ID,Cy when not stateful
27: P Ð P Y tΦ1,Confs, ID,Cu
28: oldCÐ tCj P Confs|j ăMyC.tsu
29: newCÐ tCj P Confs|j ąMyC.tsu
30: if newC Ć Newer then {newC already known?}
31: NewerÐ NewerY newC
32: validÐ False
33: if DQ Ă P ;Q is stateful valid Quorum then {see Definition 5.1}
34: Φ Ð findStatepQq {see Algorithm 5.2}
35: statefulÐ True
36: send xActivation,Φ,Newery to MyC {optimization: See Algorithm 5.1}
37: if valid then
38: start Paxos with Φ in MyC
39: else
40: send xCPromise,Φ,Newer,MyCy to Ct P newC

41: else if Φ1 ‰ K and oldC Ć Older then {CPromise stateful and not valid?}
42: OlderÐ OlderY oldC
43: send xNewConf,MyCy to oldC {ask other configurations}
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Algorithm 5.1 (cont.) Asynchronous Reconfiguration (Continued)

44: On xActivation,Φ1,Confsy when not stateful {from replica in MyC}
45: Φ Ð Φ1

46: statefulÐ True
47: NewerÐ NewerY Confs
48: send xActivation,Φ,Newery to MyC {activate other replicas in MyC}
49: if Newer “ H then {I’m the newest conf.}
50: start Paxos with Φ in MyC
51: else {there’s a newer conf.}
52: validÐ False
53: send xCPromise,Φ,Newer,MyCy to Newer

Algorithm 5.2 Procedure to find the highest Paxos state in Q

1: Input:
2: MyC.ts {this configurations timestamp}
3: Q “ tpΦ,Confs, ID,Cq, . . .u {CPromises with Φ “ prnd, vrnd, vvalq}

{and @Ci P Confs : i ěMyC.ts}

4: findStatepQq
5: rndÐ pmaxrnd P Qq ` 1 {highest rnd from Paxos states, Φ, in Q}
6: vrndÐ maxvrnd P Q {highest vrnd from Paxos states, Φ, in Q}
7: vvalÐ vvalpvrndq {vval reported with vrnd}
8: return prnd, vrnd, vvalq

the reconfiguration, sending xNewConf, Ciy (Line 18). Upon receiving
this message, replicas in Cl stop running Paxos, retrieve their local Paxos
State Φ and send it in a Configuration-Promise xCPromise,Φ,Confs, Cly
to the replicas in Ci, including all known configurations with timestamp
larger than l in Confs (Lines 21-25). The replicas in Cl store the new
configuration Ci in the set Newer and include it in all future CPromises
(Line 24).

Upon receiving a quorum Q of CPromises from Cl with empty Confs
fields, the replicas in Ci can determine a Paxos State as explained in
Algorithm 5.2. This corresponds to the processing of Promise messages
in Paxos. rnd is set to a higher value than any one reported in Q, vrnd
is set to the highest value reported in Q, and vval to the value, reported
in vrnd. Paxos is then started with a new round, where the leader sends
out Prepare messages. We say that a replica is stateful, after it has
determined a Paxos State prnd, vrnd, vvalq (See Lines 34,35). This matches
the notion of statefulness, introduced in Section 5.2.
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Concurrent Reconfigurations: When several configurations are ini-
tialized concurrently, we have to ensure that exactly one of them starts
running Paxos. To do this, a replica keeps track of the new configura-
tions it has seen, using the set Newer, and includes it in CPromises
(Lines 24, 25). Thus, for any two concurrent reconfigurations, at least one
will know about the other. To prevent several new configurations from
starting Paxos simultaneously, a new replica remembers the configurations
included in CPromises (Lines 31, 42). If a replica knows about a configu-
ration with higher timestamp, it will consider itself not valid (Lines 9, 32),
and therefore will not start running Paxos (Lines 37, 38). Further, if a new
replica receives a CPromise, informing it about another configuration
with lower timestamp, it will also ask this configuration for CPromises
(Lines 28 and 41-43). To make sure a new replica receives its state from
the latest stateful configuration, we require a stateful valid quorum to
determine a correct state (Lines 33-34). A stateful valid quorum is defined
as follows:

Definition 5.1. A set Q of CPromises sent from a majority of the
replicas in Ci to a replica in Cj , is a stateful valid quorum from Ci, if

(1) all messages contain a Paxos State, that is Φ ‰ K,

(2) and if for any configuration Ct, included in the Confs field of a
CPromise in Q, t ě j holds. N

Note that a CPromise is stateful, if and only if it was sent by a stateful
replica. The following example shows how our algorithm ensures that only
one of two configurations starts running Paxos.

Example 5.1. Assume an initial stateful configuration C0 with replicas
pa, pb, and pc. Assume two new configurations C1 and C2 are initialized.
If C2 receives a stateful valid quorum of CPromises from pb and pc, and
starts Paxos, then pb and pc received the NewConf message from C2

before the one from C1. They will include C2 in their CPromises to C1.
Replicas in C1 will therefore not become valid and never start running
Paxos. This example is also depicted in Figure 5.1a. N

The next example shows, how stateful valid quorums guarantee that a
new configuration gets its Paxos State from the last stateful configuration.

Example 5.2. We assume again an initial configuration C0 and concur-
rently initialized configurations C1 and C2, as depicted in Figure 5.1b.
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(a) Example 5.1: The dashed CPromise contains C2 P Newer.
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(b) Example 5.2: Dashed CPromise contains C1 P Newer.
C2 needs CPromises from C1.

Figure 5.1: Illustrating Examples 5.1 and 5.2.

Assume C1 received a stateful valid quorum of CPromises from C0 and
started running Paxos.

The replicas in C0 will inform C2 about C1 in their CPromises, and
because of condition (2), the CPromises from C0 to C2 will not make
a stateful valid quorum. Therefore C2 will ask C1 for CPromises. The
replicas in C1 will either directly reply to C2 with a stateful CPromise,
or send it, after they determined a Paxos State (Lines 25, 40 and 53). N

Optimizations: Algorithm 5.1 assumes that all replicas in a new config-
uration are initialized with a Reconf message and that all replicas send
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(a) Message pattern for a reconfiguration from Cl to Ci, not optimized.
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(b) Message pattern for optimized reconfiguration with leader pα.

Figure 5.2: Message pattern for a reconfiguration from Cl to Ci with and without
optimization.

NewConf messages and receive CPromises. However, if one replica has
determined a Paxos State, the others can simply copy it, instead of waiting
for a quorum of CPromises. Thus, after a replica has determined a correct
Paxos State using Algorithm 5.2, it sends this state to all replicas in its
configuration, using an Activation message (Line 36). Other replicas
can just copy this state, instead of waiting for a quorum of CPromises as
explained on Lines 44-53 of Algorithm 5.1. To reduce the message load,
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processes in the new configuration can also run a weak leader election
algorithm and only the leader would send NewConf messages and receive
CPromises. The other replicas can then be started by an Activation
message. Figure 5.2 shows the message patterns with and without this
optimization. Note that we do not require a single leader to emerge. We
only require that eventually one or several correct leaders are elected.1

Finally, since we assume reliable communication, messages have to be
resent until an acknowledgement is received. In an asynchronous system,
this means that messages to faulty processes have to be sent infinitely often.
However, NewConf and CPromise messages must only be resent until
the new configuration is stateful. The rest can be done by Activation
messages.

The ARec State Machine

Just as Prepare and Promise messages in Paxos, we can send NewConf
and CPromise messages for infinitely many instances of Paxos at the
same time, since the Paxos State will be the initial state (Φ “ p0, 0,nilq),
for all except finitely many instances.

However, it is impractical to replay all requests of an execution history
on the new configuration. A more practical solution is to transfer a
snapshot of the replicated application to the new replicas together with
the Reconf messages. If this snapshot incorporates all requests chosen
in the first k Paxos instances, it is enough to exchange NewConf and
CPromise messages for the Paxos instances starting with k ` 1.

In undecided instances a new configuration needs to receive a quorum
of Paxos States, while in a decided instance it would suffice to receive the
decided value from one replica. This can be used to further reduce the
size of CPromise messages in an implementation.

5.4 Proving Safety for ARec

We now prove that RSM safety cannot be compromised by ARec. That is,
only a single value can be chosen in a Paxos instance, even if the instance
runs over several configurations. For this we reproduce Lamport’s proof
from [73] in Theorem 5.5, to show that no to different values can be decided

1This leader election is strictly weaker than the one required for Paxos [26]. In our
case, an election module that elects all replicas as leaders gives an inefficient but correct
solution.
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in different rounds and add Corollary 5.4, which says that at most one
value can be proposed and decided in a single round. However, proving
the safety of Paxos usually relies on the condition that any two quorums
intersect. This condition does not hold across several configurations. We
derive a substitute for this condition in Corollary 5.3.

Recall that a replica is stateful if it has Paxos State and valid if it does
not know of any configuration higher than its own (Lines 8 and 9). We call
a message stateful if its sender was stateful before sending this message.
Similarly, a valid message was sent by a valid process.

According to Algorithm 5.1, a replica only starts Paxos when it is
stateful and valid (Lines 35-38 and 46-50), and stops Paxos when it
becomes invalid (Lines 19-21). A stateful replica always remains stateful.
Thus, the sender of a Paxos message is always stateful and valid. We can
therefore define all quorums of Promise or Learn messages to be stateful
valid quorums, analogous to Definition 5.1.

Since two quorums do not necessarily intersect, we define the following
property to describe that one quorum knows about another quorum.

Definition 5.3. For two stateful valid quorums of messages, Q and Q1,
we say that Q1 knows Q, writing Q ÞÑ Q1, if

(1) Q is a quorum of Paxos messages, and some replica first sent a
message in Q and then a message in Q1, or

(2) Q is a stateful valid quorum of CPromises, and there exists a sender
of a message in Q1, such that the Paxos State of this sender was
derived invoking findStatepQq on Q.

We say that Q1 knows about Q, writing Q 99K Q1, if there exists a finite
sequence of stateful valid quorums Q1, . . . , Qk, such that Q ÞÑ Q1 ÞÑ . . . ÞÑ
Qk ÞÑ Q1 holds. N

Note that, condition (2) applies both, if a replica inQ1 called findState(Q)
from Algorithm 5.2, or if it received a Activation message including
Φ “ findStatepQq.

In Lemma 5.1 we show how this notion is related to Paxos variables
rnd and vrnd. We therefore first define the rnd and vrnd of a stateful
valid quorum. Note that a stateful valid quorum from Ci, can either be
a quorum of Learn or Promise messages sent in the same round, or a
quorum of stateful CPromises from Ci.
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Definition 5.4. For a stateful valid quorum of messages Q we define:

rndpQq “

$

&

%

rnd msgs were sent in for Learns and Promises

maxrnd for CPromises

vrndpQq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

rnd msgs were sent in for Learns

maxvrnd for Promises

maxvrnd for CPromises

Where maxrnd and maxvrnd refer to the highest rnd and vrnd reported
in the messages. N

Lemma 5.1. Let Q and Q1 be stateful valid quorums from Ci and Cj,
respectively.
(1) If Q ÞÑ Q1 and i “ j, then rndpQq ď rndpQ1q.
(2) If Q ÞÑ Q1 and i ă j, then rndpQq ď rndpQ1q.
(3) If Q ÞÑ Q1 and Q are Learns, then vrndpQq ď vrndpQ1q.
(4) If Q ÞÑ Q1 and Q1 are Promises, then rndpQq ă rndpQ1q holds.

Proof. Using the following facts, all cases easily follow from the definitions.
In cases (1) and (3) of the Lemma, Q ÞÑ Q1 follows from case (1) in
Definition 5.3. The claims easily follow, since Q and Q1 have a sender in
common.

In case (2) of the Lemma, Q is a quorum of CPromises and case
(2) of Definition 5.3 holds. The claim follows, since prnd, vrnd, vvalq “
findStatepQq implies rnd “ rndpQq and vrnd “ vrndpQq. (Compare
Algorithm 5.2 and Definition 5.4.)

Case (4) of the Lemma follows since processes only send Promise
messages in a new round larger than the highest round they know about.

Lemma 5.2. For two quorums of Paxos messages Q from Ci and Q1 from
Cj, if i ă j then Q 99K Q1 holds. Further, we can choose all quorums
Q1, . . . , Qk to be quorums of CPromises and Q ÞÑ Q1 ÞÑ . . . ÞÑ Qk ÞÑ Q1

still holds.

Proof. Clearly there exist sequences Q0 ÞÑ Q1 ÞÑ . . . ÞÑ Q and Q10 ÞÑ
Q11 ÞÑ . . . ÞÑ Q1 with Q0 and Q10 in the initial configuration C0. We want
to show, that there exists a Q1i in Ci. Choose maximal t and t1, s.t. Qt

and Q1t1 are in the same configuration Cu. It follows that u ď i, and Qt
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and Q1t1 have at least one sender in common. For u ă i maximality implies
that both Qt and Q1t1 are CPromises.

Assume first Qt ÞÑ Q1t1 and u ă i. Let messages in Qt be sent to Cv.
Thus Cv will be included in at least one CPromise from Q1t1 . Since Q1t1 is
a stateful valid quorum it follows from Definition 5.1, that Q1t1 was sent
to a configuration Cv1 with u ă v1 ď v. Maximality of u implies that
v1 ă v. Similarly, it follows that all quorums Q1t2 for t2 ą t1 are stateful
valid quorums of CPromises sent to configuration Cv2 with v2 ă v. This
contradicts that Q1 is a valid quorum of Paxos messages.

If we assume that Q1t1 ÞÑ Qt and u ă i, we similarly reach a contradiction,
to the fact that Q is a quorum of Paxos messages. It therefore follows,
that u “ i and Q1t1 is from Ci. Since Q1t1 is still a quorum of CPromises
and no replica sends a Paxos message after sending a CPromise, it follows
that Q ÞÑ Q1t1 . This proofs the Lemma.

Corollary 5.3. For two quorums of Paxos messages, Q and P , either
Q 99K P or P 99K Q holds.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.2 if Q and P do not happen in the
same configuration. Otherwise, it is clear since two quorums of messages
from one configuration have at least one sender in common.

The following corollary and theorem show that ARec preserves safety:

Corollary 5.4. Only a single value can be chosen in one round.

Proof. We show that no two Accept messages, containing different values
can be sent in the same round. Clearly no single process can send two
such messages. Assume two Accept messages with different values are
sent by the replicas ps and pr in rounds s and r. We now show that s ‰ r
holds. Before sending the accept message, process ps received a quorum of
Promise messages Qs with rndpQsq “ s. Similarly, pr received a quorum
of Promises Qr in round r. From Corollary 5.3 it follows that Qs 99K Qr
or vice versa. Assume without loss of generality, that Qs 99K Qr holds.
From Lemma 5.1 cases (1), (2) and (4) it follows that s ă r holds. Thus s
and r are not equal.

In Paxos, after receiving a quorum of Promise messages the leader
determines a value which is safe to propose, following the rules we stated
in Section 2.4.2.

Theorem 5.5. If a value is safe in round r, no other value was chosen
in a lower round.
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Proof. We prove this by induction over r. If r “ 0, there is nothing to
show. Assume r ą 0 and that the theorem holds for all rounds smaller
than r. If some value v is safe in round r, then a quorum P of Promises
was sent in round r, showing that v is safe. Therefore v was also safe in
round vrndpP q ă r. Assume some value v1 was chosen in round s ă r,
then a quorum Q of Learns was sent in round s. From Corollary 5.3 and
Lemma 5.1 case (1) it follows that Q 99K P . If vrndpP q ą s holds, we can
apply the induction hypothesis on vrndpP q ă r, and see that v1 “ v. If
vrndpP q “ s, we can apply Corollary 5.4 and get that v “ v1.

We therefore have to show that vrndpP q ě s holds. Since Q 99K P holds,
there exist quorums Q1, . . . , Qk, such that Q ÞÑ Q1 ÞÑ . . . ÞÑ Qk ÞÑ P .
According to Lemma 5.2 we can choose all Qi to be quorums of CPromises.
Now s “ vrndpQq ď vrndpQ1q follows from Lemma 5.1, case (3), and
vrndpQ1q ď . . . ď vrndpP q follows from Lemma 5.1, case (2). Thus,
s “ vrndpQq ď vrndpP q holds.

Corollary 5.6. No two different values are chosen.

Proof. Assume that two values v and v1 are chosen in round s and r,
respectively. Corollary 5.4 implies that s ‰ r. Assume without loss of
generality that s ă r holds. Since v1 is safe in round r, Theorem 5.5
implies that v “ v1.

5.5 Proving Liveness for ARec

We now prove that ARec is live. That means we prove that ARec Liveness
and Dynamic RSM Liveness hold, as defined in Section 5.2. We assume
throughout this section, that at any point during an execution, all con-
figurations our system depends on are available. Proofs of both liveness
properties rely on the following lemma:

Lemma 5.7. If configuration Ci is stateful and some correct replica in
Ci knows about a configuration Cj, j ą i, then the system will eventually
no longer depend on Ci.

Proof. Assume the system depends on Ci. As defined in Section 5.2 the
system thus also depends on all configurations with higher timestamp than
i. It is enough to show that one of these configurations will eventually
become stateful. Assume therefore that Cj is not stateful. Let pi P
Ci be a replica that knows about configuration Cj . pi learned about
Cj , either by receiving a NewConf message from Cj (see Line 19 in
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Algorithm 5.1), or by receiving a CPromise or Activation message
including Cj (Lines 26, 44). In all cases, pi will itself send a CPromise to
Cj (Lines 25, 40, or 53). Since the system depends on Cj , it is available,
and will send NewConf messages to Ci either upon initialization (Line 18),
or on receiving the CPromise from pi (Line 43). Thus eventually the
majority of correct replicas in Ci will send CPromises to Cj . If these
messages form a stateful valid quorum, Cj will become stateful and the
system will no longer depend on Ci. If the CPromises do not form a
stateful valid quourum, one of the senders knows about a configuration Ck
with i ă k ă j. We can thus repeat the above argument with Ck instead
of Cj . Clearly we will eventually arrive at a configuration Cl, such that no
configuration with timestamp between i and l exists. This configuration
will become stateful and the system will no longer depend on Ci.

Theorem 5.8. ARec implements ARec Liveness.

Proof. Assume some correct stateful process pl from configuration Cl
invoked reconfpCi, iq with l ă i. If the system does not depend on Cl,
there is nothing to show. Otherwise, both Cl and Ci are available. Since
pl is correct, eventually a correct replica in Ci will receive the Reconf
message and send a NewConf message. On recieving this message, some
correct replica in Cl will know about Ci. Lemma 5.7 says, that the system
will eventually no longer depend on Cl.

Theorem 5.9. ARec, together with Paxos implement Dynamic RSM
Liveness.

Proof. If only finitely many configurations are initialized in an execution,
eventually one configuration will forever be the stateful configuration with
highest timestamp Cmax and the system will depend on this configuration
forever. Lemma 5.7 implies that no correct replica in Cmax knows about
a configuration with a higher timestamp. Thus, all correct replicas in
Cmax are valid (Line 9). Since at least one correct replica in Cmax is
stateful, it will send Activation messages until all correct replicas in
Cmax are stateful. Since Cmax is available by assumption (a) from Dynamic
RSM Liveness, it eventually holds a majority of correct, stateful and valid
replicas that will run Paxos. If additionally a single replica is elected as a
leader, Liveness of Paxos implies that submitted requests can be learned
and executed.
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5.6 Related Work

As mentioned in the introduction, the classical method to reconfigure
an RSM was already explained in [108] and [76, 73]. Variations of this
method were presented in [77], and refined and implemented in works
like [84] and [110]. All these works use consensus to decide on the next
configuration, resulting in a unique sequence of configurations, where each
reconfiguration only involves one old and one new configuration. For this,
a configuration must be available and have a single correct leader before
it can be changed by reconfiguration.

The work most closely related to ARec is Vertical Paxos [80]. Vertical
Paxos also changes configuration between rounds rather than between
instances, and uses Paxos’ first phase to deduce a starting state for the new
configuration, similar to ARec. Similar to ARec, a new configuration Ci
must receive a quorum of promises from all configurations with sequence
numbers between l and i for some stateful configuration Cl. Different from
ARec however, Vertical Paxos assumes that upon receiving a reconfigu-
ration request, configuration Ci knows about all configurations Cj with
l ď j ă i. Finally, Vertical Paxos relies on an abstract, fault tolerant
configuration manager to order new configurations. Instead of relying on
synchrony in the old configuration, Vertical Paxos relies on synchrony
in the configuration manager, which must be implemented by another
RSM to be fault tolerant. Note also that the configuration manager RSM
cannot use Vertical Paxos to reconfigure itself, but has to rely on classical
reconfiguration. ARec does not rely on a separate configuration manager.

That asynchronous reconfiguration is possible has previously only been
proven for atomic read/write registers in DynaStore [1]. DynaStore uses
the DirectCombine semantics, presented in Chapter 3. Compared to the
Timestamped Configurations used by ARec, DirectCombine has several
disadvantages, for example thatconcurrent reconfigurations may result in
unacceptable configurations with too few processes.

As described in [77], a Dynamic RSM has similarities to group communi-
cation systems that provide totally ordered message delivery [28]. However,
view synchronous communication requires that a message received by one
process in view v is received by all processes in view v, therefore consensus
is required to end a view. A Dynamic RSM reconfigured with ARec
ensures that requests learned by one replica in a configuration, are learned
by all replicas in some future configuration. Therefore, ARec only requires
consensus in some future configuration.
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5.7 Conclusion

We have presented ARec a reconfiguration protocol for a Paxos State
Machine that enables reconfiguration in an asynchronous system. To
our knowledge this is the first protocol for asynchronous reconfiguration
of an RSM. Reconfigurations in ARec propose Timestamped Configura-
tions. This interface is similar to the interface used for consensus-based
reconfigurations.

Using ARec, the availability of RSM based systems can be improved,
since reconfiguration can be used to restore synchrony, and thus enable
the RSM to make progress. However, since our work mainly focused on
proving the possibility of asynchronous reconfiguration, we expect that
ARec can be significantly optimized when adjusting it to a specific system.
For example, we believe that the requirement that different configurations
are disjoint and the fact that the processing of state machine requests is
disabled during reconfiguration can be avoided. In the next chapter, we
present our Replacement algorithm, addressing these problems. We report
on our experience implementing ARec in Section 6.10.4.
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Chapter 6

Replacement:
Decentralized Failure Handling
for Replicated State Machines

An RSM with n replicas can continue to process new requests, as long
as at most f “ tn´12 u have failed. If this bound is violated, however,
the current RSM is forced to stop making progress indefinitely. Such a
situation would require complicated manual repair procedures. To avoid
scenarios in which the number of failures exceeds the bound, it is beneficial
to immediately instantiate failure handling, if this can be done without
causing a significant disruption to request processing.

The replacement of a failed replica has three phases: (1) we need
to detect the failure, (2) a new replica must be initialized, and (3) the
remaining replicas must acknowledge the activation of this new replica.
The duration of phases (1) - (3) is what we call the window of vulnerability.
During this time, the RSM is operating with reduced fault tolerance, i.e.
tolerating fewer than f additional failures.

There are many ways to detect failures (phase 1) with varying degrees of
accuracy, and it is common to implement failure detection as an external
service [81, 49]. Initialization (phase 2) includes transfer of up-to-date
application state, and necessarily involves at least one of the remaining cor-
rect replicas. Depending on the size of the application state, initialization
of a new replica may require significant networking resources, and previous
work have proposed efficient protocols for state transfer [2, 60, 63, 104,
15]. The main theme of these protocols is to distribute the initialization
of new replicas among the existing replicas to avoid bottlenecks, such as
the leader in the consensus protocol. Also, if possible, wide area latencies
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should be avoided during initialization [3]. One of the objectives of these
protocols is to reduce the window of vulnerability.

In this chapter we focus on the third phase of acknowledging the
activation of the new replica. We also call this the activation phase. The
new replica is acknowledged to ensure that eventually all remaining replicas
know of the new replica, and to avoid that a failed replica is replaced by
two new ones. This is important to ensure that the service cannot be split
into two configurations, which may apply conflicting updates. This can
be done by reconfiguration, which is a general method to replace one set
of replicas with another. Classical reconfiguration relies on the RSM to
decide on a reconfiguration command [84, 77, 110]. For this, the command
must typically be proposed by a leader and accepted by a majority of
the replicas in the old configuration. To guarantee that the command is
accepted, the replicas need to be sufficiently synchronized.

In this chapter we present Replacement [56], a reconfiguration algorithm
specialized for replacing a failed replica with a new one. Different from
other reconfiguration techniques, failure handling with Replacement is
fully decentralized. Thus, failure handling can be initiated and completed
by any of the remaining replicas. This is beneficial because it allows us
to distribute the overhead of executing a replacement among the replicas.
Also, different from other approaches, two replacements issued by different
replicas need not be ordered by a leader. Thus, replacements do not suffer
from a leader bottleneck nor must replacements be resubmitted on leader
failure.

Additionally, Replacement does not rely on consensus. It therefore does
not require assumptions about system synchrony or leader election, as
classical reconfiguration does. Besides the theoretical advantage of failure
handling during periods of asynchrony, this allows Replacement to quickly
handle leader failures, without waiting for a new leader to be elected.

Since replacements are not coordinated by a leader, several replacements
can be started independently. We combine such concurrent replacements
to guarantee that every failed replica is replaced, while the number of
replicas running the RSM is never increased. This last point is important,
since a majority of replicas must be contacted to make progress, and in
general a larger majority leads to reduced performance. Note also that
an increased number of replicas does not necessarily increase the fault
tolerance, e.g. an RSM with 3 or 4 replicas both only tolerate a single
failure.

Besides minimizing the activation phase and window of vulnerability, we
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are also interested in the disruption imposed on normal request processing.
If a majority of the initial replicas are correct, synchrony among these
is sufficient to make progress and execute new client requests for the
RSM. Since Replacement never increases the number of replicas, these
correct replicas also form a majority after failures have been handled.
With minor adjustments to the Paxos algorithm, our Replacement method
allows the RSM to make progress even while the replicas disagree on the
current configuration; they only need to agree on a majority of the replicas.
This allows Replacement to handle failures with minimal impact on the
processing of client requests.

However, Replacement cannot be used for reconfigurations that change
the number of replicas. This restriction is reasonable since replacing a
failed replica with a new one is a common operation in modern data
centers (see [83]), and sufficient to ensure that further requests can be
processed. Also, reconfigurations that change the number of replicas are
rarely due to a single event, but the result of analyzing the system’s
characteristics over a longer period of time, and are typically initiated
by an administrator. These changes do not represent responses to an
immediate threat and therefore can be scheduled in advance and executed
using classical reconfiguration.

We evaluated Replacement against classical reconfiguration. Our evalu-
ation shows that Replacement only causes a small overhead to concurrent
client requests, compared to classical reconfiguration. We find that the
activation phase for handling a single failure is similar in Replacement
and classical reconfiguration. However, Replacement is significantly faster
when handling multiple failures concurrently. Interestingly, our evaluation
shows that there exists a significant delay before a new replica can actually
participate in Paxos, even after the activation of this new replica has been
acknowledged. Replacement significantly reduces this delay by collecting
acknowledgements at the new replica, rather than at a leader. We show
that this delay may have significant impact on client request processing,
since it forces Paxos to use sub-optimal quorums.

We now outline the remainder of this chapter. Section 6.1 highlights
some of the techniques we use in our Replacement algorithm and how they
differ from the ARec algorithm, presented in Chapter 5. In Section 6.2 we
describe how our Replacement algorithm can be used to handle failures in
a single instance of Paxos. In Section 6.4 we present an extended version of
our Replacement algorithm that is live despite any number of concurrent
replacements.
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We prove both variants of Replacement correct in Sections 6.5 to 6.8.
These proofs follow the same principle we used in Chapter 5 to prove
correctness of our ARec algorithm. Thus we first define and prove a
relation between quorums of messages and then use this relation to prove
safety and liveness. Especially for safety, some of the proofs can easily be
reproduced from their analog proofs in Chapter 5.

In Section 6.9 we discuss how replacement can be applied to replace
a faulty replica in all instances of an RSM. Finally, in Section 6.10 we
present an experimental evaluation of Replacement. We present related
work in Section 6.11 and conclude in Section 6.12.

6.1 Overview

In this section, we provide an overview of our Replacement algorithm.
Since both Replacement and the ARec algorithm presented in Chapter 5
reconfigure without consensus, there are some similarities between these
algorithms. However Replacement includes many new techniques that
make it more efficient than ARec. We highlight these techniques in this
section.

S M C

X

p3

p2

p1

p2
1

t1 t2

Figure 6.1: Replacement

To replace a replica, a new version of the
replica is initialized. We then send a re-
placement request to all replicas, inform-
ing them about the new version. Receiving
this request the replicas send a replacement
promise (RPromise) to the new replica.
After collecting a quorum of promises, the
new replica can determine a correct state
and start running Paxos. Figure 6.1 shows
an example, where replica p3 initialized
a new replica p2

1 to replace the crashed
replica p1. We say that p2

1 is version 2 of
replica p1. The following ideas are key to Replacement.

New state only for the new replica As described in Section 2.4,
replicas in Paxos store the last value they have voted for. If a value was
chosen, a majority of the replicas stores this value. To ensure that no
different values can get chosen before and after a replacement, we have
to ensure that a chosen value is still stored by a majority of the replicas
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after a replacement. For this it is sufficient, if any value that was chosen
before replacement is part of the starting state of the new replica.

In Figure 6.1 only the new replica p2
1 has to wait for promises. After

sending the Promise, replicas p2 and p3 continue to run Paxos sending
messages to p2

1 instead of p1. After processing the Promises, p2
1 can

process and respond to other Paxos messages. In ARec, on the other hand,
all replicas in the new configuration need to receive Promises, either
directly or forwarded by another process in the configuration.

Version Vectors In Replacement, every replica is some version of an
initial replica. Replicas represent their current configuration by a vector,
indicating the version of every replica in this configuration.

Replicas use these version vectors to inform each other about new
replacements. By attaching a version vector to Promise and Learn
messages we can ignore messages from replaced processes in quorums.
Since the version vector shows exactly which processes have been replaced,
we can do this without requiring that all vectors in a quorum are equal.

For example, in Figure 6.1, p2 and p3 can make progress between
time t1 and t2, even though they disagree whether p1 or p2

1 is part of
the configuration. In ARec, on the other hand, Paxos is disabled during
reconfigurations.

Combining Replacements If reconfigurations propose new configu-
rations, as is the case in consensus-based reconfiguration and in the
Timestamped Configurations used in ARec, a replacement can be canceled
by another replacement, proposed concurrently. This was also shown in
Example 3.1.

Replacement therefore uses novel semantics for its reconfigurations (or
rather replacements). Thus, if two replacements are issued for the same
replica, only one new replica will be included. However, if two concurrent
replacements are issued for different replicas, both replacements will be
executed.

Using our algorithm, concurrent replacements for different replicas can
be executed independently of each other, and possibly appear in different
orders at different replicas without the need to order these replacements
using a single leader.

However, this approach opens new challenges. Since replacements can
be installed in different orders at different replicas, it can be difficult to
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determine from which processes a new replica should receive its Promises.
In Section 6.4 we illustrate this difficulty and devise a solution.

6.2 Problem: Failure Handling in Paxos

In the following, we consider how to replace replicas in a single instance of
Paxos. In Section 6.9, we discuss how to apply Replacement to a sequence
of instances.

We assume a Paxos system with n “ 2f ` 1 replicas. We assume every
one of these replicas has an index i P t1, . . . , nu. When a replica with index
i is replaced, its replacement retains the same index (i). To distinguish
between the replaced replica and its replacement, each replica also has
a version. We use r to denote a replica that has index and version. We
denote the index and version of a replica r as subscript and superscript,
respectively. Thus rvi is a replica with index i and version v. The initial
set of replicas have version zero: tr01, r

0
2, . . . , r

0
nu. We omit the version

when it does not matter.

We say that our protocol for consensus and Replacement is safe, if no
two replicas can decide on different values. We say that a replica is stateful,
if it is one of the initial replicas (has version zero), or if it has obtained
a correct Paxos State and started Paxos. Clearly, for Replacement to be
live, some new replica has to become stateful. We further define that a
replica rvi is valid at time t, if it is stateful and no new version rwi , w ą v
of rvi has been initialized before t. We say that rvi is weakly valid at time
t, if rvi is stateful and no new version rwi , w ą v of rvi has become stateful
before t. Finally, a replica is correct, if it never fails. Replacement and
Version Paxos are live, if the following holds:

Replacement Liveness Assume a correct replica rvi is initialized by a
correct and weakly valid replica rj . If rj remains weakly valid, and
v remains the highest version for index i, rvi will be stateful.

Version Paxos Liveness If a single correct and valid replica eventually
becomes the leader, a value can be decided.

The condition, that rj remains weakly valid, specifies that once a replica
rj has been replaced, we do not guarantee the liveness of replacements
initialized by rj . This allows us to stop communicating with replaced
replicas.
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Algorithm 6.1 Replica State

myidÐ pi, versionq
Φ Ð prnd, vrnd, vvalq {Paxos State}
VV Ð r0, 0, ..., 0s {highest known versions}
RÐ tr01, . . . , r

0
nu {weakly valid replicas}

stateful P tTrue,Falseu {True for initial replicas}
RProms,Proms,Learns {sets to collect quorums}

6.3 Replacement Algorithm

Paxos is usually built on top of a failure detector, where replicas periodically
send heartbeats (HBs) to each other, as in e.g. [3, 66]. In Replacement we
leverage these heartbeats to discover new replacements.

Once a replica discovers a new replacement replica, it sends an RPromise
to the new replica. The RPromise message is similar to a Promise in
Paxos. It is an implicit promise to no longer cooperate with the replaced
replica. The RPromise also contains the current Paxos State, used by the
replacement replica to determine a correct starting state. As explained in
Section 2.4, this Paxos State includes the three variables rnd, vrnd and
vval. We also write Φ for the tuple prnd, vrnd, vvalq.

Replicas are identified by their index and version. A replica rvi stores
these in a variable myid “ pi, vq. These identifiers are unique and if
replica rvi knows an identifier pj, wq, it can send a message to rwj . In
our implementation, a replica’s version is a tuple of a version number
and the replicas IP address. This ensures uniqueness and addressability,
and since our versions are ordered lexicographically, they can easily be
increased. Further, each replica maintains the set of replicas R, for which
no replacement has been included yet, and a version vector VV, that
stores the highest known version for each index. Note that VV can be
computed from the ids of replicas in R. We say that a replica broadcasts
a message, if it sends this message to the replicas corresponding to entries
in its version vector. We also use a variable stateful, to indicate if a replica
has started Paxos. Initially, only replicas with version zero are stateful.
Replicas also use the sets RProms, Proms and Learns to collect quorums
of RPromises, Promises and Learn messages, respectively. The state
maintained at a replica is also shown in Algorithm 6.1.

We now describe a preliminary Replacement protocol, which is also
shown in Algorithms 6.1-6.4. We extend this protocol in Section 6.4 to be
live despite any number of concurrent replacements. When some replica
r decides to replace replica rvi by invoking replprvi q, it computes a new
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Algorithm 6.2 Replacement - at already stateful replicas

1: On repl(rvi ) with VVris “ v if stateful {replace rvi }
2: w Ð newVersionpvq {create new version w: w ą v and unique}
3: Initialize new replica with idpi, wq
4: rsend xRPromise,Φ,R,myid,VVy to rwi
5: VVris Ð w
6: RÐ RY trwi u

7: On timeout if stateful
8: send xHB,VV,myidy to R

9: On xHB,VVmsg, pj, vqy if stateful
10: for all i with VVmsgris ą VVris do
11: w Ð VVmsgris
12: rsendxRPromise,Φ,R,myid,VVy to rwi
13: VVris Ð w
14: RÐ RY trwi u
15: RÐ RY trvj u
16: for rwi P R do {remove old replica}
17: if i “ j ^ w ă v then
18: RÐ Rztrwi u

Algorithm 6.3 Replacement - at new replica

19: On initialization with id pi, wq {when replica starts}
20: myidÐ pi, wq, RÐ trwi u
21: statefulÐ False
22: RPromsÐH

23: On mvj “xRPromise,Φ,Rv
j , pj, vq,VVv

j y if not stateful
24: RÐ RYRv

j

25: RPromsÐ RPromsY tmvj u
26: if DQ Ă RProms : |Q| “ f ` 1^ validQuorumpQq then {see Algorithm 6.4}
27: rndÐ maxtΦ.rnd|Φ P Qu
28: vrnd, vvalÐ maxvrndtpΦ.vrnd,Φ.vvalq|Φ P Qu
29: for all all i ď n do
30: VVris Ð maxtv|rvi P Ru
31: statefulÐ True
32: Start Paxos
33: for all i ď n with v Ð VVris
34: if mvi R RProms, sent by pi, vq then
35: rsendxRPromise,Φ,R,myid,VVy to rvi

36: else
37: askpRPromsq {extension, see Section 6.4}
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version w, larger than v and initializes a new replica rwi . Then r reliably
sends an RPromise to rwi including Φ, R and VV. Finally it updates
VV and R to include the new replica. This corresponds to Lines 1-6 of
Algorithm 6.2. Information about the new replacement, encoded in VV, is
disseminated by r in its HB messages (Lines 7-8). On receiving this HB,
the replicas send an RPromise to rwi (Lines 9, 12), if it has the highest
version for its index (Line 10).

After initialization, rwi collects f`1 RPromises from replicas that have
not yet been replaced, as we explain below. It then initializes its Paxos
State by setting rnd to the highest round reported in the RPromises, and
adopts pvrnd, vvalq from the message with the highest vrnd (Lines 27-28).
For each index j, rwi sets VVrjs to the highest version in R (Lines 29-
30), and marks itself as stateful. It can now start Paxos and itself send
RPromises to the replicas in VV, if they are not yet stateful (Lines 32-35).
On becoming stateful, the new replica rwi starts sending HBs (Line 7). Re-
ceiving this HB, the replicas remove the old replica rvi fromR (Lines 16-18).
The ask method on Line 37 is an extension explained in Section 6.4.

Reliable send. We require that RPromise messages are sent reliably.
In an asynchronous system this implies repeated sending, until an acknowl-
edgement is received. However in Replacement, we can stop resending
RPromises to a replica rvi , when we receive a HB message from rvi , or
when rvi has been removed from R.

Valid Quorums. If some replica r receives an RPromise from rvj , it
wants to make sure that rvj has not already been replaced. To determine
this, r checks that no other RPromise reports a higher version for index j.
Thus we require a quorum of messages that fulfill the following condition:

Definition 6.1. (Valid Quorum)1 A quorum Q of messages of the form
m “ x—, pi, vq,VVv

i y is valid if for any pair of messages in Q with senders
rvi and rwj , i ‰ j and VVv

i rjs ď w hold. N

6.3.1 Version Paxos

When including a replacement in Paxos, the replaced replica must be
excluded. Otherwise, the number of replicas increases and we would have

1 Version vectors used to order replacements are similar to vector clocks. The vectors
in a valid quorum are part of a consistent cut [10].
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Procedure 6.4 Check Valid Quorum

Input:
Q “ tmvi , . . . ,m

w
j u {|Q| “ f ` 1}

mvi “ x—, pi, vq,VVv
i y

validQuorumpQq:
if @mvi ,m

w
j P Q : i ‰ j ^VVv

i rjs ď w then
return True

return False

to adjust the quorum size to ensure that a decided value is stored by a
majority of the replicas. This is necessary also when replacing a failed
replica, since some of its messages might still be delivered. Further, in an
asynchronous system, a failed replica might be indistinguishable from a
slow replica. Therefore, failure handling should be able to replace both
failed and slow replicas.

Version Paxos, which can be used together with Replacement, is shown
in Algorithm 6.5, with modifications to Paxos highlighted. We now explain
how Version Paxos differs from Paxos as presented in Section 2.4. First we
include the sender’s identifier in all but Nack messages (Lines 4, 8, 16, 20).
To exclude a replaced leader, replicas ignore Prepare and Accept
messages if the sender has an old version (Lines 5, 17). To exclude old
replicas from quorums of Learns and Promises, replicas add their version
vector to these messages (Lines 8, 20) and we require all quorums to be
valid (Lines 13, 25), according to Procedure 6.4.

Consider a system with replicas tr1, r2, r3u. Replicas with index 1 and
2 can form a valid quorum, even if they disagree on the version of index 3.
Further, an old quorum of Paxos messages remains valid. Thus, a leader
who received a valid quorum of Promises can send Accept messages, even
after some of the senders in the quorum were replaced. In the following
sections, Paxos always refers to Version Paxos.

Since Learn and Promise messages carry version vectors, they can
function as HB messages. Thus we do not have to send additional heartbeat
messages during normal execution.

6.3.2 Properties of Replacement

In Section 6.5 we prove that Version Paxos, together with Replacement
is safe. This means that, regardless of when and what replacements are
invoked, no two replicas can decide on different values.

Regarding liveness, we observe that for Replacement Liveness to hold
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Algorithm 6.5 Version Paxos - Changes from Paxos highlighted

1: On new Round
2: rndÐ rnd` 1
3: PromsÐH

4: broadcast xPrepare, rnd, myidy

5: On xPrepare, r, pi, vqy with v ě VVris
6: if r ą rnd then
7: rndÐ r
8: send xPromise,Φ, myid,VVy to rvi
9: else

10: send xNack,rnd y to rvi

11: On xPromise,Φ, id,VVy with Φ.rnd “ rnd
12: PromsÐ PromsY txpΦ.vrnd,Φ.vvalq, id,VVyu
13: if DQ Ă Proms : |Q| “ f ` 1^ validQuorumpQq then {see Procedure 6.4}
14: vvalÐ safeValuepQq {choose a safe value, according to Definition 2.3}
15: vrndÐ rnd
16: broadcast xAccept, rnd, vval, myidy

17: On xAccept, r, val, pi, vqy with v ě VVris
18: if r ě rnd then
19: rnd, vrnd, vvalÐ r, r, val
20: broadcast xLearn, rnd, vval, myid,VVy
21: else
22: send xNack,rnd y to rvi

23: On xLearn, r, val, id,VVy
24: LearnsÐ LearnsY txr, id,VVyu
25: if DQ Ă Learns : p@xrn, id,VVy P Q : rn “ rq ^ validQuorumpQq then
26: decidepvalq

27: On xNack,ry with r ą rnd
28: rndÐ r
29: if I am the leader then
30: start new round

in presence of failures, replacing one replica should not involve all replicas.
It is therefore possible that one replica temporarily does not know about
a replacement. If for example infinitely many replacements for index 1 are
invoked, it is possible that a replica of index 2 never knows the newest
replica of index 1. However, to determine a correct Paxos State, it is
necessary to communicate with the newest replicas for several indices. It
might therefore be impossible for one replacement to be live, if infinitely
many replacements are initialized. A similar impossibility was proven
in [112].
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The following theorem gives conditions for liveness. It is proven in
Section 6.6.

Theorem 6.1. If only finitely many replacements are invoked, and there
are always f ` 1 correct and valid replicas, Replacement Liveness and
Version Paxos Liveness hold.

The conditions of Theorem 6.1 imply that eventually f ` 1 correct replicas
will remain valid forever. These replicas can include other replicas and
complete Paxos, as we also prove in Section 6.6.

In Section 6.4 we present an extension to our Replacement algorithm,
that allows a strengthened version of Theorem 6.1.

6.4 Extended Replacement Algorithm

Replacement, as presented in Section 6.3.2, always requires f ` 1 repli-
cas to be correct and valid. This condition not only says that at most
f of the replicas with highest version for their index may fail concur-
rently, but also limits the number of concurrent replacements. Thus, in
a system with only three indices, replicas with different indices cannot
be replaced concurrently. In this section, we present an extension to
Replacement, that allows any number of concurrent replacements. But
first, we give an example that illustrates how replacements can deadlock
the system, in a state, where neither new replicas can become stateful,

abc

r02

r03

r32

r23

r01

init

init

nor can Paxos make progress.

Example 6.1. Consider a system with replicas
tr01, r

0
2, r

0
3u. Assume that r02 initializes r23, while r03

initializes r32. Additionally, r01 fails before it can send
an RPromise. This situation is illustrated in the
figure. Obviously, r02 first sends an RPromise to
r23 and then to r32, while r03 first sends to r32 and
then to r23. Thus r23 receives RPromises xΦ, idp2, 0q,VV0

2r0, 0, 0sy and
xΦ, idp3, 0q,VV0

3r0, 3, 0sy. These do not make a valid quorum (see Proce-
dure 6.4). Similarly, the RPromises received by r32 do not form a valid
quorum either.
Since there are no other stateful correct replicas who could send an
RPromise, neither r32 nor r23 will become stateful or start running Paxos.
Further, since r02 and r03 cannot form a valid quorum together, they are
unable to execute Line 25 of Algorithm 6.5. Thus no new values will be
decided. N
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Algorithm 6.6 Extension of Algorithm 6.3

38: askpRPromsq:
39: if Dmwj ,m

v
i P RProms; VVw

j ris ą v then
40: uÐ VVw

j ris {VVw
j P mwj }

41: send xAsk, pj, wqy to rui

42: On xAsk, pj, wqy from rvi if  stateful
43: RÐ RY trvi u
44: send xAck,myid, pj, wqy to rvi

45: On xAck, pi, uq, pj, wqy if  stateful
46: if Dmwj P RProms then
47: v Ð maxtv|rvi P Rw

j ^ v ă uu {Rw
j P mwj }

48: VVw
j ris Ð v {VVw

j P mwj }

In Example 6.1, the RPromises from r02 and r03 carry a correct system
state, since no replacements are stateful yet. It would therefore be safe
to process them as a valid quorum. We therefore add two messages to
Replacement, enabling a replica to determine that a replacement has not
yet become stateful. They are shown in Algorithm 6.6, together with the
ask function used in Algorithm 6.3.

Let a new replica r receive RPromises from rvi and rwj . If rwj reports
that rvi is being replaced by rui , r asks this replacement (rui ), if it is stateful.
If rui is not stateful, it replies with an Ack. On receiving the Ack, replica
r exchanges the version of this replacement u “ VVw

j ris in the RPromise
(mw

j ) with the next highest version for index i in the replica set Rwj . By
reducing VVw

j ris in the message mw
j , repeating the above steps eventually

VVw
j ris ď v will hold.

Example 6.2. We continue Example 6.1. r23 will ask r32 if it is stateful.
r32 will acknowledge that it is not stateful and the version vector from r03
will be changed to VV0

3r0, 0, 0s. Now r23 can process the two RPromises
as a valid quorum and become stateful. N

The extended version of Replacement is safe, and Theorem 6.2 gives
conditions for the extended algorithm to be live. We prove safety and
liveness for the extended version of Replacement in Sections 6.7 and 6.8.
The following definition is used in the theorem: Let rvi be weakly valid
at time t. We say that index i is correct at time t, if all replicas rwi ,
with w ě v, that were initialized before t, are correct. Different from
Theorem 6.1, Theorem 6.2 does not make assumptions on which or how
many processes are replace concurrently.
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Theorem 6.2. If only finitely many replacements are initialized and, at
any time, a majority of the indices is correct, Replacement Liveness and
Paxos Liveness hold.

6.5 Proving Safety of Replacement

In this section, we prove that using Replacement, as presented in Al-
gorithms 6.2-6.4, together with Version Paxos (Algorithm 6.5) no two
different values can be decided. Technically, safety of this variant of Re-
placement also follows from safety of the extended Replacement algorithm
presented in Section 6.4 and proven in Section 6.7. However, while the
proof in Section 6.7 follows the same pattern as in this section, it is signif-
icantly more complex. We therefore decided to include this section for the
benefit of the reader. Some of the results from this Section will also be
used in Section 6.7.

The proof in this section follows the same pattern as our proof in
Section 5.4. Thus, we first define a relation Q 99K P between valid quorums.
We show that any two valid quorums stand in relation in Corollary 6.6.
Further in Corollary 6.4 we show that this relation maintains the same
properties as the relation defined in Section 5.4. To prove that no two
different values can be decided, we can thus simply repeat the proofs from
Section 5.4.

In Chapter 5 every quorum is part of a single configuration. Thus in
defining and proving a relation between quorums, we actually define a
relation between configurations. In Replacement replicas do not belong to
fixed configurations. Thus a message sent by replica ri may form a valid
quorum together with a message from a replica rwj , even if ri is not aware
that rwj exists. Therefore both definitions and proofs in this section tend
to be more complex than their counterparts in Section 5.4.

In the following we use p and q to denote replicas and p1,p2, . . . ,pk
to denote a sequence of replicas. In pl, l does not specify an index. We
still use rvi for a replica with index i and version v. Q and P denote valid
quorums. We use the following terminology:

• We call a replica p “ rvi a replacement of replica q “ rwj , if p and
q have the same index (i “ j), and p has a higher version than q
(v ą w).

• The replacement p activated (in round r), if p determined an initial
Paxos State (including rnd “ r, see Line 27) and started Paxos in
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Line 32 of Algorithm 6.3.

• A replica q “ rwj is replaced, if a replica p “ rvi with i “ j and
v ą w activates.

• Assume a valid quorum of messages Q (e.g. Learns). We write
p P Q, for a replica p, if p is the sender of a message in Q.

• We write QX P ‰ H if some replica sent a message in both Q and
P .

• We write Q ÞÑ P if some replica first sent a message in Q and then
in P . Note that QX P ‰ H implies pQ ÞÑ P q _ pP ÞÑ Qq.

• For an activated replacement p, let Qp denote the valid quorum
of RPromises processed by p upon activation (Line 26 in Algo-
rithm 6.3). We write Q ÞÑ p, if Q “ Qp.

• For two replicas p and q, we write q ÞÑ p, if q P Qp.

• We write q 99K p, if there exist k ě 0 and p0, . . . ,pk, such that
q “ p0 ÞÑ . . . ÞÑ pk ÞÑ p. Note that q ÞÑ p implies q 99K p.

• We write q 99K P , if there is a replica p P P , such that q 99K p.

• We write Q 99K p, if either Q ÞÑ p, or there exists a replica q,
such that Q ÞÑ q 99K p, or if there exist Q1 and q, such that
Q ÞÑ Q1 ÞÑ q 99K p.

• We write Q 99K P , if either Q ÞÑ P , or there exists p P P , such that
Q 99K p.

• Finally, for a replica rvi and a valid quorum Q, we write rvi ą Q,
if there exists q “ rwi P Q, such that v ą w. We write P ą Q, if
there exists p P P , p ą Q. Note that for any two valid quorums
P XQ “ H implies P ă Q_ P ą Q.

For two quorums P and Q, P ÞÑ Q implies that one of the senders in Q
participated in P and that this is reflected in its message. Thus e.g. if
Q and P are both quorums of Promise messages, Q must be sent in a
higher round than P .

Similarly P 99K p implies that replica p knows about P , or rather, that
P is reflected in the state of p. However this knowledge may be handed
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over via several other replicas. Lemma 6.3 give a precise description of
this intuition.

Note that there exist quorums P and Q, such that both P ÞÑ Q and
Q ÞÑ P hold. Thus ÞÑ and 99K do not define an ordering on quorums.

Lemma 6.3. Assume Q ÞÑ p or Q 99K p holds for a valid quorum Q and
a replica p.

(1) If Q is a quorum of Promises in round r, then p starts Paxos with
rnd ě r.

(2) If Q is a quorum of Learns in round r, then p starts Paxos with
rnd ě r and vrnd ě r.

(3) If Q is a valid quorum of RPromises, activating bi (Q “ Qrvi
), then

VVpris ě v.

Proof. If Q ÞÑ p, Q “ Qp and we only have to consider the third claim.
It follows since rvi is part of its own R set (Algorithm 6.3, Line 20).

Assume Q ÞÑ p0 ÞÑ p1 ÞÑ ...p holds. Let VVl be the version vector that
pl determines on activation, executing Line 30 of Algorithm 6.3. Clearly
VVlris ď VVl`1ris. This shows Claim (3) of the Lemma.

For Claims (1) and (2), let rndpi and vrndpi be the values, that replica
pi determines on activation, executing Lines 27 and 28 of Algorithm 6.3.
Clearly rndpi ď rndpi`1

and vrndpi ď vrndpi`1
holds.

It is therefore sufficient to show Claim (1) and (2) if Q ÞÑ Qp ÞÑ p
holds. Thus there exists a process q, that first sends a message in Q and
later send a message in Qp. The Claims follow easily, since the variable
rnd and vrnd are updated before sending the message in Q and are not
decreased later.

For a quorum Q of Learn or Promise messages we can define rndpQq
and vrndpQq as in Definition 5.4. We can thus repeat Lemma 5.1:

Corollary 6.4. Let Q and P be valid quorums of Promise or Learn.
(1) If Q 99K P , then rndpQq ď rndpP q.
(2) If Q 99K P and Q are Learns, then vrndpQq ď vrndpP q.
(3) If Q 99K P and P are Promises, then rndpQq ă rndpP q holds.

Proof. If Q ÞÑ P holds, the Lemma follows in the same way as Lemma 5.1.
Otherwise, there exists a replica p such that Q 99K p and p P P holds.
The claims then follow from Lemma 6.3.
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Lemma 6.5. Let p be an activated replacement of q. If q is a sender in
the valid quorum of messages Q, then Q 99K p. With our notation: Q ă p
implies Q 99K p.

Proof. We first introduce some more terminology and notation needed
for this proof: We define the age of a replica q, denoted agepqq, to be
the maximum length of a chain p1 ÞÑ p2 ÞÑ ¨ ¨ ¨pagepqq ÞÑ q. agepqq “ 0
implies that the version of q is 0 and agepqq “ 1 implies that all replicas
in Qq have epoch 0. We define the age of a valid quorum Q, agepQq, to
be the maximum age of the senders in Q.

For a valid quorum Q, we define the bundle of Q, BQ to be the set of all
quorums Qp, such that p 99K Q holds (BQ “ tQp|p 99K Qu). Note that
Q1 P BQ implies BQ1 Ă BQ.

The following arguments will be used several times in the proof:
Claim 1: If p ą Q then Qp 99K Q implies a contradiction: p ą Q ñ

 pQp 99K Qq
Let p “ rvi . If Qp 99K Q, there exists q1 P Q, such that either Qp 99K q1

or q1 P Qp. Lemma 6.3 implies VVq1ris ě v before sending in Q. Q ă p
implies that some replica q P Q with q “ rwi and w ă v exists. q and q1

cannot be part of a valid quorum together. This proofs the claim.
Claim 2: For any two valid Quorums R and S, if for all quorums Qp

in the bundle of R, Qp 99K S holds, then S ă R does not hold. Thus
p@Qp P BR : Qp 99K Sq implies  pS ă Rq.
Assume S ă R. Then Dr P R, such that S ă r. By Claim 1,  pQr 99K Sq
follows. This shows Claim 2.
Note that  pS ă Rq implies pS XR ‰ Hq _ pR ă Sq.

We can now proof the lemma by induction over the age of p. We let B
be the bundle of Q.

ageppq “ 1: Clearly, agepQpq “ 0.

(i) For any quorum Q1 P B, if Q1XQp ‰ H, then Q1 ÞÑ Qp follows
from Claim 1.

(ii) For any valid quorum P , since agepQpq “ 0, either pQp ă P q
or P XQp ‰ H holds.

(iii) Let P P B with agepP q “ 0. Then P XQp ‰ H holds. Since
Qp ÞÑ P P B is impossible by Claim 1, P ÞÑ Qp holds.

(iv) Let P P B with agepP q “ 1. Then @P 1 P BP , P 1 ÞÑ Qp

by Step (iii). Claim 2 implies  pQp ă P q. With Step (ii),
P XQp ‰ H follows. Step (i) implies that P ÞÑ Qp.
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(v) We can apply the same argument as in Step (iv) successively
to older quorums in B. We thus get @Q1 P B, Q1 ÞÑ Qp.

(vi) Claim 2 now shows, that  pQp ă Qq. With Step (ii), again
QXQp ‰ H follows. Since Qp ÞÑ Q is impossible by Claim 1,
either Q ÞÑ Qp or Q “ Qp follows. This finishes the induction
start.

ageppq “ m` 1: Assume the lemma is proven for all q with agepqq ď m.

(iv) Since ageppq “ m` 1, agepQpq “ m.

(v) For any quorums Q and P , if agepQq “ 0 then Q ă P or
QX P ‰ H.

(vi) For a quorum Q0, if Q0 99K Q and Q0XQp ‰ H hold, Claim 1
implies Q0 ÞÑ Qp.

(vii) Let Q0 be a quorum with Q0 ă Qp. Then there exists p1 P Qp,
such that Q0 ă p1. Since agepp1q ď m, the induction hypothesis
implies Q0 99K p1 ÞÑ p.

Steps (v) to (vii) together imply for all Q0 P B with agepQ0q “ 0,
that Q0 99K p. We can again apply Claim 2 successively to Quorums
in B as done in Steps (iv) and (v) above and get  pQ ą Qpq.

 pQ ą Qpq implies either QXQp ‰ H or Q ă Qp. If QXQp ‰ H,
Q 99K p follows as in the induction start. If Q ă Qp, there exists
p1 P Qp, with Q ă p1 and agepp1q ď m. The induction hypothesis
implies Q 99K p1. Since p1 ÞÑ p, this proves the lemma.

Corollary 6.6. If Q and P are valid quorums of Learn or Promise
messages, either Q 99K P or P 99K Q holds.

Proof. Assume P XQ “ H. There exist q P Q and p P P with the same
index. It follows from Lemma 6.5 that Q 99K p or P 99K q. This proves
the Lemma.

We now have again a relation between valid quorums of Promise
and Learn messages. For the following Corollaries and Theorem 5.5
we can thus repeat the proofs given in Chapter 5. Only we now apply
Corollaries 6.6 and 6.4 instead of Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 5.3.

Corollary 6.7. Only a single value can be chosen in one round.
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Proof. As for Corollary 5.4.

Theorem 6.8. If a value is safe in round r, no other value was chosen
in a lower round.

Proof. As for Theorem 5.5.

Corollary 6.9. No two different values are chosen.

Proof. As for Corollary 5.6.

6.6 Proving Liveness of Replacement

We now prove Theorem 6.1. Recall that a replica is replaced at time t, if
a replica with the same index and higher version became stateful before
t. We say that a replica is weakly valid at time t, if it is stateful and not
replaced. We say that a weakly valid replica is valid at time t, if no other
replica, with a higher version and the same index was initialized before t.
Note that messages from f ` 1 valid replicas always make a valid quorum.
(See Definition 6.1).

Lemma 6.10. If replicas q and p both remain correct and weakly valid,
then eventually q will send HB messages to p.

Proof. We have to show that pp P Rqq holds. p and q are both stateful.
Thus there exist p1 P Qp and q1 P Qq with the same index. If p1 “ q1

either Qp ÞÑ Qq ÞÑ q or Qq ÞÑ Qp ÞÑ p holds. If p1 ‰ q1, Lemma 6.5
implies that either Qp 99K q or Qq 99K p holds.

Assume first Qp 99K q: According to Lemma 6.3, if p “ rvi , then
VVqris ě v. Replicas are only removed from R when a replacement
sends a HB (Algorithm 6.2, Lines 16-18). Further, replicas only send HB
messages when they are stateful (see Algorithm 6.2, Line 7). Since p is
not yet replaced, it was not removed from R, therefore p P Rq. Thus q
sends HB messages to p.

Now assume Qq 99K p. As before, p will send HBs to q. Thus q will
add p to Rq and also send HBs to p (Line 14).

Corollary 6.11. If v remains the highest version for index i, and rvi
was initialized by a correct and weakly valid replica, then either another
replacement will become stateful, or rvi will receive RPromises from all
correct and weakly valid replicas.
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Proof. Let q be the correct and weakly valid replica that initialized rvi .
Clearly q did send an RPromise to rvi (Algorithm 6.2, Line 4). Let p be
another correct and weakly valid replica, and assume neither q nor p are
replaced. Then q will send an HB to p, according to Lemma 6.10, and
since v is the highest epoch for index i, p will send an RPromise to rvi
(Lines 9-12).

Theorem 6.12 (Replacement Liveness). Assume there are always f `
1 correct and valid replicas, and only finitely many replacements are
initialized. If a correct replica rvi is initialized by a correct and weakly valid
replica rj, then rj remains weakly valid, and v remains the highest epoch
for index i, rvi will become stateful.

Proof. It follows form Corollary 6.11, that rvi will receive RPromises from
all correct weakly valid replicas. The RPromises from the f ` 1 valid
replicas are a valid quorum. Thus rvi will become stateful.

Theorem 6.13 (Paxos State Machine Liveness). If there are always f ` 1
correct and valid replicas, only finitely many replacements are initialized,
and a single correct and valid replica eventually becomes the leader, then
some proposed value will be decided

Proof. Since only finitely many replacements are made, eventually f ` 1
replicas will remain valid and correct forever. Let p “ rvi and q “ rwj be
such replicas. According to Lemma 6.10, p P Rq and q P Rp. Since they
are valid it follows that VVprjs “ w and VVqris “ v. Thus according to
our definition of broadcast in the beginning of Section 6.3, p and q will
exchange Paxos messages. Liveness of Paxos follows since eventually only
one of the replicas is a leader and can complete a round since the valid
replicas build a valid quorum.

6.7 Proving Safety for Extended Replacement

We now prove safety for our extended Replacement algorithm, including
the extension presented in Section 6.4. We repeat the proof from Sec-
tion 6.5 for the extended version of Replacement from Section 6.4. For
better understanding we recommend to first read the simpler version in
Section 6.5.

We extend the definition of valid quorums to the following:
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Definition 6.2. A valid Ack-quorum Q is a quorum Q, together with a
set of Ack messages, ackpQq, such that either Q is a valid quorum and
ackpQq is empty, or Q is a quorum of RPromises, sent to a replica r and
ackpQq is the set of Ack messages that r applied to Q, using Algorithm 6.6,
Lines 45-48, to allow processing Q as a valid quorum. In both cases, we
write Q “ Qr as before.

For a valid Ack-quorum Q we write r P Q if replica r is the sender of a
RPromise, Promise or Learn message in Q. We write r P ackpQq, if r
is the sender of an Ack message in Q. N

Note that a quorum of Promise or Learn messages is a valid Ack-
quorum, if and only if it is a valid quorum.

In the following, a quorum will always be a valid Ack-quorum. Let Q
and P be such quorums and let q and p be stateful replicas. Analogous
to Section 6.5, we define the following notation:

• We write Q ack p, if either Q “ Qp or p is a sender in ackpQq
pp P ackpQqq.

• We write q ack p, if q P Qp.

• We write again Q X P ‰ H if there exists a replica p, such that
p P P and p P Q holds.

• We write Q ack P , if a replica p exists, such thatp P Q and p P P
hold, and p did first send a message in Q and then in P .

• We write q ack p, if for some k ě 1 there exist replicas p0, ...,pk,

such that q “ p0
ack ¨ ¨ ¨ ack pk “ p holds.

• We write q ack P , if there exists p P P , such that q ack p holds.

• We write Q ack p, if either Q ack p or Dq, Q ack q ack p, or if

there exists q, such that Q ack Qq and q ack p.

• We write Q ack P , if either Q ack P holds, or if p P P exists, such

that Q ack p holds.

• As before, for a replica p “ rvi and a quorum Q, we write p ą Q,
if there exists rwi P Q, with v ą w. We write P ą Q, if there exists
p P P , such that p ą Q.
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The following follows directly from the respective definitions.

Lemma 6.14. For a valid quorum Q with ackpQq “ H, Q ack P , Q ack p,

Q ack P and Q ack p are equivalent to their respective versions with ÞÑ,
or 99K. Especially, this holds for all valid Ack-quorums of Promise or
Learn messages.

Lemma 6.15. Assume Q, ack p holds for a valid Ack-quorum Q and a
replacement p.
(1) If Q is a quorum of Promises in round r, then p starts Paxos with
rnd ě r.
(2) If Q is a quorum of Learns in round r, then p starts Paxos with
rnd ě r and vrnd ě r.
(3) If Q is a valid Ack-quorum of RPromises, activating q “ rvi (Q “ Qq),
then VVpris ě v.

Proof. If Q is a valid quorum (ackpQq “ H), the lemma follows directly
from Lemma 6.14 and Lemma 6.3. If ackpQq ‰ H, Q is a quorum of
RPromises and we only have to consider claim (3). If Q ÞÑ p holds, then
q “ p and the lemma follows as Lemma 6.3. If Q ÞÑ p does not hold,

but Q ack p holds, then p P ackpQq. In this case, p did send an Ack
message to q. It therefore stored q in R (see Algorithm 6.6, Lines 43-44),
and upon activation, chose the epoch from q, or a higher one for its epoch

vector (Algorithm 6.3, Line 29). If Q ack p, the claim (3) follows from

the above and the fact that p ack q implies that VVpris ď VVqris.

As in Section 6.5, the following corollary follows from Lemma 6.15 and
Lemma 6.14.

Corollary 6.16. Let Q and P be valid quorums of Promise or Learn.
(1) If Q 99K P , then rndpQq ď rndpP q.
(2) If Q 99K P and Q are Learns, then vrndpQq ď vrndpP q.
(3) If Q 99K P and P are Promises, then rndpQq ă rndpP q holds.

Lemma 6.17. For an activated replacement p and a valid Ack-quorum

Q, p ą Q implies that Q ack p holds.

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 6.5, we define ageppq to be the maximum

length of a sequence p1
ack p2

ack ...p. For a valid Ack-quorum Q

we define the bundle of Q, BQ, and agepQq . (BQ “ tQp|p ack Qu and
agepQq “ maxtagepqq|q P Qu). We first prove the following Claims:
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Claim 1: Assume p ą Q as in the Lemma and Qp
ack Q holds, then also

Q ack p holds.

Let q “ rvi P Q, and p “ rwi be replicas with the same index. Qp
ack Q

implies either (a) Qp
ack Q or (b) Dq1 P Q : Qpr ack q1. In the second

case (b), Claim (3) from Lemma 6.15 implies VVq1ris ě w ą v. In the
first case (a), some replica q1 first sends an RPromise in Qp and then
a messages in Q. Again if follows that the messages q1 did send in Q
includes a version vector with VVq1ris ě w.
Since q1 and q are both senders in Q, the version vector from q1 was
reduced through one or several Ack messages, until is was no longer larger
than v. Since on receiving an Ack, the entry in VV is only reduced
to the next smaller entry of a replica in R1q (Algorithm 6.6, Line 47),
ackpQq includes Ack messages from all replicas rui P R1q with index i and
version u ą v. If Rq does not include p “ rwi it includes some replica
stateful replica rui with u ą w. However stateful replicas do not send Ack
messages. Therefore p P R1q and also p P ackpQq holds. This implies

Q ack p by definition.
Claim 2: For any valid Ack-Quorums R and Qp. If for all quorums R1 P

BR, R1 ack Qp holds, then one of the following three holds: RXQp ‰ H,

R ă Qp, or Qp
ack R.

Let r “ rvi P R, and rwi P Qp be replicas with the same index. If v ď w,
either RXQp ‰ H or R ă Qp hold. If v ą w, r ą Qp holds. Since also

Qr
ack Qp, Claim 1 implies Qp

ack r. This proves the Claim.
Claim 3: Let p and Q be as in the lemma. If there exists a Q1 P BQ, such

that Qp
ack Q1 then Q ack p.

Q1 P BQ and Qp
ack Q1 implies Qp

ack Q. With Q ack p follows from
Claim 1.
Assumption Because of Claim 3, we can assume from here on that for

all valid Ack-quorum Q1 from BQ, Qp
ack Q1 does not hold.

We again prove the Lemma by induction over the age of p. As in the
proof of Lemma 6.5, we write B for the bundle of Q.

ageppq “ 1: Clearly, agepQpq “ 0.

(i) Let Q0 P B have agepQ0q “ 0. Clearly two quorums of age 0

intersect. Our assumption implies Q0
ack Qp.

(ii) Let Q1 P B have agepQ1q “ 1. All quorums in BQ1 have age
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0. Therefore @Q1 P BQ1 : Q1 ack Qp. We can apply Claim 2
and get either Q1XQp ‰ H or Q1 ă Qp. The first one implies

Q1
ack Qp by our assumption, while the second is impossible

because agepQpq “ 0.

(iii) We can successively apply the above argument to the quorums

in B and eventually we get QXQp ‰ H. Thus either Q ack Qp,

or Qp
ack Q holds. The first case implies Q ack p by definition,

the second implies Q ack p by Claim 1.

ageppq “ m` 1: Assume the Lemma is proven for all p with ageppq ď m.

(i) Since ageppq “ m` 1, agepQpq “ m.

(ii) If Q ă Qp for some valid Ack-quorum Q, the induction hy-

pothesis implies Q ack Qp.

(iii) For quorums Q0 in B with agepQ0q “ 0, either Q0XQp ‰ H or

Q0 ă Qp. The first one implies Q0
ack Qp by the assumption

above, the second implies Q0
ack Qp by Step 2.

(iv) For quorums Q1 in B with agepQ1q “ 1, we can again apply
Claim 2 and get Q0 X Qp ‰ H or Q0 ă Qp. Both imply

Q0
ack Qp.

(v) We can repeat using Claim 2, to get Q ack Qp for successively

older quorums in B. We eventually get Q ack p.

Using Lemma 6.17 we can prove the following corollary, analogue to
Corollary 6.6 in Section 6.5.

Corollary 6.18. If Q and P are valid quorums of Learn or Promise
messages, either Q 99K P or P 99K Q holds.

Using Corollaries 6.18 and 6.16 we can again repeat the safety proof
from Chapter 5, as we already did in Section 6.5.

6.8 Proving Liveness for Extended Replacement

In this section, we prove the Liveness properties of our extended Re-
placement protocol, as presented in Section 6.4. Thus we need to prove
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Theorem 6.2, which we repeat below as Theorem 6.19.

Theorem 6.19. If only finitely many replacements are initialized and, at
any time, a majority of the indices is correct, Replacement Liveness and
Paxos Liveness hold.

The following two Corollaries can be proved exactly as the corresponding
Corollaries in Section 6.4. We therefore omit the proofs here.

Lemma 6.20. If replicas q and p both remain correct and weakly valid,
then eventually p P Rq holds and thus q will send HB messages to p.

Corollary 6.21. If v remains the highest version for index i, and rvi
was initialized by a correct and weakly valid replica, then either another
replacement will become stateful, or rvi will receive RPromises from all
correct and weakly valid replicas.

Recall, that we say an index i is correct at time t, if the weakly valid
replica with this index rvi and all replacements rwi with higher version
(w ą v), that were initialized before t, are correct. The first part of
Theorem 6.19 (Replacement Liveness) follows from Theorem 6.22, since a
correct replica, sends an RPromise directly after initializing a new replica
(Algorithm 6.2, Line 4).

Theorem 6.22 (extended Replacement Liveness). Assume at any time,
f`1 indices are correct and only finitely many replacements are initialized.
If a correct new replica rvi received an RPromise from a correct and weakly
valid replica rj, rj remains weakly valid, and v remains the highest version
for index i, rvi will become stateful.

Proof. We write r for rvi when index and version do not matter. Since only
finitely many replacements are made, there exists a time t, after which no
other replacements than r will become stateful. Assume r is not stateful at
time t. According to Corollary 6.21, rvj will receive an RPromise from all
weakly valid replicas from the f ` 1 correct indices. If these RPromises
do not make a valid quorum, some of the weakly valid replicas are not
valid. Assume two weakly valid replicas q “ ruj and p “ rwι with correct
indices j and ι, send RPromises to r and ζ “ VVu

j rιs ą w.

r will send an Ask to rζι . Since ι is a correct index, and rwι is weakly
valid, rζι will reply with an Ack. Since rζι is not yet stateful, there exists
another replica with index ι in Ruj . Thus VVu

j rιs can be reduced, executing
Line 48 of Algorithm 6.6. Since rwι is weakly valid, we can repeatedly
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send Ask and receive an Ack, until VVu
j rιs ď w. Doing this for all pairs

of RPromises, r will eventually be able to process a valid quorum and
become stateful.

The following theorem proves Paxos Liveness for the extended algorithm.

Theorem 6.23. Assume at any time, f ` 1 indices are correct, and only
finitely many new replicas are initialized. If a single correct and valid
replica eventually becomes the leader, Version Paxos will decide on requests.

Proof. If the weakly valid replicas from the correct indices do not form a
valid quorum, then for some replicas q “ rvi and p, u “ VVpris ą v. Since
the index of q (i) is correct, the new replica rui is correct. The stateful
replica p did either set VVpris Ð u on activation (Algorithm 6.3, Line 30),
on receiving a heartbeat (Algorithm 6.2, Line 13), or on initializing the
new replica (Line 5). In each case, p did send an RPromise to rui
(Lines 4,12,34).

According to Theorem 6.22, some new replica will become stateful.
Since only finitely many replacements were issued, eventually no more
new replicas will become stateful. As shown in the beginning of this
proof, the weakly valid replicas from the correct indices will then form
a valid quorum. Due to Lemma 6.20, these weakly valid replicas can all
communicate. Thus, given a stable leader among these replicas, they can
complete Paxos and make progress.

6.9 Applying Replacement

Thus far, we have presented Replacement for a single Paxos instance.
In this section, we explain how to apply Replacement to an RSM that
executes a sequence of Paxos instances.

Our Replacement protocol, as shown in Algorithms 6.2, 6.3 and 6.6,
can simply interact with several Paxos instances. We only need to include
Φ for each of these instances in the RPromises. We can even include Φ
for all future instances, if no value has been stored for these yet. However,
including the values from current and previous instances quickly becomes
unmanageable. To minimize the number of stored requests included in
RPromises, we use one of the following strategies.

Strategy I When a replica initializes a replacement, HB messages in-
clude the identifier of the lowest instance for which the replica has not yet
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decided. If the other replicas have also decided in all instances up to the
one included in the HB, they only need to execute Lines 10-14 of Algo-
rithm 6.2, and include Φ only for this and higher instances. On executing
Line 32, the new replica only starts running Paxos in these instances. But
it also starts copying the decided values of earlier instances. It can copy
these values from any of the f ` 1 replicas that sent an RPromise.

Strategy II In our second strategy, an RPromise only includes Φ for
instances in which no client request was received yet. Since in these
instances, Φ only includes the default values, it is actually enough to
include an identifier for the first such instance. Again, the new replica
only starts running Paxos in the instances for which it received at least
f ` 1 values of Φ.

In this approach, an RPromise does not include any client requests.
Instead of determining a stored value (Line 28), the new replica only starts
Paxos in instances higher than all those, for which a stored value has
been reported in the RPromises. It also tries to copy decided values for
the other instances. However, when this strategy is used for concurrent
replacements, it can deadlock the system. Consider a situation as in
Example 6.1. If some instance was started before the replacements and is
still unfinished, it cannot be finished by the old replicas, r02 and r03, since
they do not form a valid quorum, and not by the new replicas r32 and r23,
since they only start Paxos for higher instances. In such cases, we can run
another replacement, using the first strategy to regain liveness.

Detection and Initialization Using Replacement, every stateful replica
can initialize a new replica. However, if one replica fails, it is undesirable
for every other replica to initialize a replacement. In our implementation,
we therefore order the replicas in a ring. Every replica monitors the
previous replica in this ring and replaces this replica, if it is suspected
to have failed. This approach could be easily adjusted to avoid that the
Paxos leader needs to do additional monitoring and replacements or to
use an external service to detect failures and choose which replica should
invoke the replacement. In a wide area environment, replicas primarily
monitor other replicas within the same local network, to allow faster failure
detection.
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Figure 6.2: Different phases during failure handling for CR and LR.

6.10 Evaluation

To evaluate our Replacement method, we have implemented Paxos, Version
Paxos, and Replacement in Go [46]. We have also implemented a version
of Classical Reconfiguration, as a reference point for Replacement. Version
Paxos builds on Paxos, adding only version vectors to Learn and Promise
messages, and checks for valid quorums. In a 9-replica configuration, the
overhead of comparing version vectors when using Replacement and Version
Paxos corresponds to a 3 % reduction in steady state throughput and a
3 % increase in normal latency, compared to regular Paxos. We believe
that this overhead could be reduced if the version vector is only included
when it changes.

6.10.1 Metrics

In the following comparison, we focus on two main metrics, (1) the time
elapsed during failure handling and (2) the client latency for requests
concurrent with failure handling. Client latency during failure handling is
a relevant metric, since it shows to which extent failure handling is exposed
to clients. The time elapsed during failure handling is essentially the time
it takes to activate and include a new replica. This is relevant to determine
the window of vulnerability and the time until the system returns to steady
state performance. Recall that the window of vulnerability is the time
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during which the RSM is operating with reduced fault tolerance.

Figure 6.2 shows the different phases of failure handling for Classical
Reconfiguration (CR) and Replacement (LR). Failure detection and initial-
ization are described in the last paragraph of Section 6.9. These phases are
identical for both CR and LR. We call the remaining part of the window
of vulnerability, starting after initialization the activation phase. When
the new replica has been initialized, LR propagates information about
the new replica in HB messages. The remaining replicas then connect to
the new replica and send an RPromise, as described in Section 6.9. In
CR, we inform the Paxos leader when initialization is done, by sending a
reconfiguration request (reconf-req). The leader then proposes a reconfigu-
ration command (reconf-cmd). If a reconfiguration command is chosen in
instance i, the new configuration starts in instance i` α, where α is the
number of instances performed concurrently. When the remaining α´ 1
instances have been decided, we inform the new replica of this decision
and include it in the Paxos protocol.

Note that we do not use the configuration based semantics, common
in the consensus-based approach for CR. Instead, we also implement the
replacement semantics for CR to make the two protocols more comparable.
Thus, a reconfiguration request does not propose a new configuration.
Instead, it proposes to replace one replica with a new one. Thus, as long
as the leader does not fail, all concurrently proposed replacements will be
executed. However they will be ordered by the leader and executed one
after the other, not concurrently, as is the case in Replacement.

As shown in Figure 6.2, the window of vulnerability for LR is the time
between the failure and the new replica having received a valid quorum of
RPromises. For CR, the window of vulnerability is the time from the
failure until the new replica is informed that all instances running in the
old configuration have been decided. As explained in Section 6.9, requests
that were chosen before the replacement, but were not included in the
initialization state, have to be transferred after the new replica has been
activated. However, we do not consider this transfer as part of the window
of vulnerability, because this transition has a higher fault tolerance. To
choose further requests, a majority of the replicas in an RSM must be
correct. However, to transfer a decided command, it is enough that one
replica that decided on this command is correct.

In our evaluation, we omit detection and initialization phases and focus
instead on the duration of the activation phase, which is the method-
specific part of the window of vulnerability. To assess when a new replica
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is actually participating in Paxos, we also measure the time from activation
until the new replica learns a value from Paxos. We call this the inclusion
phase of a failure handling. While the inclusion phase is not part of the
window of vulnerability, it is still an important metric since it marks the
point at which the system is able to resume normal operation.

We evaluate the different failure handling techniques on a replicated
key-value store. Clients continuously issue requests (of size 32 bytes) to
the key-value store. In all failure handling experiments, we crash a replica,
and let the system detect this failure, initialize a replacement replica and
include this new replica in the configuration.

In the experiments we use a heartbeat-based failure detector with a
relatively large timeout of 500 ms, to avoid false detection. Since we
focus on the method-specific activation, we use a small application state
of 96 bytes, with minimal impact on the initialization time. As mentioned
earlier, if the application state is large, the initialization time could be
reduced by more efficient methods for state transfer [104, 15], or by
maintaining a lazily updated backup replica [70, 3], which is used as
replacement in case of a failure. These techniques are general and can be
used with both LR and CR.

6.10.2 LAN Experiments

We first evaluate failure handling in a Gigabit LAN environment, with
machines running Linux 3.18.2 on a 2.13 GHz Intel Xeon quad-core, and
16 GB RAM. We use a separate machine for each replica. We run a total of
15 clients on three machines, each running Linux 3.18.2 with two 2.93 GHz
Intel Xeon quad-core CPUs. We ran several experiments, varying the α
pipeline parameter, the system size N , and the number of failures handled
concurrently k. The experiments are explained in detail below.

Figure 6.3 shows the normal client latency, observed in runs without
failure in the lower part of each bar for CR (left/blue) and LR (right/red).
The spike latency observed by clients during failure handling is also shown
(the crosshatch pattern) partially covered by the normal latency. The
normal latencies each show the average of 10 runs with 3000 requests per
client. The spike latencies shown are the average and 90th percentiles of
the maximum latencies in 40 runs, each with a single failure handling. As
the figure shows, LR has significantly shorter spike latencies than CR. This
is because CR first completes the Paxos instances in the old configuration
and only continues to send Accept messages after the new replica has
been contacted. Thus, at some point during reconfiguration the pipeline
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of Accept and Learn messages becomes empty. In LR, on the other
hand, each replica only needs to stop sending Paxos messages while the
version vector is being updated, but the pipeline is never emptied.

Figure 6.4 on Page 113 shows the average duration of the activation
phase in the lower part of each bar for CR (left/blue) and LR (right/red),
and stacked above it is the average duration of the inclusion phase (the
crosshatch pattern). We also included 90th percentiles for the added
durations (activation + inclusion). The figure shows that the activation
phases of LR and CR have a similar duration with a small advantage for
LR in most cases. However, inclusion is significantly faster for LR than
CR. That is because CR only needs to create a single connection to the
new replica to conclude activation. However for inclusion, the new replica
must connect to a quorum of replicas. In LR, these connections must
be established prior to sending RPromises, during the activation phase.
This allows fast inclusion.

Varying the Pipeline Parameter α. We first compare the behavior
of LR and CR for different values of the α parameter, while handling
a single failure in a 9 replica system configuration. Figure 6.3a shows
latencies for client requests during normal operation and the latencies
of client requests during activation, also called spike latencies. For each
client, typically only one request experiences this spike latency, after which
the latency returns to normal. Figure 6.4a shows the average durations of
the activation and inclusion phase. Note that with α “ 15, there is one
slot for each client. Larger α values would not bring additional advantage.

We observe that both the duration of activation and the spike latency
of CR first decrease in accordance with the normal latency. For higher
values of α, the normal latency stays almost unchanged. However, using
CR more requests have to be decided in the old configuration, before the
pipeline of Accept and Learn messages is emptied. Therefore, both
the spike latency and duration of the activation phase increases with a
larger α. The total duration (activation + inclusion) follows the normal
latency. That is because this duration is governed by the time to decide
on the reconfiguration command, plus the time to fully connect to the
new replica.

As LR is independent of the α parameter, the activation and inclusion
time remain stable as α increases. The spike latency decreases slowly with
increasing α.
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Varying System Size N . In the next experiment, we compared LR
and CR for different system sizes. All runs used α “ 10 and at most one
failure is handled per run. Figure 6.4b shows that the duration of the
activation phase stays approximately the same in LR and CR, but the
duration of the inclusion phase grows significantly faster for CR than for
LR.

Figure 6.3b shows that the failure handling overhead observed in client
latencies (spike latency - normal latency) stays almost constant in CR,
while for LR this overhead increases with system size. However, even for
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Figure 6.3: Average latencies observed by clients during steady-state
operation (Normal) and during failure handling (Spike), (a) for varying α
parameters; (b) for different system size N ; (c) while handling k failures
out of 9 replicas. Error bars are 90th percentiles for the spike latency.
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relatively large systems, with 9 or 11 replicas, the spike latencies of LR
are significantly lower than spike latencies in CR.

Multiple Failures. In this experiment we compared CR and LR while
handling several failures. We used 9 replicas with α “ 10. The handling
of different failures is synchronized so that activation is started at the
same time for all new replicas. Detection and initialization for concurrent
failures is done by different replicas. These replicas then invoke LR, or in
the case of CR, send a reconfiguration request to the Paxos leader.
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Figure 6.4: Average durations for activation and inclusion phases,
(a) for varying α parameters; (b) for different system size N , while
handling a single failure; (c) while handling k failures out of 9 replicas.
Error bars are 90th percentiles for the total duration.
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Figure 6.5: Average durations of initialization, activation and inclusion
phases, while handling k failures out of 9 replicas, and 90th percentiles
for the total duration (initialization + activation + inclusion).

Figure 6.3c shows that spike latency in LR stays stable, while it increases
in CR when concurrent failures are handled.

Figure 6.4c shows the durations of activation and inclusion phases.
Where several failures are handled, the values shown are the duration
until all new replicas are activated/included. Activation takes significantly
longer when multiple failures are handled concurrently, than it takes to
handle a single failure. However, in LR, activation and inclusion phases for
handling 2, 3, or 4 failures have similar durations, while these continue to
increase in CR. That is because the Paxos leader orders the reconfiguration
requests one after the other, while replacements are done concurrently.

The values for 3 and 4 failures, in Figures 6.3c and 6.4c represent
worst case scenarios, since it is unlikely that 3 or 4 new replicas are
activated concurrently, even if the replicas they replace fail at the same
time. We therefore performed a variation of this experiment, where we
synchronize failure handling at the failure detection point, instead of at
the start of activation. Figure 6.5 shows the resulting durations including
initialization. On average, the inclusion phase is shorter in LR than in CR,
with a significant difference for some parameters, e.g. k “ 1. We see again,
that the duration of the activation phase is similar in LR and CR for
handling a single failure (k “ 1). The activation phase for handling several
failures is smaller in LR than in CR, but the advantage is less pronounced
than in Figure 6.4c. Because of a slight variation in the duration of the
initialization phase, the activation phases of different concurrent failures
are not completely overlapping. Therefore, e.g. the activation phase for
four failures (k “ 4) has a similar duration, as the activation phase for two
failures (k “ 2). Note that the 90th percentiles for LR are significantly
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larger in Figure 6.5, than in Figure 6.4c. Since the former includes the
initialization phase, this indicates that the duration of this phase has a
relatively large variation.

6.10.3 WAN Experiments

We now evaluate LR in a wide area network. We ran Paxos and Version
Paxos on 6 n1-standard-2 virtual machines (VMs) on Google’s compute
engine [47], two located in each of EU, US, and Asia. The Paxos leader
was located in the EU. We used another VM in the EU to run 20 clients,
and an additional VM in each area as replacement, upon failure.

The round trip latencies are approximately EU-US: 100 ms, US-Asia:
150 ms, EU-Asia: 250 ms. This setup highlights the relevance of the
inclusion phase. During normal execution, only the replicas in the EU
and US are on the critical path, resulting in an average latency of around
200 ms. If one of the 4 replicas in the EU or US is down, and a new replica
has not yet been included, one replica in Asia becomes part of the critical
path, resulting in latencies of around 500 ms.

We ran experiments where we handle the failure of a replica in the US,
in Asia, concurrent failure of replicas in the US and Asia, and leader failure
(in EU). For both LR and CR, we use the remaining replica, co-located
with the failed replica, to detect failures and initialize failure handling.
Replacement replicas are always located in the same area as the failed
replica. As before, the reconfiguration command in CR is proposed by the
Paxos leader. In this setup, the activation phase contributes the most to
the window of vulnerability, since failure detection and initialization are
handled inside a LAN environment.

Figure 6.6 shows normal latencies for running with a reduced configura-
tion, that is, after the respective failures have been induced, but without
failure handling, and the average spike latencies during failure handling,
with 90th percentiles. We see that LR shows no spike latencies. The
increased latency, while handling a failure in the US is caused by the
failure, not by LR, as explained above. CR on the other hand shows
significant spike latencies in all cases. We show no latencies for the case of
a leader failure, since no client requests are processed, until a new leader
is elected.

Figure 6.7 shows the average durations of the activation and inclusion
phases in this experiment with 90th percentiles. In the case of concurrent
failures in Asia and US, the table shows the maximum durations. The
total time (activation + inclusion) is significantly shorter in LR than in CR
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Figure 6.7: Durations for activation and inclusion phases and 90th
percentiles for the total duration in WAN environment.

in all cases but the leader failure, where durations are similar. Activation
in LR is determined by the time needed to connect to the new replica. It
is smaller for a failure in the US, since in this case, no connection from EU
to Asia has to be created. For CR, activation takes long for a replica in
the US, since we first have to send a reconfiguration request to the leader
in EU, who then needs to send a reconfiguration command to a replica
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in Asia, needed to form a quorum. In CR, the reconfiguration command
can only be proposed after a new leader has been established. Therefore
activation is delayed until leader election is finished. This significantly
prolongs activation in the case of leader failure (EU). We also see that in
most cases the failure handling durations only show a reasonable variation.
However, CR exhibits significant spikes in the failure handling duration
when handling concurrent failures in US and Asia.

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show that Replacement is especially well suited to
handle failures in a wide area environment, because it causes no spike
latencies, has a short inclusion phase, which is especially relevant for
replicas in the critical path, and avoids leader election, which can take a
significant amount of time when communicating over wide area links.

6.10.4 Evaluating ARec

We also implemented the ARec algorithm, presented in Chapter 5 and
tried to use it for failure handling. However, initial experiments showed
that the failure handling duration using ARec is more than 10 times
larger than using LR or CR. Further, in ARec, Paxos is disabled during
reconfiguration. Thus the large failure handling durations result in equally
large spike latencies.

This poor performance of ARec is caused by the following obstacles.
First, ARec assumes that any two configurations are disjoint. Thus,
instead of initializing only the replacement replica, all replicas of the new
configuration have to be initialized. Further, Paxos can only make progress
in the new configuration, after a majority of the processes, including the
leader have received a new Paxos State.

Finally note that for LR, we use Strategy II from Section 6.9 in all
experiments. This strategy optimistically assumes that the remaining
replicas from the old configuration will be able to complete the Paxos
instances, where a value was already proposed. In ARec, the old config-
uration stops Paxos upon reconfiguration. Thus, it is impossible for the
remaining replicas to complete these instances. In ARec, we therefore
have to include many proposed values in Promise messages. Additionally,
these values have to be distributed, not only to one, but to all replicas in
the new configuration.

However, we believe that these obstacles are not fundamental to recon-
figuration without consensus and that ARec could be more efficient if the
disabling of operations, concurrent with state transfer can be avoided, as
sketched in Section 9.2.
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6.11 Related Work

Classical reconfiguration was first described in the original Paxos publica-
tions [76, 73] and implemented in [84]. Several other variants of classical
reconfiguration have been proposed. Stoppable Paxos [77, 78] allows to
reconfigure without completing the remaining α instances in the old con-
figuration. No experimental evaluation of this variant exists. In [20] the
authors propose to speculatively send requests to the new configuration,
even before the reconfiguration command has been chosen. Thus they
avoid to empty the pipeline of Accept and Learn messages to reduce
spike latencies. Unfortunately, we could not find more detailed results of
their evaluation.

In [110] and [102] the authors also avoid to empty the pipeline, by
deciding requests in both the old and new configuration. In [110] the
authors report a significant reduction in spike latency, compared to a
variant emptying the pipeline. However, [110] only includes a high level
evaluation, so it is difficult to assess how this variant affects activation
and inclusion time. Since [110] uses Zab [62], an alternative algorithm to
implement an RSM, it is also not clear how these results apply to Paxos.
The same holds for [102] which uses the Raft algorithm. Interestingly, [102]
includes measurements showing that wrongly configured timeouts can
significantly delay leader election and thus delay failure handling in case of
leader failure. Since our Replacement algorithm works in an asynchronous
system it avoids this issue.

To the best of our knowledge, only a few previous works have specifically
studied the use of reconfiguration for failure handling in an RSM. In [3]
the authors investigate such failure handling in a wide area network. They
show that using classical reconfiguration to handle failures may result in
a large window of vulnerability (several seconds), during which the fault
tolerance of the RSM is reduced. The authors propose Zorfu, a specific
system design that employs three replicas at every site, one of which is not
replicating application state or executing requests, but only participates in
the consensus protocol. Different from Replacement, Zorfu can handle one
failure locally, without any wide area communication. However, if more
than one of the replicas at a location fail, Zorfu either resorts to classical
reconfiguration, or relies on an external configuration manager. Compared
to Zorfu, Replacement has a more flexible design, e.g. it does not require a
three-way replication at every site or an additional configuration manager.

Vertical Paxos [79] uses a round change to install the new configuration.
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This is similar to emptying the pipeline of Accept and Learn messages.
Further, Vertical Paxos relies on an abstract, fault tolerant configuration
manager to decide on new configurations. Instead of relying on synchrony
in the old configuration, Vertical Paxos relies on synchrony in the configu-
ration manager, which must be implemented by another RSM to be fault
tolerant. Note that the configuration manager cannot use Vertical Paxos
to reconfigure itself.

There exists several works on reconfiguration of atomic storage. Most
use consensus to choose the next configuration and are thus similar to
classical reconfiguration (e.g. [44, 29]). DynaStore [1] is a reconfigurable
atomic register that does not rely on consensus. Similar to Replacement,
DynaStore combines concurrent reconfigurations, to arrive at a new con-
figuration. Interestingly, the evaluation in [111] showed that DynaStore
produces higher spike latencies than a variant of DynaStore that relies
on consensus. Different from DynaStore, Replacement avoids contacting
the same replica twice, as member of different configurations. Therefore,
Replacement achieves low spike latencies without relying on consensus.

Finally, a reconfiguration method similar to Replacement was sketched
in [95] for EPaxos. This method is similar to our second approach in
Section 6.9. However, this approach alone can deadlock the system if too
many replicas are replaced concurrently. We solve this by falling back on
our first approach, which is far more complicated and not contained in [95].

6.12 Conclusions

Replacement takes a new approach to failure handling. It allows both to
send and apply replacements directly, without solving consensus. Replace-
ment avoids changing the Paxos round and therefore allows the RSM to
commit requests concurrently with replacement. Replacement uses novel
semantics for reconfigurations, that guarantee that every replica, for which
a replacement has been issued, is replaced.

We perform a thorough evaluation of our Replacement algorithm, com-
paring Replacement to classical reconfiguration. However, as mentioned
in Section 6.11, there exists several recent approaches for consensus-based
reconfiguration, that claim to avoid the spike latencies causes by classical
reconfiguration. However, none of these approaches were formulated for a
Paxos-based RSM. Thus, a thorough comparison and evaluation of these
other, consensus-based approaches is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Our evaluation shows that Replacement only causes a small spike
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latency and can contribute to a shorter window of vulnerability, especially
if multiple failures are handled concurrently. Replacement is especially
useful in a wide area environment, because it avoids increased latency, and
allows fast inclusion which is relevant for replicas on the critical path.
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Chapter 7

SmartMerge: A New Approach
to Reconfiguration
for Atomic Storage

One of the main challenges in supporting reconfiguration is to ensure
consistency when multiple users submit concurrent requests. A monitoring
component can be tracking software and hardware failures, upgrades, and
load of queries and updates to the replicas. Acting upon this information,
it may be issuing requests autonomously, without human intervention [4].
It is envisioned that many such components may be deployed in a large-
scale data center at the same time, which may result in multiple concurrent
uncoordinated and even conflicting requests for reconfiguration.

The traditional approach to resolve this situation is to use consensus
to choose one of the proposed configurations, see e.g. [44]. The proposal
for a new configuration in this scheme would include a desired set of
replicas along with a quorum system to use. The main disadvantage of
this consensus-based approach is that its liveness is impossible to guarantee
in asynchronous systems characteristic of large-scale data centers.

In order to address this issue, an alternative conceptual approach
proposed in the DynaStore system [1], is to provide the users with an
interface to request incremental additions or removal of processes. In case
of commutative concurrent requests, the system directly combines the
changes instead of choosing just one of them. Furthermore, since changes
commute, they do not need to be ordered. This allows the approach to be
implemented in a fully asynchronous system, without relying on eventual
synchrony or leader election to solve consensus. We refer to this conceptual
approach as DirectCombine.
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Another advantage of DirectCombine over the consensus-based approach
is that non-conflicting changes can be proposed and realized concurrently,
as we have shown in Example 3.1 in Section 3.

However, the fact that all proposed changes are applied can also lead
to problems, resulting in configuration with too many or too few replicas,
as we have shown in Examples 3.2 and 3.3. Especially, if two proposed
reconfigurations are trying to remove a different replica each, applying both
removals may incidentally result in a configuration with a small number
of replicas and thus, low fault tolerance, as is the case in Example 3.3.
In the extreme case, a combination of several removals may result in an
empty configuration, in which no further operations can be performed.

It might be preferable for a system to abort the reconfiguration process
than to switch to such a configuration. In general, configurations with
too few or too many processes, or with an unfavorable distribution of
processes across data centers can be unacceptable in practice, because of
low fault tolerance, high network latencies, or administrative restrictions.
Using the consensus-based approach, the system can only be reconfigured
to an unacceptable configuration, if such a configuration was proposed.
Thus it is easy to avoid these configurations.

Another disadvantage of the automatic combination of different reconfig-
uration requests in DirectCombine is the need to autonomously recompute
the quorum system on the fly. While such dynamic computation is simple
for majority quorums, it may not be feasible in the general case or in
real-world situations. In heterogeneous systems spanning over multiple
data centers and a complex network topology, quorum systems may have
topology-induced structure. Furthermore, adjusting weights and the bal-
ance between read- and write-quorums can be the key to meeting service
level agreements under dynamic load patterns. It is therefore undesirable
to limit these systems to majority quorums.

In this paper we present a novel approach called SmartMerge. In the
core of the approach lies a SmartMerge function that intelligently combines
different, concurrently issued reconfiguration requests. The approach based
on such a function has several advantages:

Generalized interface for the reconfiguration operation, that in-
stead of just adding and removing one specific process can operate
with rules and policies to change the number of replicas, add several
replicas as a group, set weights or priorities to individual potential
replicas, or introduce any correlation between replicas. Such poli-
cies allow the SmartMerge function to produce meaningful resulting
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configurations in the case of concurrent divergent requests, or to
configure the set of replicas automatically in presence of failures.

Easy switching between different quorum systems: For example, a
replication scheme can employ write-all read-one quorums, to min-
imize the latency of parallel reads, while switching to majority
quorums before upgrades are performed, or whenever failures and
temporary outages are expected.

Definition and avoidance of unacceptable configurations as part
of the policy: In the simplest case, it is possible to define the mini-
mum number of replicas and maintain it across all reconfigurations
and failures.

Similar to DirectCombine, SmartMerge can be implemented in an asyn-
chronous system. We summarize the pros and cons of the three approaches
in Table 3.1 on Page 44.

We give precise definitions for our SmartMerge approach in Section 7.2.
In Section 7.3 we give several examples for possible merge functions. In
particular, we show that both DirectCombine and the semantics used in
Chapters 5 and 6 can be realized in SmartMerge using suitable merge
functions.

In Section 7.3.2 we give a novel example that illustrates the aforemen-
tioned features of the SmartMerge approach.

7.1 SmartMerge for Atomic Storage

We apply our approach to reconfiguration of atomic storage. Atomic
storage is a key problem in distributed systems that can be implemented
in an asynchronous system [5]. Both the consensus-based approach [44]
and DirectCombine [1] have been applied to this problem.

The main contribution of this chapter is that we show how SmartMerge
can be implemented for atomic storage in an asynchronous system. This is
done in a generic way parametrized by an externally defined SmartMerge
function, such as the one presented in Section 7.3.2.

The key idea behind our implementation is as follows: Under the
assumption that the SmartMerge function is commutative, associative,
and idempotent, it induces a lattice of all possible reconfiguration requests.
If finitely many concurrent requests are proposed, we ensure that eventually
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every process will adopt the merge (i.e., a lattice join) of all these competing
requests as its configuration.

To implement wait-free reads and writes, these operations cannot wait
until a reconfiguration has completed. A common solution to this problem
is to read from or write to the old, the new and all possible intermedi-
ate configurations, while reconfigurations are ongoing. However, before
reaching the lattice element that is the join of all concurrent requests, the
service can intermediately adopt a join of any subset of these requests.
The number of such joins in the lattice is exponential with the number of
competing requests. To avoid contacting processes in all these configura-
tions during read and write operations, we submit proposed requests to
lattice agreement, which returns elements from a totally ordered subset
of the lattice, including the greatest element. We use only elements, that
were returned by lattice agreement as intermediate configurations. The
number of different configurations returned by lattice agreement during an
execution is at most the number of changes proposed during this execution,
making it feasible to read from or write to all intermediate configurations.
Additionally, if one of these configurations is adopted by the service, oper-
ations no longer need to read from or write to elements smaller than this
configuration.

To read a value from the register while changes are applied to the con-
figuration, we read the register values stored in all configurations returned
by lattice agreement and return the most recent one. Similarly, to write a
value, we write to all these configurations. Read and write operations do
not participate in lattice agreement, but only contact processes in configu-
rations returned by lattice agreement. We show that in an execution where
at most r changes are proposed, all read and write operations cumulatively
contact processes in at most r ` 1 different configurations. A single read
or write operation contacts the processes in any configuration at most
twice. This gives a bound on the latency of read and write operations that
is the same as for the consensus-based approach in [44], but a significant
improvement compared to DynaStore [1].

We give our specification of reconfigurable atomic storage using Smart-
Merge in Section 7.4. In Section 7.5 we present an algorithm for reconfig-
urable atomic storage, that depends on an external service to solve lattice
agreement. In Section 7.7 we refine this algorithm to avoid the dependency
of an external service for lattice agreement. We prove correctness for both
variants of the algorithm in Sections 7.6 and 7.8, respectively.
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7.2 The SmartMerge Model

Recall from our system model (Section 2.1), that we assume a possibly
infinite set of processes Π, communicating via asynchronous channels.
Each process p P Π has a unique identifier p.id.

Processes can fail at any time during an execution by stopping to take
any actions. In this chapter, we assume that if two processes do not
fail during an execution, all messages sent between these processes are
eventually delivered.

Not all processes in Π need to be known a priori. We therefore maintain
a finite set of available processes A Ă Π. Newly discovered processes
are added to A by a reconfiguration operation. We also maintain a
set Arm which contains processes that are no longer available and have
been removed from A. If two processes disagree whether p is available,
they can use Arm to determine if one process missed to add p or the
other missed out on removing p. Thus two processes using A1,A1

rm and
A2,A2

rm respectively, can combine their knowledge and both switch to
using A “ pA1zA2

rmq Y pA2zA1
rmq and Arm “ A1

rm YA2
rm instead. While

it is impossible to distinguish a faulty process from a slow process in an
asynchronous system, recent works have proposed failure detectors that
reliably detect all [81] or at least some failures [49], without relying on
timing assumptions. The possibility to remove processes from A allows
our service to be used together with a reliable, unreliable or even without
a failure detector.

Only a subset P Ă A of the available processes is actually running
the service. These are organized in a configuration c “ pPc,RQc,WQcq,
see Def. 2.4. Recall from Definition 2.2 that RQc,WQc is a read-write
quorum system on Pc. Since a configuration includes the information used
to run the service, we also call it a service configuration. We write CA for
the set of all configurations containing only processes from A.

Given the setA of available processes, the choice of a service configuration
is determined by a policy. We model such a policy as a tuple psrvConfpq, infoq,
where srvConf is a function mapping any set of available processes A to
a configuration. info is auxiliary information describing how the policy
is combined with other policies. We write P for the set of all policies
psrvConfpq, infoq that can appear in an execution.

A reconfiguration can both add and remove available processes and
propose a new policy. We say that a reconfiguration proposes a blueprint for
a service configuration. We express a blueprint as a tuple pA,Arm,policyq,
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with finite sets A,Arm Ă Π and policy P P. We write B for all such tuples.
Applying policy.srvConfpAq results in a service configuration that includes
only available processes and satisfies the rules expressed by policy. We say
that a blueprint b “ pA,Arm,policyq determines the service configuration
c “ policy.srvConfpAq.

Blueprints and service configurations are closely related. Every blueprint
determines a service configuration and we assume that every service
configuration used in the system is determined by a blueprint. How-
ever, blueprints and service configurations serve different purposes. A
service configuration includes the information necessary to actually run
the service. This information is also needed in absence of reconfigurations.
A blueprint, on the other hand includes the information needed to deter-
mine and reconfigure to a new configuration and also to merge concurrent
reconfigurations.

Lattice and order of blueprints. For SmartMerge, we require that
the system manager provides a commutative, associative and idempotent
function, join, to merge policies. These properties are quite intuitive in
practice, as it can be seen in the example later in this section. We merge
blueprints by combining A and Arm as described above, and use join to
combine the policies. Collectively, this defines a function mergepB,Bq Ñ
B that combines blueprints. We assume an initial element bI P B, such
that @b P B : mergepb, bIq “ b holds.

Since join is commutative, associative and idempotent, these properties
also hold for merge. A set B, together with the merge function, thus is an
algebraic semi-lattice [116]. Again, due to these properties we can write
mergeptb1, b2, ...uq instead of mergepb1,mergepb2, ...qq.

This lattice pB,mergeq is bounded by the initial element bI . In the
remainder of this work, we simply write lattice instead of bounded semi-
lattice. Due to its properties, merge defines a partial ordering Ď on B by
the relation @b1, b2 P B : b1 Ď b2 ô mergepb1, b2q “ b2. We write b1 Ř b2
for pb1 Ď b2 ^ b1 ‰ b2q and say that b2 is a greater blueprint (as lattice
element) than b1 and that b1 is a smaller blueprint. We write b1 Ď b2 for
the negation of b1 Ď b2. Note that b1 Ď b2 is not equivalent to b2 Ř b1,
since Ď is only a partial order.

The properties of merge imply that for any b1, b2 P B, b1 Ď mergepb1, b2q
holds. A process can test whether b1 Ď b2 holds by comparing b2 and
mergepb1, b2q. In our algorithms in Section 7.5 and 7.7, we use this to
compute the minimal or maximal element in a set of comparable blueprints.
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7.3 Merge Function Examples

In this section we present several example merge functions. The first
three examples show how existing semantics for reconfiguration can be ex-
pressed using SmartMerge. The semantics we model are the Timestamped
Configurations and Replacements introduced in Chapters 5 and 6, and
DirectCombine. We then present a novel example, that highlights the
specific benefits of the SmartMerge approach (Section 7.3.2).

7.3.1 Existing Semantics

Example 7.1 (DirectCombine). As mentioned above, in SmartMerge
we combine changes to the set of available processes in the same way as
in DirectCombine. Thus if policies are not used, SmartMerge is reduced
to DirectCombine.

For this we define a lattice of policies that only holds a single element
(P “ tpmajConf,Kqu). The function majConf in this single policy always
uses all available processes in the configuration and a majority quorum
system, as shown below.

majConfpAq “ pA,RQmajpAq,WQmajpAqq
with RQmajpAq “ tQ Ă A : |Q| ě |A|{2u

WQmajpAq “ tQ Ă A : |Q| ą |A|{2u

Since P only holds a single element we can define a trivial join function on
P. Reconfigurations do not change this policy, they only add and remove
available processes, as usually done in DirectCombine. N

Example 7.2 (Timestamped Configurations). The Timestamped
Configurations presented in Chapter 5 can be implemented in SmartMerge,
using policies with constant functions as explained below.

For a configuration c “ pPc,RQc,WQcq we define the function fc in
the following way:

fcpAq “

$

&

%

c if Pc Ă A

majConfpAq otherwise

If every policy psrvConfpq, infoq Ă P contains a constant function srvConf “
fc for some configuration c and a timestamp info “ ts, we can define the
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join function to simply pick the policy with the highest timestamp:

joinppfc, ts1q, pfd, ts2qq “

$

&

%

pfc, ts1q if ts1 ě ts2

pfd, ts2q if ts1 ă ts2

If we require as in Chapter 5 that timestamps are unique, e.g. that
no two different policies include the same timestamp, this join function
is commutative and associative. If A is large and never changes, all
blueprints are ordered according to the timestamps in their policies. Thus
Ď is actually a total order. If this is the case, it would allow a more
efficient implementation that avoids solving lattice agreement.

Timestamped Configurations are similar to consensus-based reconfigu-
ration. Thus, they make it easy to change all aspects of a configuration,
for example the quorum system. As for consensus-based reconfiguration,
it is relatively easy to avoid unacceptable configurations, if no such config-
urations are explicitly proposed. However, Timestamped Configuration
lcannot combine concurrently issued configurations. N

Example 7.3 (Replacements). The semantics of Replacements, as
presented in Chapter 6, can also be implemented in SmartMerge. In
Replacement, every configuration holds n processes and reconfigurations
only replace existing processes with new ones. As in Chapter 6, we assign
to every available process an index i P t1, 2, ..., nu and a unique version
v P T . Versions can for example be unique tags as defined in Section 2.3.
This assignment can be stored in the info field of a policy. The policy
function simply picks for every index the available process with the highest
version. We can uses majority quorums on all these configurations.

srvConfpAq “ pPA,RQmajpPAq,WQmajpPAqq

with PA “ tp P A|@q P A :
indexpqq ‰ indexppq_

versionpqq ď versionppq

*

A reconfiguration simply adds a new available process and extends the
info in the policy, assigning an index and version to the new process. To
replace a specific process pi, the new process should be assigned the same
index as pi and a higher version.

As in Chapter 6, we assume that no two reconfigurations add the same
process. Further, the index and version is only assigned to a process, when
it is added for the first time, and never changed thereafter. Thus there
never exist two policies in one execution, that assign a different version or
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index to the same process. We can therefore join the information in two
policies by extending the version and index assignments. N

7.3.2 A new Merge Function

We now give a novel example that illustrates the use of policies to allow ex-
pressive reconfigurations, easy switching between different quorum systems,
and the ability to avoide unacceptable configurations, which are defined
as configurations with fewer than k processes. We used this example in
Chapter 3, where we compared different semantics for reconfiguration. In
this example, policies are determined by the set of rules shown in Table 7.1.
One reconfiguration can propose several of these rules. We first describe
the effect of these rules and then present some details on how they are
combined by our merge function.

We can use addManppq to mark a specific process p as mandatory
element of P. Similarly, we can specify a process p as optional using
remManppq. Once marked as optional, a process can no longer be marked
as mandatory. The reason for this is explained in Section 7.4.

We can specify a desired size for P using setSizeeppnq. If the number of
mandatory processes is fewer than the desired size n, the policy function
adds additional processes from A. This rule only holds for a certain epoch
ep. This will be explained below.

Finally we can use majorityeppq and waroeppq to specify whether the
quorum system should use majority or write-all-read-one (WARO) quo-
rums. For WARO quorums we simply set WQc “ tPcu and RQc “
ttpu|p P Pcu. For majority quorums we use WQc “ WQmajpPcq and
RQc “ RQmajpPcq, from Example 7.1 above.

The rules setSizeep, majorityep, and waroep all specify an epoch number

Table 7.1: Rules for building a configuration, supported
by our example

Rule Effect

addManppq mark p as mandatory

remManppq mark p as optional

setSizeeppnq specify desired size n for P(a)

majorityeppq use majority quorums(a)

waroeppq use write-all-read-one quorums(a)

aonly holds for epoch ep.
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ep. When a reconfiguration proposes any of these rules it increments
the last known epoch number and includes this in the new rule. When
combining these rules, we give proposals with a higher epoch number
precedence over proposals with a lower epoch. To actually change the
quorum system or size of the configuration, a process therefore needs
to know the current policy and its epoch number. We believe this is a
reasonable requirement, since such changes can have a significant impact
on the system’s fault tolerance and should therefore be based on up-to-date
information.

The set of rules proposed by a reconfiguration can be stored in the
info field of a policy. The function srvConfpq is determined by these
rules, as explained above. When we compute the join of two policies, we
generally include all rules from the given policies. However certain rules
are conflicting, for example a process cannot be marked both as mandatory
and optional, and a configuration cannot use both majority and WARO
quorums. We resolve these conflicts in the following way:

We differentiate between processes explicitly marked as optional, and
unmarked processes. Combining two policies, a process explicitly marked
as optional in one of the policies retains this marking. Processes marked as
mandatory in one of the policies and not explicitly marked as optional re-
main mandatory. Thus, if for a process p, both remManppq and addManppq
are part of the inputs to a join, only remManppq will be included. When
two policies include different setSize rules or specify different quorum
systems we include the size and quorum system with the higher epoch
number into the join. If epoch numbers are equal, we choose the larger
size and majority quorums, if present, since these choices provide higher
fault tolerance.

Using the rules from this example, |P| ě k holds as long as setSizepnq
with n ă k is not invoked and there are at least k processes available.

The rules from this example could be easily extended. For example the
policy could specify a separate size for every data center or region. Instead
of making processes mandatory, they could be assigned a priority and then
be added to the configuration according to this priority. Finally, instead of
using just majority and WARO quorums, a rule could specify the desired
ratio between read- and write-quorums, or the number of failures that
should be tolerated.
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7.4 Problem:
Atomic Storage using Smart Merge

In this section we specify our reconfigurable multi-reader multi-writer
atomic register. We assume a set of possible register values V, and a
lattice of blueprints pB,Ď,mergeq with minimal element bI . We provide
three operations, read, write and reconf . A readpq operation returns
either a value v P V or K R V . A writepvq operation takes an input v P V
and returns only an acknowledgement.

We require that read and write operations are linearizable [51], and
that in a sequential execution, every read returns the value of the last
write, or K if no write occurred before the read. Thus, we require the
same safety property as for read and write operations, as for a static,
non-reconfigurable atomic register (see Section 2.3). The liveness of read
and write depends on the reconfigurations invoked. A reconfiguration
changes which processes may fail, but also which processes can invoke
operations. We therefore discuss the reconf operation, before presenting
a common liveness property for all operations.

A reconfpbq operation proposes a blueprint b P B, and returns a value
b1 P B that determines the service configuration of the register. We say
that a blueprint b is chosen before time t in an execution, if b was returned
by a reconf operation before t in that execution. We say that bI is chosen
by an implicit reconf operation, at the beginning of any execution. The
following safety properties govern which values may be chosen. These
properties and other concepts introduced in this section are defined in the
context of a single execution:

Validity A chosen value b1 is the merge of input values to reconf .

Monotonicity If b1 is chosen by reconfpbq, then b Ď b1 holds.

Comparability Any two chosen values are comparable, with respect to Ď.

Stability If b was chosen before the invocation of reconf, which returns
b1, then b Ď b1 holds.

Validity, monotonicity and comparability are standard requirements for
values returned from a lattice (e.g. in lattice agreement [37], [8]). However,
to our knowledge we are the first to require these properties in the context
of reconfiguration. Validity ensures that no arbitrary value is chosen.
Monotonicity implies that b1 is the merge of b with another blueprint,
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e.g. b1 “ mergepb, b1q. This implies that rules introduced in b are also
applied in b1. For example, a process mandatory in b will also be mandatory
in b1, unless it was explicitly removed by another reconf operation.

Our goal is for our service to eventually use a single service configuration.
This can be accomplished since comparability implies that at any time
t, there exists a blueprint among those chosen before t, that is maximal
with respect to Ď. We call this the current blueprint at time t, and the
service configuration, determined by this blueprint is called the current
configuration.

To change the current blueprint, a reconf operation has to choose
a blueprint that is a greater lattice element than all previously chosen
blueprints. Thus, the service can only replace b1 with b2 if b1 Ď b2 holds.
It is therefore not possible to add a process to A after it has been removed,
since it will be listed in Arm. Similarly for our example above, adding
addManppq after remManppq will not result in any changes. In practice
however, a process can be re-added with a different identifier.

Stability allows us to use the reconf operation to read the current
blueprint. In our example in Section 7.3.2, this can be used to determine
the current epoch number. Stability also implies that a new blueprint will
always be merged with a previously chosen blueprint. Thus, the input to
a reconf operation does not need to specify all desired rules and available
processes. It is enough to include all new rules and processes relative to
some previously chosen blueprint.

We now specify which processes need to be correct to guarantee liveness.
We say that a process is correct at time t, if it did not fail before t. A
service configuration is available at time t, if there exists a read- and
write-quorum of this service configuration, such that all processes in these
quorums are correct at t. We require that the current configuration is
available.

To allow state transfer during a reconfiguration, we also require that
the service configurations of any new blueprints are available. This is a
common requirement for reconfigurations [44]. For SmartMerge, we define
that b is a candidate blueprint at time t, if it is a possible return value
for some outstanding reconf operation at time t, and it is greater than
the current blueprint (cur Ď b). A service configuration determined by a
candidate blueprint, is called a candidate configuration.

We only require liveness for operations invoked by a process currently
running the register. These processes are called active: A process p is
active if it is correct at all times and after some time t, p P Pcur always
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hold for the current configuration cur. This definition is similar to [1].
We could also include a larger set of clients, which can invoke operations,
similar to [44] or [111]. This adds no significant challenges to the problem.
In Chapter 8 we discuss this in more detail and actually include additional
client processes in our implementation.

The following property summarizes under which conditions an operation
is required to return:

Liveness Suppose that only finitely many reconf operations are invoked
during an execution, and at any time the current and all candi-
date configurations are available. Then a read, write or reconf
operation, invoked by an active process will return.

It was established in [112] that reconfigurable distributed storage is impos-
sible to implement in an asynchronous system, if the configuration changes
infinitely often. Thus, we assume that only finitely many reconfigurations
are invoked.

Once cur Ď b holds for a blueprint b and the current blueprint cur,
then b can no longer become the new current blueprint. Thus b can be
discarded. We say that b is outdated. According to the definition of the
current blueprint, b is outdated, when some reconf operation returned b1,
such that b1 Ď b holds. A process can easily test the condition b1 Ď b by
computing mergepb1, bq ‰ b.

According to the liveness property, a process p can stop once it can no
longer become part of the current configuration. In our example, this is
the case once p P Arm holds for the current blueprint.

To our knowledge we are the first to propose a scheme that determines
which blueprints are outdated and which processes can stop, based on
return values of reconfigurations. Rambo [44] uses a garbage collection
mechanism to find outdated configurations. Thus, it potentially takes
longer to detect outdated configurations. Furthermore, it is not possible
to determine which configurations are outdated, based on return values
of reconfiguration operations. The specification of DynaStore [1] does
not use configurations, thus no outdated configurations or blueprints are
defined. Instead, a process can stop as soon as its removal is proposed.
To guarantee liveness, DynaStore has to restrict the number of concurrent
removals. This poses a significant restriction on reconfigurations, e.g. it
disallows concurrent replacement of all processes with new ones.
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7.5 Algorithm:
Atomic Storage using Smart Merge

In this section, we present our implementation of a reconfigurable atomic
register. As mentioned in the introduction, we submit proposed reconfigu-
ration requests (blueprints) to lattice agreement, which combines proposals
and returns elements from a totally ordered subset of the lattice. In this
section we assume an external service for generalized lattice agreement [37].
In Section 7.7 we show how lattice agreement can be implemented as part
of the reconfigurable register. The main reason for this separation is that
it simplifies the presentation, allowing this section to focus on the specifics
of implementing a reconfigurable atomic register. However, we also believe
that the use of an external service to implement lattice agreement might be
a suitable choice for real-world systems. Systems such as Niobe [87], or the
Google File System [43] use a reconfiguration manager to simultaneously
coordinate reconfiguration of different storaged locations.

Lattice Agreement Service. As mentioned in the beginning of this
chapter, if reconfigurations propose different blueprints, we want to recon-
figure to the merge of all proposed blueprints. We assume an external
generalized lattice agreement service (GLA) for this. GLA offers an opera-
tion la-proposepbq, that takes a blueprint b P B as argument and returns
another blueprint b1, such that the following properties hold. These prop-
erties imply that the merge of all input values is among the returned
values.

Validity A returned value is the merge of inputs to la-propose operations.

Monotonicity An operation la-proposepbq returns b1 such that b Ď b1.

Comparability Any two values returned by la-propose are comparable
with respect to Ď.

GLA can be implemented using the algorithm specified in [37]. In
generalized lattice agreement on a lattice pB,merge,Ďq, processes can
receive values vi P B from clients. The processes then learn a sequence
of values w0 Ď w1 Ď ... such that validity and comparability hold for
learned values. Further, if a value vi is received at a correct process, every
correct process eventually learns a value wj , such that vi Ď wj holds.
The la-proposepbq operation can be easily implemented by sending b to
all processes running generalized lattice agreement and returning some
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value b1 learned by any of these processes, for which b Ď b1 holds. The
complexity of the algorithm, as presented in [37] adapts to the number
of values actually proposed. Thus, if la-propose is invoked only r times
during an execution, every invocation will return after at most Oprq steps.

Some works using the consensus-based approach, assume an external
configuration manager that receives reconfiguration requests and chooses
a sequence of configurations (e.g. [44]). Different from these works our
GLA can be implemented in an asynchronous system and does not need
consensus. However GLA only returns comparable elements without
sequence numbers. Thus, if b and b1 have been returned by two la-
propose invocations to process p, and b Ř b1 holds, it is impossible for p
to determine if some other value b̂ for which b Ř b̂ Ř b1 holds, has been
returned by another la-propose invocation at a different process. We
show in this paper that the weaker guarantees of GLA are still sufficient
to implement a reconfigurable atomic register.

Atomic Storage Algorithm. Our implementation of a reconfigurable
atomic register consists of a reconf operations (Algorithm 7.2) and two
functions get and set (Algorithm 7.4) that access the state of the register.
Algorithm 7.2 and Algorithm 7.4 internally use a configuration object to
contact the processes and access the state stored in a service configuration.
We present the implementation of a configuration object in Algorithm 7.1.
The set and get functions mask concurrent reconfigurations, so that we
can use them to implement regular or atomic registers, using standard
algorithms designed for a static configuration (e.g. [5], [109]). Thus the
atomic reads and writes shown in Algorithm 7.5 are almost identical
to the read and write operations shown in Algorithm 2.2 for a static
atomic register, but use get and set instead of contacting a single, fixed
configuration.

The main novelties of our implementation are the use of the lattice
agreement abstraction in Algorithm 7.2, and the handling of the returned
values. The use of lattice agreement makes the algorithm significantly
more efficient, since it reduces the number of configurations that have to
be processed. Furthermore, we implement set and get without relying
on a sequence of chosen configurations, using only the weaker guarantees
provided by GLA. Finally, in our implementation, the removal of outdated
blueprints and their configuration objects is gracefully and efficiently
integrated with concurrent operations.

Our reconfigurable register relies on a configuration object C (Algo-
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Algorithm 7.1 Configuration object C at process pi
1: State :
2: c : pPc,RQc,WQcq {service configuration}
3: S : pS.v, S.tsq Ð s0 {register state S P V ˆ T , s0 “ pK, p0,pi.idqq}
4: nextÐH {next blueprints, next Ă B}
5: Communication Abstractions:
6: Regular SWMR registers
7: for each p P Pc : p.S : pS.v, S.tsq {storing S P V ˆ T , initially s0}
8: for each p P Pc : p.next {storing next Ă B, initially H}
9: rb {reliable broadcast}

10: readSpq
11: for p P Pc
12: sp Ð p.S.readpq
13: tÐ maxtsp.tg|p P Pcu
14: return sp: s.t. p P Pc ^ sp.tg “ t

15: writeNextptargetq {invoked by pi}
16: nextÐ nextY ttargetu
17: pi.next.writepnextq

18: readNextpq
19: for p P Pc do
20: Cp Ð p.next.readpq
21: return

Ť

tCp|p P Pcu

22: writeSpsq {invoked by pi}
23: if s.tg ą S.tg then
24: pi.S.writepsq
25: S Ð s

rithm 7.1), which includes the service configuration c, the register state
S, and a set next Ă B. As for a static atomic register, a register state
S P V ˆT is a pair, consisting of a register value v P V YtKu and a unique
tag tg “ psq, idq P T , as defined in Section 2.3. As in Definition2.1, a
unique tag consists of a sequence number sq P N and a process identifier id.
Tags are ordered lexicographically. We write s0 for an initial register state
with value K and tag p0, idq with sequence number 0 (s0 “ pK, p0, idqq).
next holds a set of blueprints whose purpose we explain below.

The configuration object C also abstracts communication between the
processes in Pc through a set of regular registers. For every process
p P Pc, C contains registers p.S and p.next with the state of p’s local
variables. Only pi can write to pi.S and pi.next, but they can be read
by all processes in Pc. To read the register state of C, a process invokes
C.readSpq, which reads all registers p.S : p P Pc and returns the state
with the highest timestamp. To read the set of next blueprints, a process
reads all registers p.next and returns the union of these values. Finally,
we use reliable broadcast (rb), to notify members of a new configuration
when it becomes the current configuration. If some process completes
C.rb.broadcastpmq, and a quorum of processes in Pc do not fail, all correct
processes in Pc will eventually invoke C.rb.deliverpmq.

Regular registers and reliable broadcast can be implemented using
textbook algorithms [22], designed for an asynchronous message passing
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system with a known finite set of processes and a fixed quorum system.
Our configuration object encapsulates the processes and quorums of a
static configuration, which forms the system on which these algorithms
operate. To use a different configuration, we create a new object. If a
configuration becomes outdated, its processes might stop and the static
algorithms that operate on this configuration might never return. We
therefore abort any method in an outdated configuration.

In our algorithm, we use the la-propose primitive provided by the
GLA service. We say that a value returned by la-propose is learned.
Every process maintains a set L, that contains the current and some
candidate blueprints (Algorithm 7.2). All elements in L were learned
from la-propose. Comparability for la-propose implies that L is totally
ordered by Ď. For every blueprint b P L, we also store a configuration
object Crbs determined by b. Crbs is created or deleted, when b is added
or removed from L. Crbs can also be created, when it is accessed remotely
though its communication abstractions. However, accesses to objects, that
belong to outdated blueprints are ignored.

We now discuss the reconf operation shown in Algorithm 7.2. The op-
eration starts by passing the blueprint b to la-propose. We add the value
learned from la-propose to L and adopt it as target for our reconfigura-
tion. To ensure that other processes know that target was learned, we write
target to all configurations that were created using elements of L (Line 12).
We also read the register state in all these configurations to collect an
up-to-date state (Line 13). On Line 16 we invoke Crfroms.readNextpq,
to find other learned blueprints and add them to L. Since L is totally
ordered by Ď, we assign elements from L to from in order (Line 17). Since
Crfroms.readNextpq only returns blueprints larger than from, these new
blueprints will be processed later.

Validity and comparability already hold for target on Line 6. To ensure
stability, we replace target with a larger learned value on Line 8, if possible.

Further, after processing all blueprints in L, except target, we invoke
Crtargets.readNextpq on Line 19. This is necessary to ensure stability in
the case that reconf is invoked with an old argument, e.g. reconfpbIq.
After processing all elements from L, we transfer the register state with
the highest tag that was read, to Crtargets (Line 36).

Before returning, and thus choosing target, we broadcast a message
xChosen, targety to all processes in Crtargets.Pc using the reliable broad-
cast (Line 23). The processing of a xChosen, targety message is shown in
Algorithm 7.3.
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Algorithm 7.2 Register Reconfiguration

1: State :
2: LÐ tbIu {ordered set of learned, not outdated blueprints}
3: @b P L : Crbs “ COpc : b.policy.srvConfpb.Aqq {conf. object, determined by b}
4: curÐ bI {current blueprint}
5: reconfpbq
6: targetÐ la-proposepbq {see Section 7.5}
7: LÐ LY ttargetu
8: fromÐ cur {reconfigure away from from}
9: sÐ s0 {variable for collecting register state}

10: repeat
11: if from Ř target then
12: Crfroms.writeNextptargetq {record: target was learned}
13: sr Ð Crfroms.readSpq
14: if s.tg ă sr.tg then
15: sÐ sr {remember most up-to-date register state}
16: LÐ LY Crfroms.readNextpq {check for learned blueprints}
17: fromÐ minptb P L|from Ř buq {minimum wrt. Ď}
18: if target Ď from then {from has reached target}
19: LÐ LY Crfroms.readNextpq {check for new target}
20: targetÐ maxpLq {maximum wrt. Ď; target for reconfiguration}
21: until from “ target
22: Crtargets.writeSpsq {transfer state to target}
23: Crtargets.rb.broadcastpxChosen, targetyq {inform about new configuration}
24: if cur Ř target then curÐ target
25: return target

Algorithm 7.3 Processing xChoseny

1: On C.rb.deliverpxChosen, targetyq with cur Ř target
2: LÐ LY ttargetu
3: curÐ target
4: for b P L : b Ř target do
5: abort any method on Crbs
6: LÐ Lztbu

We ignore a Chosen message for a blueprint smaller than cur. If a
message xChosen, targety was sent, some process completed state transfer
to target. We can therefore remove all elements smaller than target from L.
Finally, if target was returned by a reconf operation, smaller blueprints
b Ř target are outdated, according to our definition in Section 7.4. Thus
Crbs might no longer be available. In this case, it may become impossible
to read from or write to the registers in Crbs. We therefore abort all current
and future methods on Crbs. On abort, the write methods writeNext,
writeS and rb.broadcast simply return, while readNext and readS return
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the default values (H and s0).

We next present our set and get functions used to read and write the
register state (value, tag) from the current configuration. They are shown
in Algorithm 7.4. set writes a register state to all configuration objects
Crbs that were created using b P L, while get reads the register state in
all these configurations, and returns the one with the highest tag. Note
that when using writeSpsq, the register state is only overwritten if its tag
is smaller than s.tg. set and get also invoke readNext to add new learned
values to L.

Algorithm 7.4 Get and Set Register State
1: getpq
2: gtÐ cur ; sÐ s0
3: repeat
4: sr Ð Crgts.readSpq
5: if s.tg ă sr.tg then
6: sÐ sr
7: LÐ LY Crgts.readNextpq
8: if Db P L : gt Ř b then
9: gtÐ minptb P L|gt Ř buq

10: else return s

11: setpsq {s a (timestamp,value) pair}
12: stÐ cur
13: repeat
14: Crsts.writeSpsq
15: LÐ LY Crsts.readNextpq
16: if Db P L : st Ř b then
17: stÐ minptb P L|st Ř buq
18: else return

Algorithm 7.5 Atomic read/write at pi
1: readpq
2: sÐ getpq
3: setpsq
4: return s.v

5: writepvq
6: pv1, tg1q Ð getpq
7: tg Ð ptg1.sq ` 1,pi.idq
8: sÐ pv, tgq
9: setpsq

Algorithm 7.5 shows a possible implementation of atomic reads and
writes using set and get. Note that on Line 7, we create a unique tag by
increasing the sequence number returned by get, and adding the writer’s
identifier pi.id.

Discussion. In the following paragraphs we analyze how our algorithm
offers improved efficiency compared to DynaStore. We say that a blueprint
b is used in an operation if the operation invokes methods on Crbs. To
analyze the overhead that concurrent reconf operations impose on read
and write operations, we first establish the maximum number of blueprints
and configuration objects used in one operation. An operation only uses
blueprints from L, which only holds the initial element bI and values
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learned from GLA (Algorithm 7.2, Lines 6, 7). In an execution with
r reconf operations, at most r different values are learned. Thus all
operations use at most r ` 1 different blueprints.

In DynaStore [1], a single operation may have to contact processes
in many different configurations. Reconfigurations in DynaStore do not
invoke lattice agreement. Instead a configuration uses a weak snapshot
object to store the set of next configurations. Without lattice agreement,
non-comparable values can be written to next. Therefore, a process in
DynaStore adopts the merge of all configurations, returned by readNext
as the new target configuration. If three reconfigurations, with target
configurations cx, cy, and cz are started concurrently, they can all be
written to bI .next. A concurrent read operation might not only have
to contact cx, mergepcx, cyq and mergepcx, cy, czq, but also cy and cz.
Additionally, read operations in DynaStore also write to next. Thus,
a read operation concurrent with the three reconfigurations above might
read tcx, czu from bI .next, and thus write cxz “ mergepcx, czq to cx.next.
This creates another configuration that other read operations have to
contact. If 2r´1 ´ r read operations and r reconfigurations are invoked
concurrently, each by a different process, one of these reads might have to
contact as many as 2r´1 ` r configurations.

We now analyze the number of communication steps for read and
write operations. Note that, the different registers that read in a readS
or readNext method, can be read concurrently (see Algorithm 7.1). It is
even possible to perform Crgts.readS and Crgts.readNext on Lines 4 and 7
of Algorithm 7.4 concurrently, i.e. reading p.S and p.next at the same
time. Thus, a get function only requires one communication step per used
blueprint. Similarly, we can perform Crsts.writeS and Crsts.readNext
invoked by the set function concurrently. Since both set and get use at
most r ` 1 blueprints, a read or write operation requires at most 2r ` 2
communication steps. This bound is the same as for the consensus-based
approach in Rambo [44].

Fault tolerant WARO quorums. Another feature of the algorithm
presented in this section, is that it handles the stored values separately
from the information on new configurations and blueprints. Thus, it is
possible to use one quorum systems to implement the p.S registers used
for writeS and readS, and another quorum system used to implement the
p.next registers.

For example, we could use WARO quorums for the stored state (the
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p.S registers). WARO quorums are considered to be highly scalable for
read-heavy workloads. However, in an asynchronous system these quorums
do not offer fault tolerance. This could be mitigated if we use majority
quorums for reading and checking for new configurations (the p.next
registers). Thus, our algorithm could offer the benefits of WARO quorums,
but the service could still be reconfigured, as long as the next registers
are available. A similar approach was presented in Vertical Paxos [80] for
state machine replication.

7.6 Correctness of our Reconfigurable Register

We now prove the safety properties of our reconfigurable atomic register.
Liveness is proven below. Validity and comparability follow easily from the
respective properties of GLA. Stability follows, since a reconf operation
returns the maximal element among the learned blueprints. To show
linearizability of read and write operations, we show that after a register
state was written by set, successive get methods return this state, or one
with a higher tag. This is Theorem 7.9. We can then repeat a standard
proof for linearizability, that uses Theorem 7.9, instead of the quorum
intersection property.

7.6.1 Validity, Monotonicity and Comparability

Lemma 7.1 shows that chosen values have been learned from GLA. Com-
parability and validity follow from Corollary 7.2. Monotonicity is shown
in Corollary 7.3.

Lemma 7.1. If b P L holds at any process and point in an execution, then
either b “ bI or b was learned from GLA.

Proof. Values added to L on Line 7 of Algorithm 7.2 have been learned
from GLA.

The values added to L on Lines 16 and 19 of Algorithm 7.2, or Lines 7
and 15 of Algorithm 7.4, were returned by readNext. If readNextpq returns
some b, then writeNextpbq was invoked. writeNextpbq is only invoked on
Line 12 of Algorithm 7.2 and its argument was already an element of L.

Finally, a value b can also be added to L on processing a message
xChosen, by (Algorithm 7.3 Line 2). Clearly b P L holds at the process
that broadcasted this message.
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Corollary 7.2. All values returned by a reconf operation during one
execution are comparable. They are all the merge of different input values
to reconf operations.

Proof. If a reconf operation returns a blueprint b, then b P L holds.
According to Lemma 7.1, b was learned from GLA. The corollary holds
for all values learned from GLA, according to its properties, as defined in
Section 7.7.

Corollary 7.3. If reconfpbq returns b1, then b Ď b1 holds.

Proof. b Ď target holds after executing Line 6 of Algorithm 7.2. This
follows from monotonicity of GLA. If target is changed on Line 20, the
new value is even greater.

7.6.2 Stability

Stability is proven in Corollary 7.8. We first introduce some notation
and conventions. In this subsection, operation always refers to a reconf
operation and all line numbers refer to Algorithm 7.2.

We say that a blueprint b is established, when a message xChosen, by
was broadcast, executing Line 23. For an execution, we define the set
of established blueprints E , to be all blueprints that were established in
this execution and the initial blueprint bI . Note that all chosen blueprints
belong to E . It follows from Lemma 7.1 ,that all elements in E , besides
bI , have been learned from GLA and are therefore comparable. We thus
write E “ te0, e1, ...u and assume ei Ď ei`1. We also write rci for the first
reconf operation to establish ei by broadcasting xChosen, eiy.

Lemma 7.4. Let rci be the first reconf operation to establish ei ‰ bI ,
then

(i) at the beginning of the last iteration of the loop at Line 10, in
rc, from Ř target holds. No methods are aborted during this last
iteration.

(ii) the process invoking rc does not receive a xChosen, ejy message for
j ě i, before reaching Line 25.

Proof. Since rci establishes ei, it sent a xChosen, eiy message using
Crtargets.rb.broadcast with target “ ei on Line 23, which is not aborted.
Thus, no earlier methods on ei were aborted.
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Further, target Ď from can only hold at Line 10 at the beginning of the
first iteration, since the loop is ended otherwise. That cannot be the case,
since rci is the first operation to establish ei.

Finally, assume from “ b Ř ei during some iteration of the loop. If meth-
ods on Crfroms are aborted, then rci was interrupted by a xChosen, ejy.
It follows that from Ř ej Ř ei. However, in this case the aborted method
Crfroms.readNextpq on Line 16 returns cur “ ej . Thus, ej is assigned to
from on Line 20 and another iteration of the loop will be performed.

Remember that we say that an operation uses a blueprint b, if it invokes
some method on Crbs. We say that an operation effectively uses b if it
uses b, and none of the methods invoked on Crbs are aborted.

Lemma 7.5. There exists j ă i, such that rci effectively uses ej, and for
any blueprint b used by rci, if ej Ď b Ď ei holds, then b is used effectively
by rci.

Proof. Let pi be the process invoking rci. We first show that before
invoking rci there exists some ej P L at pi. At the start of an execution,
L is initialized to tbIu and bI “ e0 holds. If e0 is removed by processing a
xChosen, ejy message, ej is added to L, before e0 is removed. Since rci is
the first operation to establish ei, pi did not deliver xChosen, eiy before
invoking rci.

It follows that rci uses some established blueprint ej . Note that rci only
uses blueprint b, such that b Ď ei holds. Therefore j ă i holds. Finally,
Lemma 7.4 implies that rci uses some b effectively. Note that if rci uses
ej and effectively uses b with ej Ď b Ř ej`1, this implies that also ej was
used effectively.

We say that an reconf operation effectively starts in ej , if ej is the
smallest established blueprint, such that Lemma 7.5 holds for ej .

Lemma 7.6. Let rci be the first reconf operation that establishes ei. If
rci effectively starts in ej, it uses every ek with j ď k ă i. Thus rci
effectively uses ei´1.

Proof. We prove this by induction over i. Lemma 7.5 implies that rc1
effectively uses e0. For the induction step, assume i ą 1 and that the
lemma is proven for rcj , with j ă i. According to Lemma 7.5, rci
effectively starts in some ej with j ă i. If j “ i´ 1, we are done. Assume
j ă i ´ 1. If we show that rci also uses ej`1, we can apply Lemma 7.5
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and see that ej`1 is used effectively. We can then repeat the argument to
see that rci effectively uses every ek with j ď k ă i.

To show that rci also uses ej`1, let rcj`1 be the first reconf operation
that establishes ej`1. Since j`1 ă i we can apply the induction hypothesis
and see that rcj`1 effectively uses ej .

rci first invokes Crejs.writeNextptarget1q with ej Ř target1 Ď ei and
thereafter Crejs.readNextpq.

rcj`1 first invokes Crejs.writeNextptarget2q with ej Ř target2 Ď ej`1
and then Crejs.readNextpq.

This situation is also explained in Example 7.4 below, where pi and pl
are the processes executing rci and rcj`1. One of the writeNext methods
precedes the readNext method of the other operation. Thus either rci
reads target2 or rcj`1 reads target1. Since rcj`1 establishes ej`1 it does
not use a blueprint target1 Ś ej`1. It follows that there exists a blueprint
d, either d “ target1 or d “ target2, such that both rci and rcj`1 use d
and ej Ř d. If d Ř ej`1 we can again find target3 and target4 as above
and another configuration d1 Ś d. We can continue to find increasing
configurations di that are used by both rci and rcj`1 until we arrive at
dn “ ej`1. This shows that rci uses ej`1.

The following example visualizes an argument from the proof above.

Example 7.4. If two processes pi and pj both invoke writeNext first and
then readNext on a configuration Crbs. If the method writeNextptargetiq
invoked by pl completes before pi invokes readNextpq, as shown in Fig-
ure 7.1, the readNextpq method invoked by pi will read targeti from the
register pl.next in configuration Crbs, and return this value among others.

pi

pl

Crbs.writeNextptargetiq

Crbs.writeNextptargetlq

Crbs.readNextpq

Crbs.readNextpq

Figure 7.1: Illustrating Example 7.4. Consecutive write and read
methods on the same configuration object.

N

Lemma 7.7. A reconf operation that returns b invoked Crbs.readNextpq,
which did not abort and returned tu.
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Proof. Let op be a reconf operation as in the lemma. When Line 21 is
evaluated for the last time during op, from “ target “ b holds. Further,
executing Line 20, target is only increased. Therefore, Crbs.readNextpq
was executed on Line 19 during the last iteration of the loop. This method
was not aborted, since b was still the maximal element in L on Line 20.

We say that one operation op1 precedes operation op2 if op1 returned
before op2 was invoked.

Corollary 7.8. Stability holds.

Proof. Let rc and rc1 be two reconf operations in an execution σ, that
return ei and ej with i ă j. We have to show that rc1, which returns ej
does not precede rc.

Let E be the set of established blueprints belonging to σ. All arguments
below are made in the context of the execution σ. We show that for
every ei P E , there exists a point ti, such that all reconf operations that
return ei´1, were invoked before ti and all reconf operations that return
ei return after ti. Also ti ă ti`1 holds.

Let rci again be the first reconf operation that establishes ei. Note that
several reconf operations can return the same value, therefore rci “ rc
does not necessarily hold. According to Lemmas 7.5 and 7.6, rci invokes
Crei´1s.writeNextptargetq with some target Ě ei´1. This method returns
without being aborted. Lemma 7.7 implies that all reconf operations that
return ei´1 invoke Crei´1s.readNextpq before Crei´1s.writeNextptargetq
returns. Note that rci is the first reconf operation to establish ei, and no
reconf operation returns ei, before it is established. Finally, rci completes
Creis.readNextpq before any reconf operation invokes Creis.writeNextptargetq.
We can choose ti after Crei´1s.writeNextptargetq, invoked by rci returns,
and before Creis.readNextpq is invoked.

Returning to rc and rc1, it follows that rc is invoked before ti`1, while
rc1 returned after tj . Since ti`1 ď tj holds, rc1 does not precede rc.

7.6.3 Linearizability

The main result needed for linearizability is the following theorem.

Theorem 7.9. Let st “ setpsq be a set operation that returns before a
get operation gt “ getpq, then gt returns a register state s1 with tag s1.tg
larger or equal to s.tg. Furthermore, if a get operation returns a register
state s1, then setps1q was invoked.
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Theorem 7.9 establishes a relationship between set and get operations
performed in different configurations. We use it to prove linearizability
in Theorem 7.12. Before we are able to prove Theorem 7.9, we need to
establish some properties of the set and get functions. In this subsection
we also refer to set and get as operations.

Lemma 7.10 is the equivalent to Lemma 7.5 for set and get operations.

Lemma 7.10. For any completed set or get operation op there exists an
established blueprint ei, such that op effectively uses ei and all blueprints
b Ě ei used by op are used effectively.

Proof. At the start of a set or get operation op, L contains some ei P E .
Thus ei is used by op. Let p be the process invoking op. If for some
b Ě ei, a method invoked on Crbs during op is aborted, p delivered a
message xChosen, ejy with b Ř ej . Thus op will also use ej . Since op
returns, we can find some e1i as in the lemma.

For any established blueprint ej , let rcj be the first reconf operation
that establishes ej . Let sj be the register state written to ej by rcj ,
executing Line 22. Thus sj is written to ej before it is established.

We say that a get or set operation op effectively starts in ej , if ej is
the smallest established blueprint, such that Lemma 7.10 holds for ej .

Lemma 7.11. Let st be a setpsq operation that effectively starts in ei
and returns. Then for j ą i, either st uses ej, or rcj writes a state sj
with sj .tg ě s.tg, to ej before establishing it.

Proof. Assume rcj effectively starts in ek, with i ă k ă j. Then the
process invoking rcj delivered a xChosen, eky message before using ek in
rcj . Therefore sk.tg ď sj .tg holds.

Thus it is sufficient to show the lemma for operations rcj that effectively
start in el with l ď i. Lemma 7.6 implies that rcj effectively uses ei.

rcj first invokes Creis.writeNextptargetq (Line 12, Algorithm 7.2) and
then Creis.readSpq (Line 13).

st first invokes Creis.writeSpsq (Line 14, Algorithm 7.4) and thereafter
Creis.readNextpq (Line 15). This is also shown in Figure 7.2, where pj
executes rcj and ps executes st.

Either Creis.writeNextptargetq invoked by rcj precedes Creis.readNextpq
invoked by st, or Creis.writeSpsq invoked by st precedes Creis.readSpq
invoked by rcj .
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The second case is discussed in Example 7.5. It implies that s.tg ď sj .tg
holds. The first case is similar to Example 7.4 and implies that st also uses
target. If target Ř ej holds, we can repeat this argument until eventually
either s.tg ď sj .tg holds or st uses ej .

Example 7.5. Assume, as in the proof above, a processes ps first invokes
writeSpsq and then readNextpq on a configuration Crbs. Similarly, process
pj first invokes writeNextptargetq and then readSpq on configuration Crbs.
After writeSpsq invoked by ps completes, the register ps.S holds a state
with tag, equal or larger to that of s. If writeSpsq invoked by ps completes
before pj invokes readSpq, as shown in Figure 7.2, the readSpq method will
read the ps.S register in configuration Crbs, and return a state with tag
equal to or larger than that of s.

pi

ps
Crbs.writeSpsq

Crbs.writeNextptargetlq

Crbs.readNextpq

Crbs.readSpq

Figure 7.2: Illustrating Example 7.5.

N

Proof of Theorem 7.9. If st and gt both effectively use some blueprint b,
the Theorem follows from regularity of the registers in Crbs. Assume that
st effectively starts in es, while gt effectively starts in eg. If es “ eg, we
are done.

If es Ř eg, Lemma 7.11 implies that either st effectively uses eg, or a
value sg with sg.tg ě s.tg was written to eg before it was established. Note
that since gt starts in eg, gt uses eg after it was established. This implies
s1.tg ě sg.tg.

Finally assume that eg Ř es. Since st precedes gt and es was established
before st used es, we know that es was established before gt used eg. Since
no method invoked by gt after using eg is aborted, gt will effectively use
all configurations received by eg.readNextpq. Thus, gt will also use es.

If the operation starting es, rcs effectively started before using eg, gt
will use the configurations written to next by rcs, and therefore also use
eg. If rcs did not use eg, but effectively started by using ej Ě eg, we can
first look at rcj and then at rcs.

For linearizability we have to show the following: Let σ be the set of all
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read and write operations invoked during an execution. There exists a
totally ordered set π Ă σ, such that

(a) all read and write operations from σ that return are part of π.

(b) for two operation op1,op2 P π, if op1 precedes op2 in the execution,
then op1 appears before op2 in π.

(c) a read in π returns the value of the last write, preceding it in π or
K if no write appears before this read in π.

We prove linearizability as Theorem 7.12 using Theorem 7.9. The proof
is mainly standard and would be performed similar for a static system.

Theorem 7.12. For any execution of our regular atomic register there
exists an ordered set π, as specified above.

Proof. All line numbers in this proof refer to Algorithm 7.5. Assume an
execution with a set σ of read and write operations. We now construct
the set π. A read from σ is included in π if it returns. A write from
σ is included in π, if it invoked set on Line 9. This includes all write
operations from σ that return. Thus property (a) from above holds.

We now assign to every operation in π a unique tag. Unique tags are
totally ordered (see Definition 2.1). To a read operation in π, we assign
the tag s.tg of the register state returned by getpq invoked on Line 2. To a
write operation in π we assign the new tag, created on Line 7. Remember
that all tags created on Line 7 are unique. Thus all write operations in π
have different tags.

We order the operations in π according to their tags. Further, we
order a write before all read operations with the same tag, and order
read operations with the same tag according to their invocations in the
execution. Assume two operations op1,op2 P π. Assume op1 precedes
op2. Thus setpsq invoked by op1 precedes getpq invoked by op2. Assume
the getpq method invoked by op2 returns a state s1. Theorem 7.9 implies
that s.tg ď s1.tg. If op2 is a read operation, the tag associated with op2

is s1.tg. Since writes are ordered before reads and reads are ordered by
invocation, op1 is ordered before op2 in π. If op2 is a write operation
then its tag is larger than s1.tg, since the sequence number, that is part of
the tag is increased on Line 7. Again, it follows that op1 is ordered before
op2. This shows property (b) from above.

Finally, a get method only returns a state s after invoking setpsq. If
setpsq is invoked in a read operation on Line 3, then it was returned by
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get on Line 2 of the same operation. Therefore some write in σ must
invoke setpsq. Thus, for every read in π there exists write in π with the
same timestamp. Since a read returns the value written by a write with
the same timestamp, property (c) holds.

7.6.4 Liveness

We now prove liveness of operations. We assume that only finitely many
reconf operations are invoked and that at any time, the current and
all possible new configurations are available. We show that operations
invoked by active processes return.

The following claim follows from Lemma 7.1.

Claim 7.13. If a method is invoked on some Crbs, then either b “ bI
holds, or b is the merge of input values to reconf operations. If during
an execution, methods are invoked on Crbs and Crb1s, then b and b1 are
comparable.

We now prove that any method invoked by an active process eventually
returns, if it is not aborted.

Lemma 7.14. If the system is available, every method invoked by a process
that stays active will eventually either return or abort.

Proof. Assume an active process p invokes a method on a configuration
object Crbs. According to Claim 7.13, b is a merge of input values to reconf
operations. If Crbs is available, the operation can return. Otherwise, some
reconf operation returned a value target, such that target Ř b holds.
Claim 7.13 implies that b and target are comparable, thus b Ř target holds.
Since p is active, p P Crtargets.Pc holds. Thus, p will eventually receive a
Chosen message for target and abort all methods on b.

We now prove that read and write operations return.

Lemma 7.15. A read or write operation invoked by an active process
will eventually return.

Proof. It is enough to show that get and set operations return. Lemma 7.14
implies that all methods invoked by these operations return. We have to
show that the for loops on Line 3 and Line 13 of Algorithm 7.4 eventually
reach the return statement. Note that gt is assigned a greater lattice
element on every execution of Line 9. The same holds for st, every time
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Line 17 is executed. If reconf is only invoked finitely many times, only
finitely many values are learned from la-propose. Thus eventually no
greater value for gt (or st) can be found and the operation will return.

Lemma 7.16. A reconf operation invoked by an active process will even-
tually return.

Proof. This follows in the same way as Liveness of the get and set
functions. Lemma 7.14 implies that all methods invoked by a reconf
operation on an active process, either return or are aborted. from is
assigned a greater lattice element on every execution of Line 17. Since
only finitely many reconf operations are invoked, there exists only finitely
many candidates for from. Therefore, eventually from is assigned the
largest learned value maxpLq “ target, and the reconf operation will
return.

7.7 Extended Algorithm:
Reconfiguring Lattice Agreement

In Section 7.5 we assumed an external service, GLA, used to solve lattice
agreement. We believe it is preferable for lattice agreement to be imple-
mented on the same configurations as our register. In this section, we
show how lattice agreement can be implemented and reconfigured as part
of our reconfigurable register.

Note that we do not actually need to implement generalized lattice agree-
ment [37]. That is because in generalized lattice agreement la-propose
may be invoked infinitely often during an execution. In our reconfigurable
register, we only invoke la-propose during reconf operations, and if
infinitely many reconf operations are invoked in one execution, we do
not require these operations to be live.

However, the main difference between our implementation and existing
algorithms for lattice agreement, is that we actually implement lattice
agreement among a dynamic set of processes. More precisely, we want to
implement lattice agreement among the processes running our reconfig-
urable register. Thus, if our register is reconfigured, this also changes the
set of processes running lattice agreement. To replace the external GLA
service from Section 7.5, the safety properties of lattice agreement need to
hold for all returned values. In addition, comparability must also hold for
values returned from processes in different configurations.
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We use the following strategy to ensure comparability for values learned
in different configurations. First, we let reconfigurations transfer the state
used for lattice agreement from the old to the new configuration, together
with the register state. However, we cannot complete an la-propose
operation, while such a state transfer is ongoing. Therefore, if an la-
propose operation encounters such a state transfer, it first ensures that
this reconfiguration and state transfer is completed. Then it tries again to
solve lattice agreement in the new configuration.

Algorithm 7.7 shows a variant of the reconf operation that does not
rely on GLA. This reconf operation can be used together with the read
and write operations and the get and set functions from Section 7.5.
As before we use a configuration object to contact the processes in a
configuration. However, we define some extensions to the configuration
object that allow us to solve lattice agreement.

Algorithm 7.6 shows some extensions for the configuration object used
in Algorithm 7.7. Thus, every process in a configuration stores a value val
that is an element from the lattice of blueprints. This value is a guess at
the last value decided by lattice agreement. Further, each process pi uses
an additional regular register pi.val to communicate its local value val to
the other processes in the configuration. Finally, the configuration object
provides two methods readVal and writeVal to read and write lattice
agreement values. writeValpvq simply merges a new value v to the local
val and writes the new value to the register. readValpq reads the registers
p.val, for all p P Pc and returns the merge of these values. As before, we

Algorithm 7.6 Configuration Object C at process pi — extended

1: State :
2: c : pPc,RQc,WQcq {service configuration}
3: valÐ bI {agreement value val P C}
4: S : pS.v, S.tsq Ð s0 {register state S P V ˆ T , s0 “ pK,pi.idq}
5: nextÐH {next blueprints, next Ă B}
6: Communication Abstractions:
7: Regular SWMR registers
8: for each p P Pc : p.S : pS.v, S.tsq {storing S P V ˆ T , initially s0}
9: for each p P Pc : p.val {storing agreement value val P C, initially bI}

10: for each p P Pc : p.next {storing next Ă B, initially H}
11: rb {reliable broadcast}
12: readValpq
13: for p P Pc
14: vp Ð p.val.readpq
15: valÐ mergeptvp|p P Pcuq
16: return val

17: writeValpvq {invoked by pi}
18: valÐ mergepval, vq
19: pi.val.writepvalq
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Algorithm 7.7 Extended Register Reconfiguration

1: State :
2: LÐ tbIu {ordered set of learned, not outdated blueprints}
3: @b P L : Crbs “ COpc : b.policy.srvConfpb.Aqq {conf. object, determined by b}
4: curÐ bI {current blueprint}

5: reconfpvq
6: targetÐ la-proposepvq {propose v to LA}
7: bÐ reconfptargetq {reconfigure to learned configuration}
8: return b

9: la-proposepvq
10: bÐ cur {use last current blueprint}
11: repeat
12: if Dt P L : b Ř t then {b Ř tô b Ď t^ b ‰ t}
13: bÐ reconfptq
14: v Ð agreepb, vq {LA in configuration Crbs, on Page 153}
15: LÐ LY Crbs.readNextpq {check for learned blueprints replacing b}
16: until @t P L : t Ď b {v is now learned}
17: return v

18: reconfptargetq {reconfigure to Crtargets}
19: fromÐ cur {blueprint for old configuration}
20: sÐ s0 {variable for collecting register state}
21: valÐ bI {variable for collecting agreement state}
22: repeat
23: if from Ř target then
24: Crfroms.writeNextptargetq {target was learned}
25: sr Ð Crfroms.readSpq {collect register state}
26: if s.ts ă sr.ts then
27: sÐ sr {remember most up-to-date register state}
28: valr Ð Crfroms.readValpq {collect agreement state}
29: valÐ mergepval, valrq {merge with previously collected state}
30: LÐ LY Crfroms.readNextpq {check for learned blueprints}
31: fromÐ minptb P L|from Ř buq {minimum element wrt. Ď, s.t. from Ř b}
32: if target Ď from then
33: LÐ LY Crfroms.readNextpq
34: targetÐ maxpLq {maximum wrt. Ď; target for reconfiguration}
35: until from “ target
36: Crtargets.writeSpsq {transfer register state}
37: Crtargets.writeValpvalq {transfer agreement state}
38: Crtargets.rb.broadcastpxChosen, targetyq {inform about new configuration}
39: if cur Ř target then curÐ target
40: return target
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Algorithm 7.7 cont. Extended Register Reconfiguration — continued

41: agreepb, vq {propose v to Lattice Agreement in configuration Crbs}
42: repeat
43: Crbs.writeValpvq {record value we want to learn}
44: vr Ð Crbs.readValpq {if not aborted, v Ď vr holds}
45: if v Ř vr then
46: v Ð vr {update proposal}
47: else
48: return v {return v unless there exists a more up-to-date value vr}

assume that Crbs.writeValpvq and Crbs.readValpq are aborted, if a process
knows that blueprint b is outdated. If aborted, readValpq returns bI .

The high-level composition of the reconf operation in Algorithm 7.7,
shown on Lines 5-8, is built up in the same way as the reconf operation
from Algorithm 7.2. First lattice agreement is solved by calling la-propose,
which is only a local function call in Algorithm 7.7, and not a call to an
external service. Then the register is reconfigured, using the newly learned
blueprint as target. In Algorithm 7.7, we present this reconfiguration as a
separate function, reconf shown on Lines 18-40.

The reconf function is almost identical to the reconfiguration we al-
ready presented in Section 7.5. The only difference is that we collect the
agreement state from old configurations on Lines 28 and 29, and that
we transfer the merge of all collected states to the new configuration on
Line 37.

The interesting parts of the extended algorithm are the la-propose and
agree functions that replace the GLA service. The agreepb, vq function
shown on Lines 41-48 solves lattice agreement in configuration Crbs with
proposal v. It repeatedly writes v to the processes in Crbs, and reads
back the new value from Crbs. If this read returns a new greater lattice
element vr, we adopt this element as proposal v and write to Crbs again.
We continue this until we read some value that is smaller than or equal to
our last proposal.

We now explain the la-propose function shown on Lines 9-17 of Algo-
rithm 7.7, that replaces the la-propose operation of the external GLA
service. The aim of this function is to invoke the agree function on the
current configuration. The function performs lattice agreement in what
it believes to be the current configuration on Line 14. It then checks if
cur is still the current blueprint, invoking Crcurs.readNextpq on Line 15.
If this returns a non-empty set containing t, it means that some preceding
or concurrent operation has learned t and invoked reconfptq, reconfiguring
to Crts. Since we do not know whether reconfptq was completed, we also
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invoke reconfptq on Line 13. This reconf function returns a new current
blueprint. We then repeat the above process, invoking agreepcur, vq and
Crcurs.readNextpq with the new current blueprint. Note that whenever
we invoke agree with a new current blueprint, we pass the result of the
previous invocation as argument.

Finally, the variable cur can be updated, concurrent with an operation,
if a process receives a Chosen message (see Algorithm 7.3, Line 3). This
can happen concurrently with another operation. Therefore, the pseudo
code in Algorithm 7.7 does not invoke agree and readNext directly on
Crcurs, but instead uses a variable b which is initially set to cur on Line 10.
This ensures that b used in the test on Line 16 is the same blueprint as
the one passed as argument to agree on Line 14.

In Section 7.8 we prove that by using the reconf operation from
Algorithm 7.7, our reconfigurable atomic storage is still correct. We
also include an analysis of the communication complexity of our reconf
operation, showing that if at most r reconfigurations are invoked in an
execution, our reconf operation requires at most Oprq communication
steps.

7.8 Correctness for our Extended Algorithm

We now prove that the extended reconf operation, presented in Algo-
rithm 7.7 does preserve correctness of the register. The main difference
between the reconf operation presented in Algorithm 7.7 and the one
from Algorithm 7.2, is that the new version calls an la-propose function,
instead of using an external service to solve lattice agreement.

In this section, we prove that our la-propose function shown on Lines 9
to 17 of Algorithm 7.7 faithfully implements lattice agreement, i.e. that
the properties validity, comparability and monotonicity, as defined for our
GLA service in Section 7.5, hold. We also show, that if la-propose is only
invoked finitely many times during an execution, every invocation, done by
an active process will return. The correctness of our register then follows
from the same arguments given in Section 7.6.

At the end of this section, we also prove that the number of communi-
cation steps for our extended reconf operation is at most linear in the
number of concurrent reconfiguration operations.

All line numbers in this section refer to Algorithm 7.7. We first introduce
some terminology and notation used in the following proofs. In this section,
an operation always refers to a reconf operation. We refer to la-propose,
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reconf and agree shown in Algorithm 7.7 as functions, while method
always refers to one of the six methods on a configuration object, defined
in Algorithm 7.6. We also use the terms method or function to refer to a
specific invocation of a function or method, during an execution.

Let op1 be a reconf operation. We write op1:15:Crxs.readNextpq for
the method readNext that op1 invokes on configuration Crxs, executing
Line 15 of Algorithm 7.7. Similarly, for a specific call rec1 of reconf we
write rec1:24:Crxs.writeNextptargetq for the method writeNext invoked by
rec1 on Crxs, executing Line 24. If unambiguous, we omit the configuration
Crxs to increase readability. Note that if rec1:24:Crxs.writeNextpbq returns
before op1:15:Crxs.readNextpq is invoked, the blueprint b added by the
former is among the blueprints returned by the latter.

We say that a value d is learned, if some reconf operation called
la-propose which returned d on Line 17.

Validity and monotonicity. The following lemma shows that validity
and monotonicity hold.

Lemma 7.17. Any value v learned on Line 17 is the merge of input values
to la-propose. If a function la-proposepvq learns a value v1, then v Ď v1

holds.

Proof. We first prove that, if a call to agreepb, vq returns v1 then v Ď v1

holds. This follows easily, since agree either returns its input, v. If not,
agree returns executed Line 46 assigning a new value vr to v. This is only
done if v Ř vr holds.

Since the argument v to agree on Line 14 is either the input value to
la-propose or the value returned by the last call to agree, v Ď v1 also holds
for the input value to la-proposepvq and the learned value v1. This shows
that monotonicity holds.

We say that a value from the lattice v P C is valid in an execution
σ, if either v “ bI , if v is the input to an la-propose function in σ
(la-proposepvq P σ), or if v is the merge of several such input value. We
now show that any value returned by the method readVal is valid. As long
as all local variables p.val from Algorithm 7.6 are valid, the values returned
by readVal are also valid. At the start of an execution p.val “ bI holds and
all local values p.val initially valid. New values are merged to p.val only
by invoking writeVal on Lines 43 and 37. If the arguments to writeVal are
valid, all local p.val remain valid. The argument to writeVal on Line 43
is either the input value to la-propose (on the first invocation during an
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operation) and therefore valid or a value returned by readVal on Line 44.
The argument on Line 37 is either bI (Line 21) or the merge of bI with
values returned from readVal on Line 28. Thus, since the initial values of
p.val are valid, the values returned by readVal and arguments to writeVal
are also valid. Thus the local values p.val remain valid throughout the
execution.

The value learned by a la-proposepvq function, v1 is either equal to the
argument (v1 “ v) or returned from an readVal method executing Line 44.
Therefore the returned value is valid. This shows that validity holds.

Comparability. We say that an operation learns a value d with cur “ b1

if for the last invocation of agreepb, vq on Line 14 during this operation,
b “ b1 holds, and this last invocation of agree returns d. We first show that
values learned with the same blueprint are comparable, in Lemma 7.18. We
then continue to values learned in different configurations, as Lemma 7.20.
Comparability follows as Corollary 7.22.

Lemma 7.18. All values learned with one blueprint are comparable.

Proof. We first show that during the last invocation of agree in an opera-
tion, methods are not aborted. Assume process pi invokes agreepb, vq and
some method in this function is aborted. Since agreepb, vq only invokes
methods on Crbs this implies that pi received a message xChosen, targety
with b Ř target and executed Lines 4 and 5 of Algorithm 7.3. Therefore pi
also executed Line 2, adding target to L. Thus the loop in the la-propose
function will not break and agreepb1, vq will be invoked with some b1 Ś b.
(See Line 16.)

Now assume v1 and v2 are two values learned by operations op1

and op2 respectively. Assume both values are learned with blueprint
b. Then both operations invoke agree with blueprint b and this function
returns v1 and v2 respectively. During the last iteration in this func-
tion, op1 invokes first Crbs.writeValpv1q (op1:43:writeValpv1q) and then
Crbs.readValpq (op1:44:readValpq). Since this last readVal method is not
aborted, and since a process pi also reads his own register pi.val when exe-
cuting readVal this method also returns v1. Similar, op2 writes and reads
v2 in op2:43:writeValpv2q and op2:44:readValpq. Assume without loss of
generality, that op1:43:writeValpv1q returns before op2:43:writeValpv2q.
This implies that op1:43:writeValpv1q returns before op2:44:readValpq is
invoked. Since op2:44:readVal also reads the register that belongs to the
process invoking op1, and since op2:44:readValpq writes to this register,
op2:44:readVal reads value vr Ě v1. Since vr “ v2 this shows the lemma.
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Note that the above argument is similar to the one performed in Ex-
ample 7.4, only using writeVal and readVal instead of writeNext and
readNext.

To prove that values learned with different blueprints are comparable
we need the following helping lemma.

Lemma 7.19. If reconfptargetq returns b1 then target Ď b1 holds and b1

was learned by some la-propose function.

Proof. Any value returned by readNextpq was previously an argument
to writeNext. A value used as argument to writeNext on Line 24 was
either previously returned by some readNextpq, or is an input value to
reconf . The input value to reconf invoked on Line 13 was also returned
by readNext (Line 15). The input values to reconf invoked on Line 7 was
learned from la-propose. Thus, all arguments to writeNext and values
returned by readNextpq are learned values. A value returned by reconf
was either returned by readNext on Line 30 or Line 33. Also, if a new
value target1 is assigned to target on Line 34, target Ď target1 holds before
the assignment.

Lemma 7.20. Values learned with different blueprints are comparable.

Proof. Assume v is learned in an execution σ. Let π be the prefix of σ
that ends right before v is learned. We show that if all values learned in π
are comparable, then v is also comparable to these values.

Let S be the set of all blueprints e, for which a xChosen, ey message
was broadcast in π, and the initial blueprint bI . Lemma 7.19 implies that
all values in SztbIu were learned in π by the la-propose function. Our
assumption therefore implies that S is totally ordered by Ď. We therefore
write S “ te0, e1, ...u such that ei Ď ei`1 holds. Note that cur is always
an element from S. Thus, if some value is learned with cur “ b in π, then
b P S holds. Since v is learned with some cur “ b P S, it is sufficient to
show that all values learned with a blueprint from S are comparable.

Before xChosen, eiy is broadcast for the first time Creis.writeValpv
iq

is invoked on Line 37. Clearly vi is smaller or equal to all values learned
with ei. We now show that for any value v1 learned with cur “ ej , such
that j ă i, v1 Ď vi holds. We prove this by induction over i.

Assume i “ 1. Note that e0 “ bI . Let rec1 be the first reconf function,
establishing e1 (broadcasting xChosen, e1y). This function invokes first
CrbIs.writeNextpe1q, on Line 24 and then CrbIs.readValpq on Line 28. Let
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op be an operation that learns a value v1 with blueprint bI . op invokes
first agreepbI , vq, including CrbIs.writeValpv

1q on Line 43 during the last
iteration of the agree function, then CrbIs.readNextpq on Line 15, which
returns an empty set. Therefore op invoked CrbIs.readNextpq before
CrbIs.writeValpv

1q invoked by rec1 returned. It follows that the method
CrbIs.writeValpv

1q invoked by op returned, before CrbIs.readValpq was
invoked by rec1. Thus v1 Ď v1 holds. Note that, since we consider the first
function starting e1 none of the above methods are aborted. The above
argument is similar to the one shown in Example 7.5, only using writeVal
and readVal instead of writeS and readS.

Let i “ n ` 1. Let rec be the first invocation of the reconf function
that starts en`1. Because of the induction hypothesis it is enough to show,
that vi Ě v1 holds for all v1 learned with cur “ en. We prove that recn`1
invokes Crens.writeNextpvq and Crens.readValpq as Lemma 7.21. vi Ě v1

then follows by the same argument as done for i “ 1.

Lemma 7.21. Let rec be first invocation of reconf to start en`1. rec per-
forms Lines 24-31 with from “ en and none of the methods Crens.readValpq
and Crens.writeNextpvq are aborted.

Proof. We prove this again by induction over n. Since rec is the first
function call to establish en`1 it follows that from was assigned some ei
with i ď n on Line 19. It follows that rec invokes Creis.writeNextpvq,
Creis.readValpq, and Creis.readNextpq on Lines 24,28 and 30, for some
i ď n. This proves the lemma for n “ 0.

If Creis.readNextpq is aborted, then it returns the new current blueprint,
ej with i ă j. Since rec is the first function to broadcast xChosen, en`1y,
also j ă n` 1 follows. We can thus replace i with j. For n ą 0 we can
thus find ei, such that rec invokes the three methods above on Creis, and
none of these methods, or methods invoked thereafter by rec are aborted.

Let reci`1 be the first reconf function that starts ei`1. Our induction
hypothesis implies that reci`1 also invokes Creis.writeNextptarget1q and
Creis.readNextpq, which are not aborted. Thus either Creis.readNextpq in-
voked by reci`1 returns target, that was written by rec, or Creis.readNextpq
invoked by rec returns target1, that was written by reci`1. See also Ex-
ample 7.4 for an illustration of this argument. We can therefore find a
blueprint b (either target1 or target), such that both rec and reci`1 invoke
methods on Crbs. If b Ř ei`1 this is the same situation as above and we
can find b1 such that b Ř b1 and both rec and reci`1 invoke methods on
Crb1s. Since both rec and reci`1 eventually break their loops, we can only
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find finitely many such values and eventually arrive at ei`1. It follows
that rec also invokes methods on ei`1. We can repeat this argument to
see that rec also invokes methods on en.

Corollary 7.22. Comparability holds.

Proof. Values learned with the same blueprint are comparable, as shown
in Lemma 7.18. Lemma 7.20 shows that values learned with different
blueprints are comparable. Thus, all learned values are comparable.

Liveness. To prove our liveness property, we assume that only finitely
many reconf operations are invoked during an execution. This implies that
also the la-propose function is invoked only finitely often. We also assume
that at any time, every configuration that is the merge of input values
to reconf , and not yet outdated, is available and that communication
between correct processes is reliable. We first show that all methods
invoked by an active process either return or abort. We then show that
operations, invoked by active processes return.

See Section 7.4 for definitions of terms as outdated, available and current
blueprint, and active process.

Lemma 7.23. Every method invoked on a configuration by a process that
stays active will eventually return or abort.

Proof. Assume an active process p invokes a method on a configuration
Crbs. It follows from Lemma 7.19 and 7.17, that b is the merge of input
values to la-propose operations. Thus b is either the current blueprint, a
possible new blueprint or outdated. If b is not outdated, Crbs is available
by our assumption above. Thus the method can contact a quorum of
correct processes in Crbs and return. If b is outdated, cur Ď b holds for
the current blueprint cur. Since we only invoke methods on configurations
that where learned, and all learned configuration are comparable, this
implies b Ř cur. Since p is active, it is part of the current configuration
(p P Pcur). Thus p will eventually receive a xChosen, cury message and
abort all methods on Crbs.

Theorem 7.24. An function la-proposepvq, invoked by a processes that
remains active will eventually return.

Proof. From Lemma 7.23 it is clear that all methods invoked by the
operation return. We have to show that the loops in the la-propose, reconf
and agree functions eventually break.
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We first show that any reconf function, invoked by this operation
returns. Note that on every execution of Line 31, from is assigned a value,
greater than the last (wrt. Ř). According to Lemmas 7.19 and 7.17, from
is a merge of input values. Since finitely many operations have only finitely
many input values, from cannot grow forever and reconf will return.

Next, we consider the agree function on Line 41 (Page 153). First note,
if Crbs.readValpq on Line 44 is aborted, vr “ bI “Ď v will hold on Line 45
and the function will return. Otherwise, after executing Crbs.writeValpvq
and vr Ð Crbs.readValpq, v Ď vr holds. If they are unequal, v will be
assigned a greater value on Line 46. Since also the value of v is always a
merge of input values, this can happen only finitely many times and agree
will eventually return.

Finally, we note that reconfptq returns a blueprint b Ě t. Thus b is
assigned a greater value during every execution of Line 13. Thus also the
main loop ends after finitely many iterations.

Complexity Analysis.

We next perform a brief analysis on the communication complexity of
the reconf operation shown in Algorithm 7.7. First, note that any of
the methods of a configuration object, shown in Algorithm 7.6 can be
completed in two communication rounds, since different registers can be
read concurrently.

We analyze the number of methods invoked on one or more configura-
tions during the execution of a reconf operation. Let σ be an execution
of our register, during which only r many reconf operations are invoked.
Let op be an operation that returns in σ. Let p be the process invoking
op and p.cur be the value of the variable cur at process p when invoking
op. Let r1 be the number of reconfpvq operations invoked in σ, such that
v Ď p.cur holds. We say that op is concurrent with r1 many operations.

Theorem 7.25. The reconf operation op cumulatively invokes at most
Opr1q many methods on one or more configurations.

Proof. We first make the following observation: If a variable v always
holds a value, that is the merge of input values to reconf operations and v
initially holds some value v Ě p.cur, then there are at most r1 assignments
to v (v Ð v1), for which v1 Ś v holds.

As noted already in the proof of Theorem 7.24, b is assigned a new
value b1 with b Ř b1 on Line 13 during every, but the first execution of
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the loop starting on Line 11. Thus any operation performs at most r1 ` 1
iterations of this loop.

We study the methods invoked as part of the agree function and those
invoked as part of the reconf function separately.

Regarding reconf , we already argued in the proof of Theorem 7.24, that
from is assigned a new and greater value on every execution of Line 31.
Further, all values in L are learned from la-propose and are therefore
comparable. Further, target is assigned to the maximum element in L at
the end of every execution of the loop on Lines 22-35. Since from also
is an element from L this implies that from Ď target holds at the end of
every iteration. Since the loop breaks if from “ target holds, from Ř target
holds at the end of every but the last iteration. Thus Line 31 is executed
in every iteration of the loop, besides possibly the first one. It follows that
every invocation of reconf only invokes a constant number of methods on
one configuration Crfroms.

A reconf operation that starts with cur “ b and returns b1 Ě b invokes
only methods on configurations Crfroms with b Ď from Ď b1. Assume now
that two invocations of reconf , during the same operation invoke methods
on the same configuration Crxs. It follows that the first invocation rec1
returns b1 “ x and the second operation starts with cur “ x. Finally,
every invocation of reconf , done at Line 13 during la-propose returns
a larger rr than the previous one. Therefore, during one operation, at
most two invocations of reconf invoke methods on the same configuration
Crxs. The number of operations invoked on one configuration during one
invocation of reconf is constant and all invocations of reconf done during
one operation invoke methods on at most r1 ` 1 different configurations.
Thus at most Opr1q many methods are invoked cumulatively by the reconf
functions in one operation.

For the agree function, we see that the value v returned from one
invocation of agree on Line 14 is the input to the next invocation. Further,
if any invocation of agree performs x` 1 iterations of the loop at Lines 42-
48, it executes Line 46 x times, assigning a new and larger value to v.
Since also v is always the merge of input values, it can be assigned a new
and larger value at most r times during op. Thus if v is assigned a new
value at most x times during op, the at most r1 ` 1 invocations of agree
in op, perform the loop inside the agree function at most r1` 11` x many
times. In Lemma 7.26, we show that after v is assigned a new and higher
value for the first time, v Ě p.cur holds. Thus, since v is always the merge
of input values, it can be assigned a new value at most x “ r1 ` 1 many
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times. It follows that also the invocations of the agree function in op
cumulatively invoke at most Opr1q many methods.

Lemma 7.26. Crbs.readValpq on Line 44 returns a value w Ě b if it is
not aborted.

Proof. The lemma is clear for b “ bI . Assume that b ‰ bI . Let rec be the
first reconf function that broadcasts xChosen, by. Before this broadcast,
rec invoked Crbs.writeValpvq. For any value w returned by Crbs.readValpq
later, v Ď w holds. According to Lemma 7.19 b was previously learned
by some la-propose operation with cur “ b1 Ř b. This implies that b Ď v
holds. For details on this argument, we refer the reader to the proof of
Lemma 7.20.

Theorem 7.27. In an execution with r reconf operations, any operation
performs at most Oprq communication steps.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 7.25, since for any operation, r1 ď r holds
and any method on a configuration takes two steps.

7.9 Related Work

There exists a significant body of work on the reconfiguration of read-write
registers. Previous work on such reconfiguration mainly use either the
consensus-based approach or DirectCombine, as introduced in the begin-
ning of this chapter. Early work [86, 36] assumed reconfigurations were
issued by a single process. This approach avoids the problem of concurrent
reconfigurations, but failure of the reconfiguring process prevents further
reconfigurations.

Several works use the consensus-based approach to handle concurrent
reconfigurations. They either implement consensus [106, 29], or assume
an external, replicated configuration manager [44], [90]. All these systems
establish a sequence of configurations. Since consensus is impossible in
the face of asynchrony [38], these systems require additional assumptions,
such as a failure detector or eventual synchrony. To guarantee liveness
they assume, as we do, that an old configuration remains available until a
newer configuration has started.

In [103] a group communication system is used to implement reconfigura-
tion of an atomic register. This approach is similar to the consensus-based
approach.
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To our knowledge, DirectCombine has only been used in a few systems [1,
111, 12, 40, 6]. These systems do not establish a sequence of configurations.
Instead, processes can be added to or removed from the service at any
time. To guarantee liveness they assume that only a bounded fraction
of processes is removed concurrently [1], [111], or during a specific time
interval [12, 6]. Different from our work, [12, 6] assumes an infinite
sequence of reconfigurations.

In [40] the authors propose a new abstraction called Speculating-
Snapshot, that can be used to implement DirectCombine. Similar to lattice
agreement used in our algorithms, the use of Speculating-Snapshot can en-
sure that at most one new configuration is created for every reconfiguration,
thus reducing the complexity of reconfigurations and concurrent read and
write operations. Speculating-Snapshot is a slightly more complex task
than solving lattice agreement. The reason is that Speculating-Snapshot
includes learning values from lattice agreement and disseminating these
values to other processes. We use our configuration object for the last part.
An important difference is that [40] proposes that also read and write
operations invoke the Speculating-Snapshot, while in our algorithms, only
reconfigurations do invoke lattice agreement. We believe therefore that
our approach results in more efficient read and write operations.

A replicated state machine (RSM) [108, 75] is a general approach to
replicate a service. An RSM can be used to implement atomic storage,
where read and write operations are chosen using consensus. Consensus-
based reconfiguration of an RSM was proposed in both [108, 76] and has
also been deployed in production systems [110]. In Chapter 5, we showed
that an RSM can be reconfigured without relying on consensus [27]. In
Section 7.3 we have shown that the semantics of Timestamped Configu-
rations, used in our ARec algorithm can be viewed as an application of
SmartMerge. It uses a trivial combination function, that always chooses
the configuration with the highest timestamp.

Lattice agreement has been studied as a building block for atomic
snapshots in a shared memory system [8, 7, 53]. In [37], Faleiro et al.
presented an efficient algorithm for lattice agreement in message passing.
This algorithm is similar to the lattice agreement we implemented in our
extended algorithm, performed in a single configuration. To our knowledge,
our extended algorithm includes the first variant of lattice agreement that
allows changes in the composition of processes.
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7.10 Conclusion

We presented an atomic register that uses a novel approach to combine
concurrently issued reconfigurations in an asynchronous system. Our
approach allows reconfigurations to specify a policy, that determines how
to form a service configuration from the available processes. Different
policies are aptly combined by a merge function.
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Chapter 8

Evaluating Reconfiguration
Without Consensus
for Atomic Storage

DynaStore [1] was the first algorithm for reconfigurable distributed storage
that avoids having to solve consensus and thus works in an asynchronous
system. However, experimental results [111] have shown that such re-
configurations adds a significant overhead to concurrent read and write
operations compared to reconfigurations using consensus.

In Chapter 7 we have proposed a novel approach, called SmartMerge to
implement reconfigurable atomic storage. Similarly in [40], the authors
proposed a Speculating-Snapshot that can be used to implement recon-
figurable atomic storage. Both these approaches reduce the worst case
communication complexity of reconfigurations and operations concurrent
with reconfigurations, compared to DynaStore. While these two algorithms
appear to be superior in theory, understanding their behavior in different
deployment scenarios is not obvious, since no experimental evaluation has
been conducted.

In this chapter we present an extensive experimental evaluation of the
two new algorithms SmartMerge and SpSn-Store. The latter is a reconfig-
urable storage, that uses the Speculating-Snapshot algorithm, as described
in [40]. We compare the new algorithms both to the DynaStore [1] al-
gorithm and to the Rambo [44] algorithm. The latter was the first and
most prominent example for reconfiguration of atomic storage and uses
consensus to decide on reconfigurations.

We implemented the algorithms in the data-centric model, in which
processes are strictly separated into client and server roles, prohibiting
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servers from initiating communication. Section 8.1 describes this model in
detail and motivates our choice.

In a local area network, our evaluation shows that, compared to Dyna-
Store, the new algorithms’ ability to batch reconfiguration requests can
significantly reduce the overhead imposed on concurrent read operations.
Moreover, the new algorithms also has lower overhead than Rambo, if run
without a stable leader, and similar overhead to leader-based Rambo.

Our evaluation indicates that treating read and write operations separate
from reconfigurations is an important design principle. Different from
SmartMerge and Rambo, in the SpSn-Store and DynaStore algorithms read
and write operations help [23] in completing concurrent reconfigurations.
Our evaluation indicates that this feature actually increases the overhead
that reconfigurations imposes on read and write operations.

We also extract an optimization, that we call thrifty-mode, from the
Rambo algorithm. In thrifty-mode, clients avoid contacting a server several
times as part of different configurations. We implemented thrifty-mode
for SmartMerge and Rambo and show that it can significantly reduce the
overhead to read operations for both algorithms.

We also evaluated the algorithms for the case where clients and servers
reside in different data centers across the globe. Our evaluation shows
that batching reconfigurations has a much smaller effect in this scenario,
and that in some cases DynaStore actually performs better than the new
algorithms.

8.1 Why the Data-Centric Model?

The different algorithms in our study have been proposed and studied in
different models. The SpSn-Store [40] was presented in the data-centric
model, while Rambo [44], SmartMerge [59] and DynaStore [1] were all
presented in the process-centric model. However, to the best of our
knowledge, the only other evaluation of reconfigurable storage without
consensus was done in the data-centric model [111]. In this section we
present the two models, and motivate our choice of the data-centric model.

In the process-centric model, the processes invoking operations, e.g.
reading and writing, also maintain the stored state and can respond to
requests from other processes.

In the data-centric model, we distinguish between client and server
processes. Clients perform operations, while servers only maintain state
and respond to client requests. Clients and servers can, but need not
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be located on the same machines. This model restricts communication
between clients, in that two clients cannot communicate directly, but only
via the servers. Further, also the servers communication is restricted, such
that servers cannot initiate communication with clients or other servers,
but can only respond to client requests.

The data-centric model is generally considered to be more scalable [111,
30], since it reduces bottlenecks and avoids all-to-all message patterns
common in the process-centric model. Moreover, the set of clients can
easily be changed without changing the set of servers. In the process-
centric model it is easy to avoid concurrent reconfigurations by letting
a single leader handle all reconfigurations. We expect all algorithms to
produce similar results when using a single leader. Thus, the comparison
in the data-centric model is expected better reveal the difference between
the algorithms.

Note that in an asynchronous system prone to failures, it is impossible
to guarantee a single non-faulty leader. We believe our results can also be
extended to the case when the clients disagree on the leader. However, in
the data-centric model we can avoid the complex mechanisms for leader
election and handling of leader failures.

To compare the different algorithms, we must either use the process-
centric or data-centric model. The algorithms in our study are all a good
match for the data-centric model, since their interactions mostly follow
the request-reply pattern between clients and servers. Hence, we decided
to implement all algorithms in this model. With this choice, our results
are also directly comparable with the results from [111]. This is relevant,
since part of our motivation is to test whether the new protocols for
reconfiguration without consensus (SpSn-Store and SmartMerge), also
introduce the significant overhead to read and write operations, as seen
in [111].

Further, reconfiguration without consensus is especially relevant in the
data-centric model, since this model makes it difficult to solve consensus.
The reason for this is that efficient implementations of consensus usually
rely on a stable leader. For instance, a stable leader allows us to skip the
first phase of consensus [73]. However, such a leader must both receive
requests from other clients, and perform operations on the servers. It is
therefore both a client and a server. While it is possible to implement
consensus without a stable leader, this requires different clients to compete
for leadership, which is detrimental to performance. Thus, to ensure a fair
comparison for Rambo’s consensus-based algorithm, we have implemented
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two variants of this algorithm; one where clients forward reconfiguration
requests to a leader, and one where every process believes itself to be
the leader. We refer to the variant using a stable leader as L-Rambo.
Note that the leader-based variant (L-Rambo) does not completely comply
with the data-centric model. Accordingly, we found that introducing the
additional role of a single leader significantly increased the complexity
of implementing and deploying this variant. While this assessment is
clearly subjective, for us it validated the claim, that the data-centric
model promotes simplicity.

However, in the data-centric model an idle client cannot be informed
by the servers, when one or more reconfigurations together replace all of
the servers with new ones. This problem arises in many reconfiguration
algorithms and is typically solved using a resource discovery service [111, 84,
113]. Even in systems where idle clients are notified, a resource discovery
service is still needed to allow new clients to join. Since our evaluation is
focused on the read and write performance during reconfiguration, we
refer to these other works for solutions to the discovery problem.

Since Rambo, SmartMerge, and DynaStore were originally framed in
the process-centric model, they rely on an all-to-all broadcast to inform
the clients that they can discard old configurations and instead use a
certain new configuration. Since this violates the assumptions of the
data-centric model, in our implementations, clients write this information
to an atomic register in the new configuration, instead of broadcasting it.
When contacting a quorum in this new configuration, any client will be
informed of this change. This approach was also used in [111].

8.2 Reconfigurable Storage Interface

The algorithms in our study provide three operations, read, write, and
reconf . The write operation stores a single value and the read operation
returns the last value that was written. The reconf operation is used to
change the set of servers and is discussed below. In all algorithms in our
study, the read and write operations fulfill atomic [72] semantics. Thus,
even if several operations are executed concurrently, they appear as if all
operations where executed sequentially.

The first algorithm to implement such atomic read and write opera-
tions in an asynchronous system, that is subject to failures, was the ABD
algorithm [5]. All algorithms in our study are based on this algorithm. We
have described a multi-writer variant of the ABD algorithm in Section 2.3.
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In this algorithm, values are always stored together with a unique tag, as
defined in Section 2.3. We refer to such a (tag, value) pair as a tagged value,
and say that one tagged value is greater than another, if it has a higher
tag. The algorithm assumes a fixed configuration, e.g. a set of servers
and read- and write-quorums containing these servers (see Definitions 2.4
and 2.2).

In the algorithm presented in Section 2.3, both read and write opera-
tions proceed in similar manner, performing first a query, followed by a
propagation phase (see Algorithm 2.2). During the query phase a client
collects tagged values from a read-quorum. Among the collected values,
the client determines the one with the highest timestamp. In a read
operation, before returning this value, the client propagates the value
and tag back to a write-quorum, to ensure that successive operations will
also read this value. A client performing a write operation, on the other
hand, uses the highest tag found in the query phase, along with its process
identifier, to create a higher, unique tag, and propagates its own value,
together with the new tag to a write-quorum.

Note that read and write operations only differ in the value and tag
they propagate, but not in the actual set of messages that need to be
sent and received. This is also true for the reconfigurable algorithms in
this study. The algorithm can be optimized to allow some reads to return
after the query phase [35]. However, this optimization only affects specific
workloads, and it is unclear if it can be applied to all of the reconfigurable
algorithms in our study. We therefore do not implement it.

All algorithms organize the servers into configurations, called views
in [1]. A configuration is a set of servers, together with a set of read- and
write-quorums containing these servers. In DynaStore and SpSn-Store, any
quorum contains a majority of the servers in a configuration. SmartMerge
and Rambo allow for more general quorums. In our experiments, any
read-quorum contains at least half the processes in a configuration, while
write-quorums contain a majority of the processes. This makes SmartMerge
and Rambo comparable to DynaStore and SpSn-Store that use majority
quorums. These majority quorums provide better fault tolerance than
other read- and write-quorums with more unbalanced sizes.

Besides read and write, all algorithms in our study allow a reconf
operation to change the set of servers in a configuration. In DynaStore
and the SpSn-Store this operation takes a set of changes psi,`q or psi,´q
as input, where psi,`q signals that server si should be added, while
psi,´q removes that server. In these algorithms, if a reconfpps1,`q, ps2,´qq
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operation returns, then server s2 is no longer part of the configuration,
and s1 is part of the configuration, unless it was explicitly removed by
another reconfiguration. We also refer to this interface as DirectCombine.

The reconf operation in SmartMerge allows to specify a policy to
determine, which available processes should be part of the configuration and
how the quorum system should be organized. The policies in SmartMerge
can be used to avoid some of disadvantages of DirectCombine, as we have
shown in Chapter 3. However, as we have shown in Section 7.3, if we use a
specific policy DirectCombine can be implemented in SmartMerge. In the
context of this chapter, we are interested in comparing the performance of
reconfigurations that can be specified in all algorithms. We therefore use
the DirectCombine interface also in SmartMerge.

In Rambo, a rambo-reconf operation takes a new configuration as argu-
ment. The system then changes to this configuration, if the configuration
is chosen by consensus. This allows reconfigurations to specify arbitrary
changes to the configuration, e.g. changing the quorum system. However,
a reconfiguration may return without applying its changes to the system
configuration, if a different configuration was chosen. While this effect is
a rare exception for a reconfiguration proposed by a stable leader, it can
be common if consensus is run without a stable leader.

Rambo’s reconfiguration interface differs from that of the other algo-
rithms, where a reconfiguration only returns after its changes have been
applied. We therefore create a wrapper for rambo-reconf, that has the
same semantics as the other reconf operations. This reconf operation
receives a set of changes as an argument, then applies these changes to
the current configuration C, and invokes rambo-reconfpchangespCqq. If
some configuration C 1 was chosen by consensus, and C 1 does not include
the changes proposed by our reconfiguration, we apply our changes again,
invoking rambo-reconfpchangespC 1qq. Thus a reconfiguring client may need
to invoke several rambo-reconf operations until its changes are chosen and
it can return.

8.3 Overview of Algorithms

Before presenting our evaluation, we give a brief overview of the different
algorithms that we have implemented, highlighting their differences.
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(a) Using consensus, we
can choose a single succes-
sor for every configuration.

(b) In DynaStore, con-
figurations can have multi-
ple successors.

C0 C1 C2

(c) Using LA or SpSn, we
can ensure that configura-
tions are ordered.

Figure 8.1: Directed acyclic graphs of successor configurations. Circles
are configurations and arrows are established successors.

8.3.1 The Graph of Successor Configurations

To reconfigure from a configuration C to C 1, a client must establish C 1 as a
successor configuration of C. Configurations together with their successors
form directed acyclic graphs. Figure 8.1 shows some examples. The
main difference between the algorithms is how a successor configuration is
established.

In general, to change the configuration, a reconfiguring client must
traverse the graph, until it can establish a new successor, realizing the
requested changes. The client also has to ensure that this configuration
is a direct or indirect successor of every other configuration in the graph.
The latter may require establishing new successor links from one or more
configurations. If the client finds a successor link during traversal, and
needs to ensure that other clients see the same successor, the client will
enforce the successor link at additional servers.

After establishing the new configuration, the client can then transfer
state to the new configuration and mark it as started. Future reconfigura-
tions may then begin their traversal from this started configuration.

Rambo uses consensus [73] to choose a single successor for every con-
figuration. Thus, the graph of configurations has a single path, as shown
in Figure 8.1a. In L-Rambo, where a leader performs reconfigurations on
behalf of other clients, this leader can combine the changes proposed by
different clients in a single configuration and propose this to the consensus
algorithm. We refer to this process as batching.

To enforce a successor link, it is not necessary to solve consensus again;
we only need to disseminate this information to a write-quorum of servers
in the preceding configuration.

Without consensus it is not possible to choose a single successor. Thus
in DynaStore, multiple successors can be established for one configuration.
These successors must then be merged into a single configuration (see
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Figure 8.1b). DynaStore uses a “weak snapshot” object to ensure that at
most one of the successors of a configuration is started. The weak snapshot
ensures that the sets of successors found by different clients intersect.
While the weak snapshot does not guarantee that only a single successor
is established, it ensures an upper bound on the number of successors.
Thus, when a client finds that a configuration already has a successor, it
enforces this successor, instead of adding a new one. A reconfiguration
in DynaStore traverses the graph, trying to write its own changes to the
snapshot and thus creating a new successor. The reconfiguration also
reads the snapshot, checking for other changes, and adding these to its
own changes. Thus, a traversal only ends in a configuration that combines
all changes encountered in different successor configurations.

The SpSn-Store uses a Speculating-Snapshot algorithm to find and
establish successor configurations. Note that the Speculating-Snapshot
does not provide different operations for establishing or finding successors,
but instead provides a single operation that finds and enforces successors,
but also establishes new successors, if invoked with a non-empty input.
Different from the weak snapshot used in DynaStore, the Speculating-
Snapshot can combine changes. Thus, if two clients propose different
changes concurrently to Speculating-Snapshot, it is possible that only a
single successor configuration is established, that realizes both changes.
We also say that the changes are batched into one configuration. Further,
if two reconfigurations establish different successors (e.g. C1 and C2

succeed C0), then the changes from one reconfiguration are also realized
in the second successor configuration (e.g. changes from C0 to C2 include
changes C0 to C1, see Figure 8.1c). Thus, the SpSn-Store ensures that r
reconfigurations add at most r successor configurations to the graph.

SmartMerge is similar to SpSn-Store in that reconfigurations can com-
bine their changes before establishing successor configurations. Smart-
Merge uses lattice agreement to combine changes, which is similar to
Speculating-Snapshot. Thus also in SmartMerge, r reconfigurations add at
most r configurations to the graph, which looks the same as the graph for
the SpSn-Store. Different from Speculating-Snapshot, lattice agreement is
not used to establish successor configurations. Instead, after solving lattice
agreement once, clients use a configuration object to establish and find
successor configurations. Finding and establishing successor configurations
using this configuration object only requires a single round-trip. But,
similar to Speculating-Snapshot, solving lattice agreement can require up
to a linear number of round-trips.
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In SmartMerge, a reconfiguring client proposes its value only once to
lattice agreement. The client then inserts the configuration returned from
lattice agreement in the successor graph. Similar to Speculating-Snapshot,
concurrently proposed changes can be batched by lattice agreement. To
insert the configuration returned from lattice agreement, the client traverses
the graph, writing the new successor to every configuration and querying
for other successors, until it reaches the configuration it is inserting. This
is different from SpSn-Store, where Speculating-Snapshot is solved in
every configuration during the traversal. The client also establishes the
configuration it learned from lattice agreement, as a successor for all
configurations it traverses. The client can then transfer state, and start
the newly inserted configuration.

8.3.2 The Cost of a Traversal

We now perform a brief analysis of the cost of a traversal. This cost is
related to the size of the successor graph that must be traversed, and the
cost of reading and establishing successor relations. We summarize this
discussion in Table 8.1.

In Rambo, r reconfigurations representing different changes will result
in a graph of size r ` 1, since every reconfiguration creates one successor.
In L-Rambo, the leader can batch these reconfigurations into fewer con-
figurations. A stable leader can solve consensus and inform the servers
about the outcome in two round-trips, thus establishing a successor. A
new leader requires an additional round-trip. However, in an asynchronous
system, multiple leaders may compete indefinitely for leadership and never
achieve consensus [38]. Note also that a reconfiguring client may have
to participate in several consensus instances, until its proposed change
is chosen. If a successor was already decided, it can be found in a single
round-trip.

In DynaStore, if r reconfigurations are combined in different orders
by different clients, this can theoretically result in a successor graph
with as many as 2r´1 ` r configurations. They result in at least r new
configurations, which also is more than for the algorithms that batch
reconfigurations. To establish a new successor with a weak snapshot only
requires two round-trips. To find that a configuration has no successors re-
quires a single round-trip, while finding and enforcing an existing successor
requires 2-3 round-trips.

In SpSn-Store and SmartMerge, r reconfigurations result in a successor
graph with at most r ` 1 configurations. However, to solve Speculating-
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Snapshot or lattice agreement, may take up to 2r round-trips. In SpSn-
Store, the clients invoke Speculating-Snapshot in every configuration
on a traversal. Further, to find r successors established by previous
operations requires 2r round-trips. In SmartMerge on the other hand,
only reconfiguring clients need to solve lattice agreement and they solve it
only once at the start of the traversal. Successors returned from lattice
agreement can be established and found with only a single round trip.

8.3.3 Read and Write Operations

In a reconfigurable storage, clients must check for successor configurations
both after the query and dissemination phase of every read and write
operation. If no successor configurations are found, a read or write
operation precedes similar to the respective operation, executed in a stable
system.

There are two approaches to handle a successor found during a read or
write operation. In SmartMerge and Rambo, a read or write operation
simply traverses the graph of successor configurations, and executes first
the query phase in all these configurations and then the dissemination
phase.

In SpSn-Store and DynaStore, when a read or write operation finds
a successor, they start a reconfiguration with the successor configuration
as input. At the end of this reconfiguration, the client then performs the
read or write operation in the new configuration, before starting it. Thus
in SpSn-Store and DynaStore also read and write operations have to
establish successors, as shown in Table 8.1.

Performing a reconfiguration is clearly more costly than simply reading
from or writing to all configurations in the graph. However, by performing
a reconfiguration, a client ensures that any edge traversed in one opera-
tion, will not have to be traversed again by successive operations by the
same client. This may happen with the first approach, especially if a
reconfiguring client fails while performing a reconfiguration.

8.4 Implementation

In this section we explain how we have implemented the different algo-
rithms. We first explain how we implemented the different abstractions
used in the original descriptions, and what changes we made to adapt
the algorithms to the data-centric model. Finally, we explain several
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optimizations that we have implemented for all algorithms.

DynaStore was adapted to the data-centric model in [111], and we have
re-implemented this variant. The only changes that were made between
this adaptation [111] and the DynaStore algorithm, as presented in [1],
lies in the implementation of the weak snapshot object and in how the
start of a new configuration is announced to the clients.

We do however make one important change compared to [111]. In
the implementation of the weak snapshot used in [111], a client queries
for existing successors before adding a new successor to a configuration.
The client waits until at least one server replies. If this server reports
an existing successor, the client does not write its new successor to the
snapshot. In our implementation, all clients query the same server for this
check and only if this server does not reply in time do the clients query
another server. Thus in practice, we never end up with multiple successors
of one configuration and the successor graph for DynaStore actually looks
the same as the one for Rambo.

The SpSn-Store was already formulated in the data-centric model. How-
ever the main focus of [40] is the speculating snapshot algorithm. How
this algorithm can be used to implement a reconfigurable register is only
explained in a few paragraphs. For example, while it is mentioned that
stored values are associated with a tag, it is not explained how such a
tag is assigned to a new value. We use the same technique used in the
other algorithms, namely a client first queries the servers for an up-to-date
tag and then assigns a higher and unique tag to the new value. Further,
a write operation that encounters a successor configuration, completes
by storing a value with an associated tag in the new configuration. In
the other algorithms we have implemented, storing such a value in a new
configuration is always followed by a check for further successor config-
urations. We believe that these omissions in the SpSn-Store algorithm
can easily be resolved by applying techniques from the DynaStore and
SmartMerge algorithms. We applied these changes, but found that they
had no significant impact on our evaluation. We therefore report the
results for the original version, without these changes.

Implementing SmartMerge. For SmartMerge we implemented the
extended variant presented in Section 7.7. That is because this variant
does not rely on an external service to solve lattice agreement. However,
also this variant relies on a configuration object built using several regular
registers and a reliable broadcast primitive.
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To implement the configuration object (Algorithm 7.6) in the data-
centric model this object would have to contain three registers for every
client. Instead we implemented the configuration object without relying
on a register abstraction: Every server in a configuration stores a tagged
value, a set of successor configurations, and an element from the lattice,
used for lattice agreement (S, next and val in Algorithm 7.6). Instead
of writing a timestamped value to its register, a client sends this value
to all servers in the configuration and waits for acknowledgement from a
write-quorum. The servers overwrite their stored value, if the new one has
a higher timestamp. Similar, instead of writing a successor configuration
to their register the clients send this configuration to all servers and again
waits for an acknowledgment from a write-quorum. The servers simply
add the new configuration to the set of successor configurations. Finally,
to write a new proposal for lattice agreement, a client sends this proposal
to all servers. The servers merge this proposal to the agreement state (val)
they have stored.

The configuration object in Algorithm 7.6 also provides methods that
scan all of the regular registers. In our implementation, instead of scanning
all registers, we simply collect the value of the local variable S, next or val
from a read-quorum of the servers. For the methods reading and writing
a tagged value (writeS and readS), these implementations have also been
presented in Algorithm 2.1. A similar conversion from a closed, to an open
implementation was presented in [40] for the Speculating-Snapshot.

We note that it is not necessary for a server to store a separate values
for S, next and val for every configuration in which the server participates.
Instead, a server can simply store the largest tagged value that it has
received in any configuration, all successor configurations and the merge
of all agreement values val it has received.

If, due to this change, a client receives a value with a higher tag during
the query phase, this does not impact correctness. Similarly, it does
not matter when a client receives information about a specific successor
configuration, since the successor configurations are traversed in order.

Finally, SmartMerge relies on a reliable broadcast primitive to inform
the members of a new configuration that this configuration was started.
DynaStore also implements a reliable broadcast for this purpose, but as
mentioned in Section 8.1, we replace this broadcast with a write to an
atomic register in the started configuration, as was also done in [111].
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Implementing Rambo. Rambo, as described in [44], uses a gossip
style message exchange, where every message includes the stored tagged
value, the successor graph, and information about a process’s “world”,
used to discover new processes. Similar to previous implementations [96],
our clients only send these messages as part of an operation, and our
servers only reply to client messages. In the data-centric model, it is not
necessary to broadcast information to discover new servers, since a server
only communicates with clients that contact it, and thus the server does
not need to know any other servers or clients. Furthermore, clients only
need to know the servers of the current and future configurations. We
therefore omit a process’s “world” information from messages.

The reconf operation of the other algorithms is for Rambo split into a
reconf operation and a garbage collection operation. The reconf operation
establishes new successor configurations, while the garbage collection is
responsible for state transfer from old to new configurations and for starting
these configurations. In our implementation, a reconfiguring client always
invokes garbage collection upon completing a reconfiguration. Rambo
allows any client, not just the one executing a reconf operation to perform
a garbage collection of old configurations. However, in our evaluation, the
clients that perform reconfiguration also perform garbage collection.

In Rambo, processes can also garbage collect a configuration, when
they hear that another process has completed a garbage collection. This
information is propagated using all-to-all gossip messages. This all-to-all
communication has the same purpose as the reliable broadcast in the other
protocols, namely to start the new configuration. We again adjust this
by using the strategy from [111], namely informing the servers in the new
configuration that this configuration was started, and let these servers
propagate this information to the clients.

As mentioned before, we have implemented two variants of Rambo, one
where reconfiguration requests are forwarded to a stable leader, and one
where every client believes itself to be the leader. When our leader receives
a reconfiguration request, and is not currently performing a reconfigura-
tion or garbage collection, it immediately starts the new reconfiguration,
omitting the first phase of the consensus. After completing a garbage
collection, our leader checks for reconfiguration requests received in the
meantime. If there are several such requests, proposing different changes,
the leader will only propose a single reconfiguration, including all of these
changes.

In the variant where all clients believe themselves to be leaders, a client
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performs reconfigurations and garbage collections, until a new configura-
tion has started, that includes the client’s requested change. To resolve
contention in the consensus algorithm, we use the same strategy as in [111].
Namely, a client that notices during the first phase of consensus, that
another client has started consensus with a higher ballot number backs-off,
to allow the other client to decide on a value. We use an exponentially
increasing back-off starting with 1 ms.

Further Optimizations: Combining RPCs We have implemented
all algorithms in a common configuration-RPC framework using Go 1.5
(http://golang.org). In our implementation, clients use configuration-RPCs
to communicate with the servers in a configuration. Our configuration-
RPCs are built on top of GRPC (http://grpc.io). A configuration-RPC
sends the same request to all servers in a configuration and returns after re-
ceiving replies from a quorum. Our clients always block on a configuration-
RPC.

As mentioned above, messages in Rambo contain both the successor
graph and tagged value. This way it is possible to both write a new tagged
value to the servers, and query for successor configurations in a single
RPC. The other algorithms, on the other hand, treat the information
about successor graphs separate from the tagged values of the distributed
storage. While this separation makes it easier to understand the algorithms,
it would cause a significant number of additional message delays in an
implementation.

Therefore, if two RPC methods are always invoked one after the other,
and the second RPC does not change the state of the servers, we implement
these as a single RPC. If the first RPC in such a combination does change
the state of the server, we ensure that this happens before the return value
for the second RPC is computed. This optimization is especially effective
for SmartMerge, where we can combine RPCs accessing the successor
graph, the tagged value and the lattice agreement state. It is also effective
in SpSn-Store, where we can combine read and write RPCs during a phase
of the Speculating-Snapshot.

Finally, we also omit write-only RPCs, if they write an empty value
(e.g. an empty commit in SpSn-Store), or write a value that was already
written by the same client on the same configuration. The latter example
arises in DynaStore, where a successor returned by the weak snapshot is
written back to the snapshot several times.
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Economic mode. Since the algorithms in our study are designed for
an asynchronous system subject to failures, none of our RPCs actually
require a reply from all servers in a configuration. We therefore designed
an economic mode, where an RPC is only sent to a quorum of processes,
and only after a timeout will the RPC be sent to all processes in the
configuration. In our experiments, we configured this timeout to avoid
resend in the absence of failures. Unless noted otherwise, all experiments
are done in economic mode.

Our clients choose the servers they send to based on their id. This
ensures that load is evenly distributed among the servers.

Thrifty mode. In Rambo, during the query phase of a read or write
operation, a client performs the same RPC on all configurations in the
successor graph. A server’s reply to this RPC in one configuration can
also be used as reply in another configuration. This is possible because
the servers in Rambo do not store or send information specific to a
configuration. Instead, the servers send the largest timestamped value
received in any configuration, and the whole successor graph, omitting
only garbage collected configurations. This also applies to the propagation
phase in Rambo.

We call this thrifty mode and we have implemented it for both Rambo
and SmartMerge. The reason that this optimization is also applicable to
SmartMerge is that read and write operations in SmartMerge are very
similar to the ones in Rambo, and as mentioned above, the servers need
not store or return state specific to one configuration.

8.5 Evaluation

We evaluated the algorithms in a local area (LAN) and wide area (WAN)
setting. We evaluate both how quickly reconfigurations are applied, and
the overhead these reconfigurations impose on concurrent operations.

While we use TCP for communication in all our experiments we start
servers, and establish connections at startup, not during reconfigurations.
This allows our evaluation to focus on the cost of running the specific
reconfiguration algorithm. We believe this to be useful also in practice,
since it is possible to tell the clients to establish connections to a new
server, before the reconfiguration to add this server is actually performed.

Further, the clients in our experiments only perform read operations,
not write operations. However for all algorithms, these operations only
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differ in a small computation done locally at the client. If all values
written and read have approximately the same size, then read and write
operations differ neither in the kind of messages sent, nor their size.

8.5.1 LAN Experiments

We first evaluate the algorithms in a Gigabit LAN environment with
machines running Linux 3.18.2. We use “small” machines with a 1.86 GHz
Intel Core dual-core processor to run two servers each, and“large”machines
with a 2.13 GHz Intel Xeon quad-core processor to run four clients each.

We start our experiment with an initial configuration of 8 servers each
on a different “small” machine. We let 16 clients on four “large” machines
continuously perform reads, with a payload of 4 kB. At one point during
the experiment we start 1, 2, or 3 clients, each issuing a reconfiguration
to replace one of the servers with another server, located on the same
machine. Thus, every configuration actually retains the same number
of servers, located on the same machines. The reconfiguring clients are
located on another “large” machine. For L-Rambo we use another “large”
machine to run the leader. Note that in this setup the leader of L-Rambo
is rather over-provisioned. Initial experiments suggested, that using one of
the servers in the initial configuration as leader increases reconfiguration
latencies by 10-15%.

We measure both the time it takes to complete a reconfiguration and the
overhead that this reconfiguration imposes on concurrent read operations.
The first measure is simply the latency of reconfiguration operations. To
measure the overhead, we measure the latency of read and write operations
and especially mark the latencies of those operations that contact several
configurations. If the latency of an operation is marked, and is higher
than the average of unmarked latencies, we call this difference overhead.

However as we mentioned in Section 8.3.3, depending on how reads
and writes handle successive configurations, a single reconfiguration can
cause overhead to one or more operations from a client. We therefore
use two metrics to evaluate the overhead. The cumulative overhead for a
client is the total overhead that the client experienced in one run. The
maximum latency is the maximum latency any operation from a single
client experienced in one run.

We believe that a small cumulative overhead is relevant to clients that
perform frequent operations, while the maximum latency is more relevant
to clients that perform infrequent operations.
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Figure 8.2: Average read-latency without reconfiguration and max-
imum latency concurrent with reconfiguration. Average and 95th per-
centile for 16 clients over 40 runs.

Maximum latency. Figure 8.2 shows the average read latency with-
out reconfiguration (no reconf) and the maximum read latency a client
experiences concurrent with one or more reconfigurations. The figure
shows the average maximum latency and the 95th percentile for 16 clients
in 40 runs. We observe that read latencies increase significantly for all
algorithms during reconfiguration. However, we also observe that the
two novel algorithms, SpSn-Store and SmartMerge have smaller latencies
than DynaStore. Especially, for two or three concurrent reconfigurations,
SmartMerge has similar latencies to that of L-Rambo. This is because in
SmartMerge, the different reconfigurations are batched in lattice agreement
and the read operations only see a single reconfiguration. Similarly, in
L-Rambo the leader also batches reconfigurations. SpSn-Store also batches
reconfigurations, but since clients also invoke Speculating-Snapshot and
complete reconfigurations, these clients observe a larger overhead with
SpSn-Store.

Cumulative overhead. Figure 8.3 shows the cumulative overhead due
to reconfigurations. DynaStore experience the highest overhead, and the
overhead of Rambo increases significantly, as more reconfigurations are
invoked. The reason for this is that each reconfiguration creates a new
successor configuration. SmartMerge scales well since even three reconfigu-
rations are batched into a single new configuration. In L-Rambo, only the
second and third reconfiguration are batched. This is because we do not
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use any batching timeout, but instead propose the first reconfiguration
immediately.
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Figure 8.3: Cumulative overhead caused by concurrent reconfigurations
to the read operations of a client. Average and 95th percentile for 16
clients over 40 runs.
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Figure 8.4: Reconfiguration latency. Average and 95th percentile over
40 runs.

Reconfiguration latency. Figure 8.4 shows the actual reconfiguration
latencies. We see again that latencies scale well for L-Rambo and Smart-
Merge due to batching. On the other hand, we observe that latencies
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increase drastically for Rambo and DynaStore which does not make use
of any batching.

Thrifty-mode. We now evaluate the thrifty-mode, where clients try
to avoid recontacting the same process twice in different configurations.
We have implemented this mode for Rambo, L-Rambo, and SmartMerge,
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Figure 8.5: Maximum latency of reconfiguration concurrent with read
operations that help reconfigurations and avoid recontacting processes
in different configurations (thrifty). Average and 95th percentile for 16
clients over 40 runs.
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as explained in Section 8.4. The experiment setup is the same as in the
previous experiment.

Figure 8.5 shows the maximum latencies with and without thrifty-mode,
in scenarios with 1, 2, 3, and 4 concurrent reconfigurations. We see that
thrifty-mode significantly reduces the maximum latencies for all algorithms
(the dashed lines).

Figure 8.6 shows that cumulative overhead, with and without thrifty-
mode. Here we see that, while its effect on SmartMerge is limited, thrifty-
mode has a significant effect on L-Rambo, mitigating the difference between
L-Rambo and SmartMerge. For Rambo without leader, thrifty-mode
partially mitigates the lack of batching. However, for a larger number of
concurrent reconfigurations (e.g. 4), Rambo still experiences significantly
larger overhead than the other variants.

We do not show reconfiguration latencies for this experiment, since
thrifty-mode has no significant impact on these.

Throughput under constant reconfiguration. Besides the overhead
and latency of a single batch of reconfigurations, we are also interested
in the questions: what frequency of reconfigurations can the algorithms
support, and how does a constant rate of reconfigurations impact read
throughput?

With a constant rate of reconfigurations, the algorithms cannot guar-
antee that operations complete. That is because with an infinite number
of reconfigurations it is impossible to implement a reconfigurable regis-
ter [112]. However, our experiment shows that several algorithm can still
maintain reasonable throughput, even under constant reconfiguration.

We again start the system with 8 servers on “small” machines and 16
clients on four “large” machines, continuously performing read operations.
We then start 2, 4, 6, and 8 clients that continuously replace different
servers, switching back-and-forth between two servers located on the same
machine. Note that, since the reconfiguration interface of DynaStore and
SpSn-Store does not allow adding a previously removed server, we assign
new names to these servers.

Figure 8.7 plots the number of completed reconfigurations against the
number of completed read operations per second. For all algorithms,
additional reconfiguring clients results in more completed reconfigurations
and fewer completed read operations. DynaStore, SpSn-Store, and Rambo
all complete between 100 and 160 reconfigurations per second. However,
in Rambo significantly more read operations complete concurrent with
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Figure 8.7: Read and reconfiguration throughput with 2, 4, 6, and 8
reconfiguring clients, each represented by a dot or square in the graphs.
More clients increases reconfiguration throughput. Average over 20 runs,
each with a 30 second duration.

these reconfigurations than in DynaStore and SpSn-Store. Interestingly, in
this experiment reconfigurations seem to cause a larger overhead to read
operations in SpSn-Store than in DynaStore. We believe that is because
SpSn-Store fails to batch reconfigurations that are not proposed exactly at
the same moment, as was the case in the previous experiment. Finally, we
see that SmartMerge scales significantly better than the other leaderless
algorithms, but does not reach the efficient batching of the leader-based
L-Rambo. Figure 8.7 also shows results for thrifty-mode. We see that this
mode mainly improves the read throughput.

8.5.2 WAN Experiments

We performed similar experiments to those above using AWS micro in-
stances running Ubuntu 14.04 in several Amazon data centers. We used a
different instance for each client and server.

In our experiments we started with a configuration with 3 servers and
3 clients continuously performing read operations. A client and a server
were located in each of Europe (Frankfurt), US West (N. California) and
Asia (Tokyo). The read operations have a payload of 100 bytes. For
L-Rambo we use an additional instance located in US West as leader.

We did not use economic-mode in our WAN experiments, because
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using this mode in a wide area network requires carefully choosing which
servers are located nearest to the client and can thus answer with the
lowest latency. This is especially difficult to determine for servers in new
configurations where a client cannot rely on the latencies from previous
requests.
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Figure 8.8: Latencies in WAN under constant reconfiguration. Average
and 95th percentile obtained from 10 runs, each with a 60 second duration.
Clients located in EU, US and Asia repeatedly perform read and reconf
operations.

Constant reconfiguration. In the first experiment we use three clients,
one located in each of the above data centers that constantly propose
reconfigurations. Every reconfiguration proposes to replace the server
located in the same data center as the reconfiguring client, with a server,
located on another instance in the same data center. Figure 8.8 shows
average latencies for these reconf operations and concurrent reads and
the 95th percentile. Note that the two measurements must be seen in
conjunction. For example, since reconfigurations in Rambo often take
several seconds to complete, only a few reconfigurations actually complete
in a run of 60 seconds. Thus, these only cause a small overhead to read
operations.

The reconf latencies for Rambo and SmartMerge are dominated by
extreme spike latencies. SpSn-Store also experiences some extreme spike
latencies, which may exceed the experiment duration (ą 60 seconds).
Since in SpSn-Store, these spike latencies amount to less than 5% of the
operations in our dataset, they do not affect the 95th percentile, but cause
the average to lie above this percentile.
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Figure 8.9: Latencies in WAN under constant reconfiguration. Average
and 95th percentile obtained from 10 runs, each with a 60 second duration.

Figures 8.9b and 8.9a show average latencies and 95th percentile for
reads and reconf operations performed by the clients located in Europe
and US West. We did not include separate latencies for the clients located
in Asia, since they look very similar to those for clients located in the
US. These figures show that the high spike latencies for reconfigurations
mainly come from the reconfiguring client in Europe. In Rambo and
SpSn-Store, in some runs, this client does not manage to successfully apply
its changes, before the end of the experiment. In SpSn-Store this also
happened to the European client performing reads, but less frequent than
for reconfigurations.

In SmartMerge the reconfiguring client from Europe always manages to
complete a request during the experiment, but requires up to 30 seconds
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Figure 8.10: Read latency, overhead, and reconfiguration latency in
WAN with 3 concurrent reconfigurations. Average and 95th percentile
obtained from 10 runs.

to do so. We see that in SpSn-Store these spike latencies extend to read
operations, since also read operations participate in the Speculating-
Snapshot. In Rambo and SmartMerge on the other hand, the spike
latencies for reconfigurations have little impact on the read latencies.

Surprisingly, in this experiment DynaStore performs especially well,
with the lowest average reconfiguration latency of all algorithms in our
study, and an average read latency that is similar to the other algorithms.
As described in Section 8.4, our implementation of DynaStore uses one
of the servers in the configuration to prevent multiple successors. In this
experiment, this server is located in Europe, which gives an advantage to
the reconfiguring client located in Europe. It is this client that experiences
spike latencies in the other algorithms.

One batch reconfiguration. We also measured the latency and over-
head of a single batch of reconfigurations in our wide area setting. In this
experiment, three reconfiguring clients, one in each data center, concur-
rently perform one reconfiguration each. However since the three clients
are separated by significant latencies, the reconfigurations are not as closely
synchronized as in the LAN experiments, where all reconfiguring clients
where located on the same machine.

Figure 8.10 shows maximum read latency, cumulative overhead, and
average reconfiguration latency for this experiment. These metrics have
been explained in Section 8.5.1. Since the reconfigurations are not closely
synchronized the batching mechanisms fails to combine them. Thus,
SmartMerge, Rambo, and L-Rambo perform similarly, whereas DynaStore
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experiences a significantly higher overhead, because read operations help
to complete reconfigurations. Finally, SpSn-Store performs even worse
than DynaStore, probably, because also here the batching mechanism fails.

8.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we have evaluated different algorithms for reconfiguration
of atomic storage, both with and without consensus. For the different
algorithms, we measure both reconfiguration latencies and the overhead
caused by reconfigurations. Our experiments show that novel algorithms
for reconfiguration without consensus perform similar to consensus based
L-Rambo, if the latter has a stable leader. However especially our Smart-
Merge algorithm presented in Chapter 7 performs significantly better than
Rambo, when the latter is run without a stable leader.

Our experiments suggest that if read and write operations do not
help concurrent reconfigurations to complete that significantly reduces
the overhead. Interestingly, we find that the batching of reconfigurations
significantly reduces the overhead of reconfigurations in a local area network
but has little effect in a wide area network. Thus to design an efficient
reconfiguration mechanism for the wide area setting might be an interesting
problem for future work.
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Chapter 9

Results and Future Work

In this thesis we have investigated reconfiguration without consensus in
the context of both distributed storage, and state machine replication.
Besides techniques for improved efficiency of such reconfigurations, this
thesis proposes several novel semantics for reconfiguration, that either
generalize or specialize the interfaces used in previous work. All proposed
interfaces can be implemented efficiently without relying on consensus.

9.1 Results

We have presented three new algorithms for reconfiguration without con-
sensus. Our ARec algorithm shows that it is possible to reconfigure an
RSM in an asynchronous system. This algorithm also shows that reconfigu-
ration without consensus can provide similar semantics to consensus-based
reconfiguration. In ARec, a reconfiguration proposes a complete new
configuration for the RSM and the RSM is only moved to a configuration
that was explicitly proposed. Thus, these semantics allow to carefully
design quorum systems for a specific configuration, and avoid unacceptable
configurations that result from the combination of different reconfiguration
requests.

Our Replacement algorithm shows how reconfiguration without con-
sensus can be used to achieve decentralized failure handling in an RSM.
Since Replacement avoids synchronizing different reconfigurations, it is
especially efficient for handling concurrent replacements. Further, failure
handling with Replacement only causes a small overhead to concurrent
processing of state machine requests. This is especially true in a wide area
context, where this overhead is imperceptible to clients. Our Replacement
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algorithm uses semantics specialized for failure handling, that ensure that
all detected failures are handled, while duplicate detections can be ignored.

Finally, we present SmartMerge, a novel approach to reconfiguration
without consensus. SmartMerge allows a generalized interface for recon-
figurations. Thus SmartMerge allows reconfigurations to specify policies
and preferences, which processes should run the service. Concurrent re-
configuration request are combined using a merge function, that avoids
unacceptable configurations, but ensures that all proposed request are
taken into account. We use SmartMerge to implement reconfigurable stor-
age. Our implementation relies on lattice agreement to batch concurrent
requests and as such significantly improves communication complexity,
compared to previous work.

Our experimental evaluation of SmartMerge and other approaches
shows that decoupling of reconfigurations from normal operations (e.g.
read/write in atomic storage) is crucial to reduce the overhead caused
by reconfigurations. Further, in a local area network, the ability to
batch concurrent reconfigurations can significantly improve efficiency of
reconfigurations.

9.2 Lessons Learned

The results of this thesis have been developed over several years. In
hindsight several improvements could have been makde, especially for our
earlier works on ARec and Replacement.

Not disabling normal operation during reconfiguration. The main
intention behind our ARec algorithm was to show that an RSM can be
reconfigured without relying on consensus. However, the fact that ARec
disabled Paxos during reconfigurations is detrimental to performance, as
we have already acknowledged in Section 6.10.4. In hindsight, we believe it
would be possible to use a similar approach as in SmartMerge, performing
Paxos concurrently in the old, the new, and all intermediate configurations,
while a reconfiguration is ongoing.

Decentralized failure handling for decentralized RSMs. We have
shown that our Replacement method has certain advantages over classical
reconfiguration. However, in hindsight we concede that classical recon-
figuration is a relative good match for reconfiguring an RSM. That is
because a traditional replicated state machine, as described in [76, 73] uses
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a single leader and is thus highly centralized. Therefore it is reasonable
to also use a centralized approach for reconfiguration. Further, classical
reconfiguration reuses the consensus infrastructure already present as part
of the RSM. This significantly simplifies implementation compared to
other methods.

We believe that Replacement would be a better match for recent sys-
tems, that provide similar guarantees as a classical RSM, but use a more
decentralized setup, e.g. working in the data-centric model [11, 117],
or using each replica as a leader [95]. We believe that the benefit of a
decentralized failure handling method, such as our Replacement algorithm
would be more pronounced for these already decentralized systems.

Separation of connection handling and configuration member-
ship. To evaluate our Replacement algorithm, we implemented Replace-
ment and classical reconfiguration for a previously static RSM, developed
as part of a master project [61]. In the original implementation, connection
handling was tightly coupled to the RSMs membership. When adapting
to a reconfigurable system this resulted in several suboptimal designs, e.g.
extensive locking necessary to include new connections. This also made
it difficult to allow replicas to speculatively create new connections prior
to reconfigurations. We believe that the window of vulnerability reported
in our experiments on Replacement in Chapter 6 could be significantly
reduced, if connections could be established speculatively, e.g. during
initialization, instead of the activation phase.

In response to these problems we developed a configuration-RPC frame-
work that decouples connection management from the actual configurations
used and simplifies speculative creation of connections and the reuse of
connections as part of different configurations. We used these configuration-
RPCs to implement different reconfiguration algorithms for atomic storage,
as part of our evaluation in Chapter 8. In our experience, this framework
significantly simplified the implementation and comparison of different
reconfiguration algorithms, since it allows to create new configurations
or even use multiple configurations, without worrying about connection
management. We plan to report on our configuration-RPC framework in
a separate publication and to make it available to others.

Reconfiguring clients. In our Replacement algorithm and our im-
plementation of SmartMerge in Chapters 6 and 7, we assume that a
reconfiguration is performed by one of the replicas. This is actually con-
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flicting with our motivation, where we envision that reconfigurations could
be executed by monitoring agents.

We correct this when adapting SmartMerge to the data-centric model
in Chapter 8. Here we allow clients to execute reconfigurations. Clients
only have soft state and new clients can be started at any time. Thus the
envisioned monitoring agents could be implemented by such clients.

Novel semantics create new techniques. One of the main motiva-
tions for the contributions of this thesis was to investigate new semantics
for reconfigurations. The focus on novel semantics allowed us to better
understand the problem of reconfiguration without consensus and thus
find new techniques. For example our SmartMerge approach allowed us
to better understand existing approaches such as DirectCombine. Our
evaluation shows that novel techniques created for SmartMerge, e.g. the
application of lattice agreement are also beneficial for DirectCombine.

Similarly, restricting reconfiguration semantics to Replacement allows
us to perform these replacements independently.

9.3 Future Work

During the course of this research, we have found several ideas, how the
insights and techniques from this thesis could be applied and extended.

Implications of asynchronous reconfiguration for an RSM. We
have shown that an RSM, or more precisely, a running consensus instance
can be reconfigured in an asynchronous system. We have used this fact to
design our decentralized Replacement algorithm. However, we believe that
we did not yet exploit the full implications of that result. An interesting
question for future work is the following:

Given a large set of N processes. Assume that synchrony assumptions
only hold for some small and unknown subset containing f ` 1 of these
processes. Thus only these f ` 1 processes are guaranteed to reply to
requests within a given delay. Is it possible to detect these processes and
reconfigure, such that these processes form a majority for the resulting
configuration? If yes, we could use this configuration to solve consensus
among all N processes, despite f failures.

Generalized reconfiguration framework. In the work performed for
this thesis, we did not find a fundamental difference between reconfigu-
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ration of distributed storage and replicated state machines. We believe
that our techniques could be applied to build a reconfiguration service
for arbitrary quorum-based systems, together with a proof framework
that allows to deduce correctness of a reconfigurable system, from proofs
formulated for a static system.

Analyze possible failure handling rate under synchrony assump-
tions. Different from other dynamic systems, we do not assume an upper
bound on communication and processing delays. However assuming such a
bound, it would be interesting to determine at what rate detected failures
and churn of processes can be handled using our reconfiguration methods.
An interesting question is whether our algorithms, which do not assume
bounded processing delay, can handle failures at the same rate as systems
that do assume such a bound, e.g. [12, 65, 6].

Byzantine failures. Several work [106, 90] have investigated consensus-
based reconfiguration in distributed storage systems that are subject to
arbitrary (byzantine) failures. Similarly, BFT-Smart [16] implements
classical reconfiguration for an RSM tolerating byzantine failures.

We believe that reconfiguration without consensus would be especially
suited for the byzantine failure model, because this model allows for a
faulty leader to significantly delay, or even stop the execution of certain
reconfigurations. An interesting question is, what specific policies and
merge functions could be used for SmartMerge in this failure model.

As an example, we believe processes could use reconfigurations to
announce that they suspect a process to be faulty. The service could then
be automatically reconfigured to those processes which are not suspected.
Further, if sufficiently many processes are suspecting one process, the
merge of these reconfigurations could force the eviction or rejuvenation of
the process in question.

Finally, the success of Bitcoin [98] encourages new, quorum-based
systems for byzantine fault tolerant consensus in a peer-to-peer network
to be proposed [69, 91]. Due to its peer-to-peer nature, these systems
are subject to constant membership changes and require frequent and
efficient reconfiguration. We believe that due to the decentralized nature
of peer-to-peer systems, they can significantly benefit from reconfiguration
without consensus.
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